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Summary 
 

 

Human culture is unique in its scope and complexity and is underpinned by the social 

transmission of information. Successful individuals will use both social and asocial 

information effectively. Evolutionary theory suggests that social learning should be 

guided by evolved learning rules that dictate when individuals rely on social 

information, a literature which I review across Chapters 1 and 2, with the emphasis 

of chapter 2 being on conformist transmission. In this thesis I present experimental 

investigations of the existence and adaptive value of several such strategies in both 

adults (Chapter 3) and young children (Chapter 4). In all cases I find strong 

evidence for the existence of such biases and show that they act to increase the 

accuracy of decisions. In particular I show individuals are highly sensitive to even 

small majorities within a group of demonstrators. The youngest children (age 3) 

however, show little sensitivity to social information and do not use it effectively. In 

Chapter 5 I present an investigation into the role of social learning in the evolution of 

hominin lithic technology. I conclude that even the earliest hominin flaking 

technology is poorly transmitted through observation alone and so the widespread and 

longstanding persistence of such tools implies some form of teaching. Furthermore, I 

conclude that the stable transmission of more complex technologies would likely 

require teaching, and potentially symbolic communication. I also postulate a co-

evolution of stone tools and complex communication and teaching. In Chapter 6 I 

conclude that the cultural evolutionary approach, focussing on the evolutionary 

consequences of social information use and treating culture as a system of inheritance 

partially independent of genes, seems successful in increasing our understanding of 

the evolution of social learning. 
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

 



Chapter 1 - Introduction 1 

1.1 – An introduction to strategic social learning 

 

All animals must make decisions throughout their lives, many of which, such as 

foraging or mating decisions, will have fitness consequences. Additionally, all 

animals will encounter other individuals both of the same species and of different 

species. For group living animals, including humans, the presence of conspecifics is a 

constant feature of their environment. As all individuals within a population likely 

face many of the same decisions, then the choices they make, and the information 

they have access to, will potentially be of value to individuals other than themselves. 

Furthermore, the information of others may be highly attractive to observers as it 

offers a potentially very cheap way to gain knowledge of the environment (Boyd and 

Richerson, 1985). For example, when deciding where to forage, individuals can 

investigate foraging sites themselves. However, this exploration comes with a cost, in 

terms of the time and energy spent investigating several options, and also an increased 

risk of predation, as the potential foraging sites may not be safe locations (Boyd and 

Richerson, 1985). If an individual could access information already gathered by other 

individuals then they would be able to learn about potential foraging sites indirectly, 

without having to pay the cost of directly gathering this information. However, social 

information comes with its own problems as an observer cannot be sure of its quality 

and it may be out of date, or inappropriate (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Kameda and 

Nakanishi, 2002). Given this, an optimal decision maker will successfully combine 

information they collect independently of others (asocial information) with 

information available to them through the behaviour or products of other individuals 

(social information). This raises the possibility that individuals may be guided by 

behavioural rules that dictate how asocial and social sources of information are 
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combined, referred to as "social learning strategies" (Laland, 2004; Rendell et al., 

2011) or "transmission biases" (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Henrich and McElreath, 

2003). The investigation of such rules need not assume they are genetically specified, 

indeed, it is perfectly possible that they are themselves products of learning. However, 

due to the fitness consequences of such rules, it is likely that natural selection would 

have fashioned their operation, regardless of the extent to which such rules are 

genetically underpinned (Laland, 2004; Morgan et al., 2011). In the sections that 

follow I first summarise three fields of relevant investigations into the use of social 

and asocial information, namely, social psychology, developmental psychology and 

cultural evolution. For the rest of this chapter I describe in more detail many of the 

studied learning rules, highlighting multi-disciplinary support and outstanding 

questions. 

 

1.2 - Social psychology & conformity 

 

Some of the earliest scientific investigations into use of social information were 

carried out by social psychologists during the 20
th

 century, and were focused very 

much on the social contexts that would cause individuals to forgo their own opinions 

in favour of those of others (Asch, 1956; Sherif, 1935; Jenness, 1932). In an 

extremely influential paper, Solomon Asch (1956) described the observation that 

adults would willingly abandon their own perceptual judgement in a very simple 

visual task when faced with a group of confederates who disagreed with them. In this 

study adult participants were presented with three lines of different lengths and 

instructed to identify the largest of the lines. The lines were clearly different in length 

making identification of the longest line easy. Also present were a number of 
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confederates who appeared to the participant to be taking part in the study as they 

themselves were. When the group was asked to respond, the confederates gave 

incorrect decisions such that by the time the genuine participant made a decision they 

had received social information conflicting with their own perceptual information. 

Asch termed the adoption of the group decision at the expense of perceptual 

information “conformity”, supposing the deference to the group norm to be driven by 

a desire to receive social approval. Such a finding has been replicated a huge number 

of times across age groups and cultures and a large number of factors that influence 

whether or not individuals conform have been identified including group size (Asch, 

1956; Bond, 2005), task difficulty and importance (Baron et al., 1996), culture (Bond 

and Smith, 1996) motivation (Griskevicius et al., 2006) and mood (Tong et al., 2008). 

Whilst social psychology, replete with empirical data, has successfully identified 

many factors influencing when individuals adopt the decisions of others, it has 

struggled to unify such findings into a single theoretical framework. Perhaps the most 

successful attempt is Social Impact Theory (Latane, 1981; Latane and Wolf, 1981; 

Nowak et al., 1990), which characterizes social influence as a force, analogous to a 

physical force such as electro-magnetism, that acts on an individual. Factors proposed 

to influence the magnitude of this force are its strength (determined by factors such as 

the age and status of the source), immediacy (proximity in space-time of the source to 

the observer), and the number of people in the group to which the observer is exposed. 

Social Impact Theory can effectively explain the diminishing effect of increasing the 

number of confederates in the Asch experiments (Latane, 1981), and was also 

extended to cases where a majority conflicted with a minority (Latane and Wolf, 

1981). However, its variables of strength and immediacy - precisely that which 

distinguished it from other models (e.g., Tanford and Penrod, 1984) - came up against 
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conflicting empirical findings and where effects were found they were typically of a 

very low magnitude (Mullen, 1986; Jackson, 1986; Mullen, 1985). Furthermore, 

social psychology does not typically operate within an evolutionary framework. One 

ramification of this is that these theories were largely based on studies involving the 

adoption of arbitrary or bizarre group decisions. As a result the ability of these studies 

to explain social influence more generally, particularly in the context of evolution, is 

limited. Accordingly, the ambitions of theories of social influence from social 

psychology, although valuable contributions to the study of social learning, were 

never fully realised.  

 

Nonetheless, social influence theories were very successful in accounting for group 

size effects. Moreover, social psychology is also the source of a valuable distinction 

between "informational" and "normative" motivations for conforming to a group norm 

(Deutsch and Gerard, 1955). This distinction came about as researchers attempted to 

understand why their subjects were conforming to clearly incorrect decisions. They 

argued for two goals on the part of the subject, one to be correct, but a second to earn 

positive appraisal from others through agreement. The former is an informational 

goal, the latter a normative goal. As the simplicity of the task in the Asch experiments 

seems to preclude an informational goal, it has been argued that the subjects were 

conforming in order to achieve a normative reward, received by being in agreement 

with group mates. Surprisingly, Deutsch and Gerard (1955) found that some subjects 

would still choose the clearly incorrect answer even when they made their decision in 

the absence of confederates. They took this to mean that the confederates were also 

exerting some informational influence and that the subjects may really have believed 
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the group decisions. An alternative explanation is that, even when apparently isolated, 

individuals may find normative tendencies hard to resist. 

 

1.3 - Developmental psychology and trust 

 

There have also been many studies of social learning in children, referred to as "trust", 

from developmental psychology (Harris, 2007, 2012), which have attempted to 

understand under what conditions children will rely on the testimony of other 

individuals. Like social psychology, developmental psychology does not operate 

within an evolutionary framework and so does not typically consider the adaptive 

value of such behaviour. Arguably, this is potentially less of a problem for studies of 

young children because the predictions of evolutionary models may not apply to the 

behaviour of children which may still be developing. However, this is contentious and 

many behavioural adaptations specific to childhood are thought to exist. For example, 

it has been argued that children show a special sensitivity to adult cues that signify an 

intent to communicate relevant knowledge such that children learn effectively 

(Gergely et al., 2007). 

 

Either way, researchers can still make predictions about the behaviour of young 

children, and there are at least three reasons to anticipate that developmental changes 

in social learning may occur. Firstly, cognitive and behavioural strategies that are 

adaptive for adults may not be for children, in which cases adaptive age-specific 

social learning strategies may have been favoured by selection. For example, children 

tend to interact with smaller groups (e.g. family, carers) than adults, in which case 

some strategies, such as conformist transmission (see Chapter 2), might be less 
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effective . Secondly, if the development of social learning strategies is contingent on 

experience of social interactions, we should expect strategy usage to change as a 

child's social horizon expands. This is because, being part of a larger social group will 

lead to a greater variety of social interactions. Thirdly, very young children may be 

incapable of some forms of computation necessary to implement adaptive social 

learning strategies (e.g. computing the majority behavior which is a requisite for 

conformist transmission, see Chapter 2), rendering their decision making suboptimal 

prior to passing a threshold developmental stage. The three cases described above 

offer different (although not mutually exclusive) explanations for changes in behavior 

across development; in the first case alternative strategies have been selected, in the 

second they emerge depending on relevant experience, whilst in the third case they 

are explained by the presence/absence of other cognitive processes. 

 

1.4 - Cultural evolution and social learning 

 

Starting in the 1970s, biologists interested in the possibility of evolved learning rules, 

and operating within an evolutionary framework, began to study not only the 

existence, but also the adaptive value, of social learning under the name of 

“transmission biases” and “social learning strategies” (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; 

Laland, 2004; Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 1981; Henrich and McElreath, 2003). The 

nascent fields of cultural evolution and gene-culture co-evolution distinguished 

themselves from other evolutionary approaches to understanding human behaviour 

and culture in that they treated culture as an evolving system at least partially 

independent of genes. This stance allowed the evolution of maladaptive cultural traits 

and the relationship between genes and culture was reciprocal in that culture could 
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impact upon genetic evolution. In this case, social transmission becomes the means of 

heritability for the cultural system, the equivalent of genetic inheritance for genetic 

evolution. For much of the history of cultural evolution and gene-culture co-evolution 

a theoretical approach was adopted, with mathematical models being developed to 

investigate the evolution and persistence of transmission biases. However more 

recently empirical studies have begun to test the predictions of these models. For the 

rest of this chapter I will now describe the various forms of social learning biases that 

have been considered and illustrate the support for these derived from theoretical 

models and experiments with adults, children and non-human animals. One particular 

learning rule – conformist transmission – is of sufficient complexity and importance 

to my thesis that rather than deal with it here I dedicate the entire second chapter to its 

consideration. 

 

1.4.1 – Pure social and asocial learning 

 

Studies of social learning were heavily influenced by the theoretical finding now 

commonly referred to as Rogers’ paradox. Anthropologist, Alan Rogers (1988) 

modelled the evolution of a mixed population of pure asocial learners and pure social 

learners - individuals who were entirely reliant on asocial or social information 

respectively - inhabiting a changing environment, in order to investigate when it paid 

to rely on each form of knowledge gain. The social learners were "unbiased" in their 

transmission in that they copied another member of the population chosen at random. 

His key finding was that social learning, despite being assumed to be cheaper than 

asocial learning, did not raise the average population fitness. This is because as social 

learning grows in prevalence the amount of up to date information entering the 
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population through asocial learning diminishes and so the behaviour of social learners 

becomes increasingly out of sync with the environment leading to poor decision 

making. Over time the population evolves to an equilibrium at which all individuals 

have the same fitness, and where the average fitness of all individuals is equivalent to 

that of a population of pure asocial learners (see Fig. 1.1). This result, although not 

strictly paradoxical, was viewed by many researchers as surprising because social 

learning at the time was typically considered to be adaptive and believed to be behind 

human population growth (Richerson and Boyd, 2005). Furthermore, the equilibrium 

frequency reached in the model was far lower than the ubiquitous presence of social 

learning observed in human society implied. This finding spurred other theoretical 

work to examine social learning rules that might increase the fitness of social learners 

above that of asocial learners. 
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Figure 1.1 

Figure taken from Rogers (1988). As the frequency of social learning (SL) increases it's 

fitness decreases. Meanwhile, the fitness of asocial, or individual, learning (IL) does not 

depend on the frequency of social learning. At the ESS the fitness of the two strategies is 

equal, and the same as a population consisting only of asocial learners.  

 

 

1.4.2 – Critical and conditional social learning 

 

Two examples of such strategies are "critical" and "conditional" social learning 

(Enquist et al., 2007). Critical social learners first learn socially, taking advantage of 

the relatively cheap cost of social information. However, unlike Rogers’ pure social 

learners they then evaluate the quality of the information they received and if it is 

lacking they go on to gather their own information asocially. Such a strategy was 

found to evolve over a wide range of conditions, including regions of parameter space 

typically considered representative of real environments where social learning is 

cheap and asocial learning more costly, but reasonably effective. Conditional social 
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learning, is the inverse of critical social learning, where asocial learning is the default 

and social learning only used if the former fails. Enquist et al. (2007) found that this 

evolves in opposite regions of parameter space to critical social learning – where 

asocial learning is cheaper than social learning, although these areas are perhaps less 

typical of natural environments. Although these strategies do lead to an increase in 

overall population fitness beyond that of pure asocial learners, an outcome that was 

not possible in Rogers’ model, a difficulty comes with the means by which 

individuals are able to evaluate the quality of any information they receive. Such 

investigation might be regarded as itself a form of asocial learning, and so any critical 

social learner who sticks with the decision of the social information cannot be 

considered a pure social learner. However, more problematic is whether such 

evaluation is at all possible in the real world. For many decisions, for example 

deciding which type of crop to plant, it is not possible to evaluate the quality of the 

decision without having fully committed to it (i.e., planting a crop and seeing how it 

goes), by which point it is no longer possible to gather some more information and 

reverse your decision. 

 

1.4.3 - Uncertainty 

 

Conditional social learning bears a great similarity to the social learning strategy 

“copy-when-uncertain” by which individuals are more likely to adopt the decisions of 

others when they feel uncertain in their own abilities of knowledge (Laland, 2004). 

The existence of a bias to copy when uncertain has been a key assumption of 

theoretical models of cultural evolution. Boyd and Richerson (1988) modelled 

individuals in an environment that changed between two possible states. They 
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postulated than when individual experience was unsatisfactory (i.e. it left them 

uncertain) individuals should adopt the decisions of others.  Although such 

uncertainty may be generated through an attempt at collecting asocial information that 

results in insufficient evidence to make a decision, it is also possible that it could be 

due to inference from poor performance on the same task on previous occasions or on 

non-identical but related tasks. Thus, an individual who makes a poor mating decision 

one year may come to doubt their ability to identify high-quality mates and so be 

more inclined to copy the decisions of others when required to make another decision 

on the next year. Evidence consistent with the deployment of a copy-when-uncertain 

strategy can be seen in a study of children presented with a numerical discrimination 

task (Odic et al., 2012). In this study half of the children were given the questions in 

increasing order of difficulty (i.e., easy questions first), whilst the other half were 

given the questions in decreasing order of difficulty. The children given the harder 

questions first expressed lower confidence in their abilities, even on the easy 

questions, compared to the children given the easier questions first. However, the 

crucial final step, to show that young children use their confidence to guide reliance 

on social information was not taken in their study. Elsewhere, a bias to copy when 

uncertain has received empirical support across a variety of non-human taxa including 

rats (Galef et al., 2008), gerbils (Forkman, 1991), capuchin monkeys (Visalberghi and 

Fragaszy, 1995), ants (Grüter et al., 2011) and nine-spined sticklebacks (Kendal et al., 

2005). For example, van Bergen et al. (2004) presented nine-spined sticklebacks with 

two patches at which they could choose to feed, one of which was rich and the other 

poor. Across seven training days which patch was rich varied such that some groups 

of fish received unreliable information where one patch was rich only slightly more 

often than the other, whilst other groups received more reliable information where one 
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patch was rich more consistently. After this, trained fish were shown a group of fish 

foraging at the two patches, but where the patch that had most frequently been rich 

during training was now poor. Finally, the observer fish were required to make a 

decision again. van Bergen et al. (2004) found that fish given reliable asocial 

information showed a strong preference towards the patch that was typically reliable 

during training. However, when the prior information had been unreliable this 

preference was greatly reduced and the fish were influenced to a greater extent by the 

social information. Given this, it seems plausible that confidence guided social 

learning is likely to be a part of human social learning, indeed, this finding is reported 

in Chapter 3. 

 

1.4.4 – Payoff-, prestige- and reliability-biased social learning 

 

Payoff biased social learning refers to any form of selective social learning where an 

individual’s social learning is guided by the payoffs to themselves or to other 

individuals (Schlag, 1998; Kendal et al., 2009). Game-theoretic analyses have 

indicated that strategies where an individual’s use of social information is guided by 

their own pay-off (“proportional reservation”), the pay-off to demonstrators 

(“proportional observation”), or the difference between the two (“proportional 

imitation”) can all be highly effective (Schlag, 1998, 1999). Indeed, there is good 

evidence that humans and other animals are sensitive to such information and do use 

it to direct social learning (Mesoudi and O’Brien, 2008; Caldwell and Millen, 2008a; 

Mesoudi, 2008; Pike et al., 2010; Apesteguia et al., 2007). For example, in a 

computer-based arrowhead design task, in which participants could alter four different 

arrowhead parameters before receiving feedback on the efficacy of their design, 
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participants were found to selectively copy the design of the individual who was 

performing the best in the group (Mesoudi and O’Brien, 2008). However, although 

the value of payoff-biased copying seems clear in a general sense, which form it takes 

in humans or other species remains unclear with current data insufficient to resolve 

between the possibilities mentioned above. More generally, payoff-biased social 

learning suffers from a similar problem to the quality investigation required by critical 

social learning, in that precise information of payoffs may not be available to 

individuals until well after decisions are made, if at all. Given this, although they are 

certainly successful strategies in models and experiments where such information is 

available, and while there will certainly be some circumstances where payoffs are 

immediately visible, it remains unclear how often such strategies are a possibility in 

real populations. 

 

“Prestige” is defined as noncoerced, interindividual, within-group human status 

asymmetry and prestige-biased social learning has been subject to attention by 

cultural evolutionists (Henrich and Gil-White, 2001), whereby individuals exhibit a 

general tendency to copy the decisions of an individual who had been successful in 

the relevant domain and who is afforded prestige because of this. Prestige can be 

distinguished from dominance through the stipulation that prestige is noncoercive, 

whereas dominance is coercive. Such copying of "expert" or generally successful 

individuals may be easier to implement than relying on knowledge of the payoffs 

associated with particular decisions and so could be a widespread phenomenon. For 

example, in a Fijian population a handful of yalewa vuku, or wise-women, had a 

greatly disproportionate impact on the cultural evolution of the population (Henrich 

and Henrich, 2010). Although there are some claims of prestige-biased copying in 
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non-human species (see section 1.4.5), such claims do not meet Henrich & Gil-

White's definition. Prestige develops across multiple interactions that may be 

significantly separated in time and space, and requires individuals to monitor each 

other's long term success, which may be beyond the cognitive capacities of most non-

human animals. 

 

Although prestige- and payoff-based learning are not often discussed in studies of 

childhood social learning, the child's assessment of the reliability of sources of social 

information is. Reliability fits very well with the notion of payoffs and prestige as it is 

based on the repeated observations of the performance of a potential informant. For 

example, Koenig et al. (Koenig et al., 2004), carried out a study of three and four-

year-old children in which they were exposed to a "reliable" and an "unreliable" 

informant by showing two individuals correctly and incorrectly naming familiar 

objects. When subsequently presented with a novel object and asked to name it the 

children were more likely to use the word suggested by the previously reliable 

informant than the name suggested by the previously unreliable informant. 

Furthermore, this selective trust is spontaneous, in that children do not need to be 

prompted to evaluate reliability, and it is sensitive to the frequencies of correct and 

incorrect answers, in that children can discern between two individuals both of whom 

make some correct and some incorrect judgements based on the frequency by which 

they make correct judgements (Pasquini et al., 2007). Corriveau & Harris (2009) 

carried out an experiment that required children to choose between reliable and 

unreliable informants sometime after watching them make decisions and found that 

assessments of reliability persist and guide social learning for at least a week after the 

initial reliability assessments. Despite this, the selective social learning of young 
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children does have limitations. For example, Koenig & Harris (2005) found that, 

when shown reliable and unreliable informants, 3-year-olds, unlike 4-year-olds, are 

unable to predict that an unreliable informant will get future decisions wrong and do 

not seek out information from a reliable informant, although children of both ages 

were more likely to adopt the suggestions of the reliable informant than those of the 

unreliable informant. The appearance of these behaviours in 4-year-olds strongly 

suggests the development of a deeper understanding of reliability at this age. 

However, Wood et al. (2012) investigated the social transmission of the solution to a 

simple extractive foraging task with 5-year-olds. They found that the age of the 

informant was a better predictor of copying than the informant's declared state of 

knowledge concerning the task, with children favouring adult informants over 

children. This could reflect increased reliance on simple heuristics (i.e., copy older 

individuals) at the expense of more nuanced, but cognitively demanding, strategies 

that involve knowledge state estimations. However, it could also reflect the typical 

roles of adults and children that 5-year-olds will be familiar with - i.e., adults are 

knowledgeable and are the sources of social information. It is also possible that the 

two responses could be task specific - perhaps on motor tasks adults are perceived as 

more reliable informants and so exert greater influence. Another example of social 

learning changing across development can be seen when children interact with a 

reliable informant and an ignorant informant – i.e., an informant who expresses no 

knowledge on a matter, as opposed to an unreliable informant who makes incorrect 

decisions (Koenig and Harris, 2005). In this case, when the previously ignorant 

informant does offer an opinion, 4-year-olds, but not 3-year-olds, favour the 

previously reliable informant over the ignorant informant. Children are also capable 

of responding to indirect cues of reliability, for example, children show a persistent 
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distrust of individuals who seem unreliable on the basis that they were a lone dissenter 

against a group of other informants who were in agreement (Corriveau et al., 2009a), 

and children are also more likely to adopt someone's opinions when they are endorsed 

by other individuals (Fusaro and Harris, 2008). 

 

In addition to these studies with humans there is also evidence for payoff-guided 

social learning from other species. For example, nine-spined sticklebacks have been 

observed to copy the foraging patch decisions of more successful fish (Pike et al., 

2010). This study even had the necessary precision to distinguish between Schlag’s 

(1998) three learning rules and found that stickleback behaviour matched 

“proportional observation”. Given the above, payoff-guided learning, at least in some 

form, may be a widespread phenomenon. 

 

1.4.5 - Dominance-, age-, size- and kin-biased social learning 

 

Whilst prestige seems rare outside of humans, dominance systems are taxonomically 

widespread and can also guide social learning. For example, the claim of prestige 

biased copying in chimpanzees (Horner et al., 2010) based on an experiment where 

individuals chose to copy more "prestigious" demonstrators over less "prestigious" 

demonstrators both of whom were exhibiting different solutions to a foraging 

problem, is more parsimoniously considered an example of dominance-based copying 

as the individuals cited as the most "prestigious" were the most dominant. Although 

dominance-biased social learning has not been investigated with evolutionary models, 

it could be an adaptive strategy if individuals achieved their social dominance through 

access to high-quality information. However, in many social species dominance is 
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achieved through alliances (e.g., Maestripieri, 2007; Engh et al., 2000) in which case 

dominant individual may provide good information concerning who to form alliances 

with, although not necessarily concerning other decisions. Evidence from both birds 

and monkeys suggests dominance-biased copying may be widespread as an indirect 

result of the behaviour of low-ranking individuals being inhibited by others (Drea and 

Wallen, 1999; Nicol and Pope, 1994). Thus, if low ranking individuals are unable to 

provide social information then it will come disproportionately from higher ranking 

individuals. 

 

In addition to becoming socially dominant, successful individuals are likely to grow to 

a larger size than unsuccessful individuals due to the increased access to resources 

that their success affords them. Thus, again, we might predict a bias to copy larger 

individuals might guide observers towards adaptive outcomes. Data for such a bias 

can be seen in the guppy (Duffy et al., 2009), where fish were more likely to adopt the 

foraging decisions of larger demonstrator individuals than smaller demonstrator 

individuals (although in this study size and age were confounded). 

 

Another bias that could guide social learning is age. Such a bias is likely to be 

adaptive to the extent that older individuals have had more time to acquire valuable 

information, but also have demonstrated, through their survival, that they have not 

been overly reliant on poor information. Thus, one might surmise that any remaining 

old individuals are more likely than young individuals to be in the possession of high-

quality information. This is backed up by experimental evidence from guppies 

(Amlacher and Dugatkin, 2005) where female mating preferences were influenced to 

a greater degree by the equivalent decisions of older conspecific females than they 
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were by the decisions of younger conspecific females (see also Duffy et al., 2009). 

There is also evidence for such a bias in humans, for example, in the case of the Fijian 

population, although yalewa vuku or wise-women were particularly influential, to a 

lesser extent, so were qase - non-specific elders (Henrich and Henrich, 2010). Other 

studies have found that young birds (Biondi et al., 2010) and chimpanzees (Biro et al., 

2003, 2006) are more reliant on social information than older conspecifics. 

 

Individuals may also show a bias to copy the decisions of kin. There are at least three 

reasons as to why this is likely to be adaptive and hence favoured by selection. Firstly, 

kin members are more likely than non kin to have spent time in the same environment 

as the individual. Thus, the information they possess may be of greater relevance than 

that offered by unrelated individuals, including being suitable to their genotype. 

Secondly, kin are readily available, accessible and tolerant to close proximity. Third, 

due to the accrual of indirect fitness, individuals may be more likely to donate 

information to their kin, or to make such information more readily available (i.e., to 

teach them, Fogarty et al., 2011). Although reliable data on kinship in non-human 

animals is hard to acquire, there is a lot of circumstantial data, particularly in 

primates, which supports the existence of kin directed social learning (Reader, 2000). 

In a human, Fijian population, in addition to the influence of yalewa vuku and qase 

(wise-women and elders), food taboos were identified as primarily learned from 

mothers, grandmothers or mothers-in-law (Henrich and Henrich, 2010). In the case of 

vertical transmission from parents to offspring, however, it is possible that such a 

copying bias may not be the result of a psychological mechanism, but instead the 

result of behavioural practices concerning childrearing. In species with parental care 

of offspring, including humans, it is typically the parents with whom offspring 
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interact most frequently. Thus, even unbiased social learning might be expected to 

lead to a greater cultural transmission between parent-offspring pairs than between 

other members of the population. 

 

The reliance of children on information provided by their mothers has been 

investigated by developmental psychologists. Children who were identified at 15 

months as having a secure, ambivalent or avoidant relationship with their mother were 

found at age 5 to rely differently on information provided by their mother (Corriveau 

et al., 2009b). Avoidant infants did not discriminate between the information offered 

by their mother or a stranger, whilst secure infants showed a preference for their 

mother's opinion and ambivalent infants an even greater preference. A preference for 

information from familiar individuals has also been observed, children between the 

ages of 3 and 5 have also been shown to preferentially adopt the decisions of a 

familiar caregiver over an unfamiliar caregiver (Corriveau and Harris, 2009a). When 

subsequently observing the familiar caregiver make a number of errors the 4- and 5-

year-olds, but not the 3-year-olds, became more reliant on the unfamiliar caregiver 

(Corriveau and Harris, 2009a), suggesting that trust of familiar individuals develops 

earlier than the ability to estimate, and guide trust according to, reliability. Although 

the trust of familiar caregivers is unlikely to have an adaptive value in terms of 

indirect fitness, it is still the case that a familiar individual is likely to have 

encountered similar environments to the observer and so is likely to provide more 

accurate local information. In support of this suggestion, children have also been 

shown to prefer information provided by a speaker with a native accent over 

information provided by a speaker with a non-native accent (Kinzler et al., 2011). 

Presumably this is because a native accent is providing a cue to the children that the 
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speaker, coming from the local area, is likely well informed about local conditions. 

Mirroring this, Chen et al. (2013) found that 4- to 7-year-old children prefer the 

information provided by an informant of the same race as themselves. However, the 

authors found that, children would ignore the advice of an informant of the same race 

as themselves if that individual was the lone dissenter against a consensus of a 

different racial composition. 

 

1.4.6 - Unbiased transmission 

 

Despite all the evidence for strategic social learning described above, there is 

evidence that under some conditions copying of randomly chosen individuals can be 

favoured (Rendell et al., 2010). Furthermore, the population level distributions of 

many human cultural traits, such as baby names, dog breeds, or the decorative motifs 

on pottery from Neolithic German farming settlements, obey a power law, similar to 

that expected under random copying (Bentley et al., 2004; Hahn and Bentley, 2003; 

Bentley et al., 2007; Shennan and Wilkinson, 2001). This does not necessarily imply 

that individuals are (or were) making these decisions randomly. Even if individuals 

were making decisions with great thought, as is likely the case when naming children, 

if different individuals use different criteria to make a decision, the net effect on the 

population distribution will be similar to that seen under random copying. However, 

more powerful methods to identify group level patterns in decision making affecting 

variant frequency have been developed (Kandler and Shennan, 2013), and when 

applied to the case of Neolithic German pottery they find evidence that variant 

frequency was being affected by such collective forces (Kandler and Shennan, 2013). 
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Future work with these methods will help identify the extent to which unbiased 

transmission is useful to understand cultural traits at the population level. 

  

1.5 - Neurological studies 

 

Whilst the aforementioned studies have made ground in isolating the contexts that 

elicit social learning, this is just one aspect of the immediate cause of this behaviour. 

A complete understanding requires some knowledge of what goes on in the brains of 

individuals as they use social information. However, the neural-level processes 

underlying social learning are comparatively poorly understood. Nonetheless, recent 

studies have come up with several relevant findings. Firstly, studies using both mental 

rotation tasks (Berns et al., 2005) and auditory tasks (Berns et al., 2010) have found 

that social information affected neural activity in the relatively low level processing 

areas associated with each task, in addition to areas distinct from these perceptual 

decision making circuits, suggesting that the social information was affecting the 

perception of the subjects as well as their decision making, a possibility raised by 

Asch in the interpretation of his findings (Asch, 1956). In addition to this, ventral 

striatum activity in a music choice task (Campbell-Meiklejohn et al., 2010) suggests 

that the social information was directly affecting the perceived value of different 

songs. These findings are consistent with the idea that social and asocial sources of 

information are integrated at early stages of processing, however, the low temporal 

resolution of fMRI limits the strength of such a conclusion. Finally, Mason et al. 

(Mason et al., 2009) exposed subjects to symbols that received positive, negative or 

no social labelling. Exposure to a socially marked symbol resulted in activity in the 

medial prefrontal cortex, irrespective of whether it was positively or negatively 
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marked, whilst activity in the caudate coded the valence of the social marking. These 

findings suggest that it is through the integration of activity in these two areas that 

individuals distinguish between positively and negatively socially marked stimuli. 

 

Neurobiological experiments have also shown that the traditional dichotomy between 

normative and informational motivations to use social information may not accurately 

represent why individuals use social information. For example, experiments typically 

attempt to explain subject behaviour in terms of one or the other source of influence 

and even posit different behavioural responses when subjects are influenced by one or 

the other (Campbell and Fairey, 1989). However, evidence from neurological studies 

provide evidence that the two processes may be unavoidably intertwined. For 

example, Berns et al. (2005) found increased brain activity when subjects disagreed 

with human participants as opposed to computers, despite the fact that the task was 

not obviously normative in nature. However, this could be a result of subjects placing 

more weight on human responses that those of computers. Other studies have found 

activity in areas strongly suggestive of a normative response, including the amygdala, 

an area associated with emotional load, suggesting that subjects found their being in 

disagreement with others stressful (Klucharev et al., 2009). However Edelson et al. 

(2011) carried out a study in which participants were asked to recall details of a video 

they had watched several weeks before having been more recently given false 

information. They found that the amygdala showed increased activity only when the 

false information purportedly came from other individuals (as opposed to computers) 

and when the subject subsequently altered their long-term responses accordingly. That 

no such activity was seen when behavioural adjustments were temporary suggests the 

activity was related to memory modification and so an emotional load may not have 
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been involved. However, the activity was only seen when the information came from 

humans, indicative of a normative aspect. Berns et al. (2010) found similar activity in 

the insula, an area associated with anxiety and ostracism, whilst Campbell-

MeikleJohn et al. (2010) found activity in the lateral prefrontal cortex, an area linked 

with reputation management, this activity also predicted subsequent behavioural 

adjustments to the group norm. The similarities between the response to human and 

computer decisions could be interpreted as subjects anthropomorphising the 

computers, or alternatively treating human demonstrators as machines. Such findings 

imply that if researchers are to understand social information use, including 

conformity and conformist transmission, at the behavioural level it may be 

insufficient to consider it in light of either informational or normative influence in 

isolation as they may not be distinct processes at the neural level. A more complete 

theory of social decision making may need to include both informational and 

normative influences, with variable payoffs associated with getting the correct answer 

and fitting in with group mates. Experiments where both are included and their 

relative strengths manipulated could help our understanding of how the two interact. 

From this perspective, social decision making typically involves a maximisation of 

reward, taking into account the information provided by others on the group norm and 

the level consensus behind it, the expected cost of deviating from such a consensus, 

the individual’s own information concerning the task, the information provided by 

others concerning the task and the expected cost of making an incorrect decision. To 

proceed with our understanding of social decision making it may be necessary to 

combine the above elements into a single theoretical framework and to stop thinking 

of behaviour in terms of either normative and social influences. 
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1.6 – Summary 

 

As can be seen from the above, the multiple approaches of social and developmental 

psychology along with cultural evolution have been highly instructive in increasing 

our understanding of human and non-human animal social learning strategies. This is 

both in terms of what factors influence when an individual will use social information, 

but also, in the case of cultural evolution, in terms of setting the behaviour within an 

evolutionary context and highlighting its taxonomic distribution and adaptive 

potential. Thus the cultural evolutionary approach has the promise of succeeding 

where social psychology struggled: in the attempt to unify social learning into a single 

conceptual framework. However, despite its successes, the approach is still in its 

infancy, with empirical studies somewhat sparse and several outstanding questions 

remaining. In particular, neurobiological data is largely absent. In the next chapter I 

shall turn my focus to one particular social learning strategy, conformist transmission, 

in great detail. This strategy merits a lengthy treatment as it will be central to much of 

the data I subsequently present, but also because research into conformist 

transmission has resulted in many conflicting findings – both empirical and 

theoretical. 



 

Chapter 2 

 

An Overview of Conformist Transmission 
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2.1 - Introduction to conformist transmission 

 

In 1963, ethologist Niko Tinbergen argued that to fully understand behaviour in 

biology it is necessary to consider it from four different perspectives, that of its 

history, ontogeny, function and causation. Whilst heuristics such as these have the 

potential to constrain research as much as assist it (Laland et al., 2011) the realisation 

of answers to Tinbergen’s four questions is often a very helpful target for research, 

encouraging a broad perspective on behaviour and fostering interdisciplinary 

approaches. The focus of this chapter will be a review of work concerning conformist 

transmission, a topic that has received considerable attention from at least three of 

these perspectives and is central to my thesis. Conformist transmission is a learning 

rule by which individuals are disproportionately likely to adopt the decisions of 

majorities, at the expense of minorities (Boyd and Richerson, 1985, p.206, see Fig 

2.1). Consider the case of a naïve individual choosing between options A and B who 

is presented with 7 informants advocating option A and 3 informants advocating 

option B. In this case, the majority amongst the informants makes up 70% of the 

group. If the naïve individual were conformist they would have a greater than 70% 

chance of choosing option A (see Fig. 2.1). Although this is learning rule is 

sometimes referred to as "conformity", to avoid confusion with work from social 

psychology where the term "conformity" has a different meaning, I shall refer to it as 

"conformist transmission", and shall refer to individuals who exhibit conformist 

transmission as "conformists". Across the rest of this chapter I summarise insights 

into conformist transmission derived from cultural evolution modelling, 

experimentation across a range of taxa and neurological studies. As the approaches of 

these fields do not map cleanly onto Tinbergen’s questions, the chapter is organised 
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on a broadly disciplinary basis, but draws attention to which of Tinbergen’s questions 

is being addressed in each case. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 

Conformist transmission (the dashed line) is one of several learning rules that result in the 

increasingly likely adoption of a trait as it increases in frequency. However, it differs from 

other such learning rules as the tendency towards the most popular trait is disproportionate 

given its frequency. A proportionate tendency, also known as "unbiased copying" and 

equivalent to random copying (solid line), results in a probability of adoption equal to trait 

frequency. Anti-conformist transmission (dotted line) resists the most popular choice and has 

the opposite population consequences to conformity. Of these frequency dependent rules, 

only conformist transmission generates homogenous group behaviour. 
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2.2 - Cultural evolution modelling 

 

Mathematical models, studying the adaptive value (function sensu Tinbergen) of 

conformist transmission, have established a range of conditions under which 

conformist transmission is an effective strategy. For example, a model of naive 

migrant individuals in a spatially variable environment found that upon joining a new 

group in an unfamiliar environment, conformist transmission was a very effective 

means by which the migrant individual could accurately learn about their new 

environment because it helps individuals to home in on the locally adaptive behaviour 

(Boyd and Richerson, 1985). More recent work (Nakahashi et al., 2012) added to this, 

finding that spatial variation, errors in learning, and the number of options between 

which individuals choose, all favour the evolution of conformist transmission. This is 

because conformist transmission uses the decisions of a large group of individuals to 

identify potentially weak signals across multiple decisions. Both errors in learning and 

a larger number of options to choose between make each individual's decision less 

reliable, but when offered a group of individuals the correct option will still most 

likely be the most prevalent decision in the population and so conformist transmission 

will be a successful strategy. As with social learning more generally (Rogers, 1988), 

selection on conformist transmission is highly frequency dependent, with individual 

learners required to sustain conformists. Kandler & Laland (2013) found that very 

strong conformist transmission (where the tendency to copy small majorities is 

extremely strong) can only be sustained at low frequencies in a population, requiring a 

large number of asocial learners present to be successful. However, a weaker form of 

conformist transmission, where the bias towards the majority is only mildly 

disproportionate, requires fewer asocial learners to be successful and so can exist 
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successfully at much greater frequencies within a population. This highlights a feature 

of conformist transmission in that it can be an obstacle to the spread of innovations 

when rare (Eriksson et al., 2007). As new ideas must initially start at very low 

frequencies the prevalence of conformist transmission can act to block their spread. 

This is particularly problematic in temporally variable environments where the 

discovery and spread of new behaviours is essential to success (Eriksson et al., 2007; 

Nakahashi et al., 2012; Kandler and Laland, 2013). As weak conformist transmission 

hinders the spread of innovations less than strong conformist transmission, Kandler & 

Laland (2013) argue that conformist transmission is likely to be weak. Thus the extent 

to which conformity is expected to be adaptive is contested, but the evidence from 

theoretical models on balance leads us to expect a broad range of conditions under 

which it will be utilised. 

 

Conformist transmission, as investigated in these models, fits well with an 

informational notion of conformity from social psychology (see Chapter 1, section 

1.2) – people conform because it leads them to acquire valuable fitness-enhancing 

information. Nonetheless, conformist transmission could be associated with normative 

motivations for conforming too, as in this case the goal is to agree with as much of the 

population as possible and conformist transmission is an effective means by which to 

identify and adopt the modal opinion of the group (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; 

Richerson and Boyd, 2005). A second outcome of conformist transmission is the 

combination of stable intergroup heterogeneity and intragroup homogeneity, which 

fits well with patterns in human populations (Richerson and Boyd, 2005). When a 

population is divided into several groups such that individuals typically interact with 

their own group members, conformist transmission will lead each group to conform to 
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its own modal behaviour, which may well vary across groups due to chance or 

because of differences in environmental conditions (Boyd and Richerson, 1985). The 

end result of this process will be the emergence of cultural differences between groups 

of individuals. Once established, such group differences potentially allow a process of 

cultural group selection to occur (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Richerson and Boyd, 

2005; Henrich, 2004a). By this process, stable cultural differences between groups 

that lead to differential group success and cause groups possessing the most 

favourable cultural traits to out compete other groups that lack these traits, lead to the 

overall population becoming dominated by groups exhibiting favourable cultural 

traits. This process is more plausible than genetic group selection which is hampered 

by invasion of successful groups by individuals possessing genes that benefit the 

individual, but not the group. This is because, with cultural group selection, migrating 

individuals can adopt the culture of their new group thereby preserving group 

differences (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Henrich, 2004a). As a result, cultural group 

selection has been argued to be behind the high levels of cooperation exhibited by 

human populations (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Richerson and Boyd, 2005; Henrich, 

2004a). 

 

2.2.1 - Anti-conformist and unbiased transmission 

 

Conformist transmission is not the only frequency-dependent learning rule that has 

been considered. Anti-conformist transmission can be thought of as the opposite of 

conformist transmission as it is the disproportionately large influence of minorities on 

an individual (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 1981). In the hypothetical scenario of 7 
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out of 10 demonstrators supporting option A, an anti-conformist individual would 

have a less than 70% chance of choosing option A (see Fig. 2.2).  

 a)              b) 

 

Figure 2.2 

Two alternative forms of conformist transmission, where lines corresponding to conformist 

transmission are in red and anti-conformist transmission in blue. (a) Is calculated such that: 

 

p = q
s
/(q

s
+(1-q)

s
), 

 

where p is the probability of adoption, q is the frequency of the variant and s (s ≥ 0) is the 

shape parameter that dictates whether the curve is conformist or anti-conformist. A benefit of 

this function is that it is constrained to produce plausible values. However, it does not allow 

for anti-conformist transmission strong enough to favour minority variants to the extent that 

they can become majority variants.  (b) Shows the formulation used by Boyd & Richerson 

(1985) and Kendal et al. (2009) such that: 

 

p = q + d*p*(1-p)*(2*p-1) 

 

where p is the probability of adoption, q is the frequency of the variant and d dictates whether 

the curve is conformist or anti-conformist. This form can allow minority variants to be 

preferred to majority variants, but has the disadvantage that it is also capable of producing 

impossible adoption probabilities as shown by many of the red lines going outside the range 

0-1. 

 

Whilst conformist transmission has a single population-level stable state - behavioural 

homogenisation - anti-conformist transmission can have several (see Fig. 2.3). For 

example, in cases where the majority opinions are favoured over minority opinions, 

but to an insufficient extent to be conformist (i.e., the probability of choosing option 
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A in the hypothetical example, whilst <70%, is >50%, see Fig. 2.2a), the population 

will tend to a state of equal mixing with all options equally prevalent (see Fig. 2.3a 

and b). However, when minority opinions can be favoured over majority opinions 

(i.e., the probability of choosing option A in the hypothetical example is <50%), as 

has been considered theoretically (Kendal et al., 2009), several outcomes can result. A 

small bias towards the minority still results in equal mixing (see Fig. 2.3c and d). A 

stronger bias can result in looping oscillations where although fixation or equal 

mixing are metastable, dynamic switching between two mixed states is the only long-

term outcome (see Fig. 2.3e and f). Finally, if the bias towards the minority is 

sufficiently powerful then chaotic dynamics can ensue (see Fig. 2.3g and h). As one 

of the strengths of conformist transmission was its specific population level outcome, 

the current grouping of these multiple different population level outcomes under the 

single term of anti-conformist transmission is ambiguous. Researchers would be well 

advised to bear in mind and make clear the population effects of any anti-conformist 

transmission they study. 

 

Finally, I shall briefly consider transmission unbiased with regards to frequency. This 

refers to a form of frequency dependent learning where the probability of adopting a 

given traits is equal to its prevalence in the population. Unlike conformist and anti-

conformist transmission this does not change the relative frequencies of variants in a 

population. It should be noted that this form of transmission is only unbiased with 

regards to frequency, being equivalent to an individual copying someone chosen at 

random, and it does not imply that all variants are equally likely to be chosen. 
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Figure 2.3 

This figure shows the consequences of different forms and strengths of anti-conformist 

transmission. a) & b) use the formulation shown in figure 2.2 a) with s = 0.5. Panels c) - h) 

use the formulation shown in figure 2.2 b) with: c) & d) d = -3, e) & f) d = -5, g) and h) d = -

8. The left hand panels (a, c, e and g) show the shape of the anti-conformist response to 

variant frequency. The right hand panels (b, d, f and h) show how an example population 

evolves over time in response to the anti-conformist bias. In the first two cases (a, b, c and d) 

a mixed population with equal variant frequencies is the stable outcome, although in panels c) 

and d) this is achieved following some small, damped oscillations that rapidly disappear. In 

panels e) and f) the stable outcome is to oscillate between two mixed states. Panel f) shows 

that this is achieved even if the population starts at a point of near equal mixing. In panels g) 

and h) chaotic dynamics ensue. 
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 2.3 - Cultural evolution experiments 

 

Given the predictions made by evolutionary models concerning the success of 

conformist transmission as a learning rule, several experiments on adult human 

participants have been carried out with the required precision to distinguish a 

disproportionate tendency to adopt the majority decision from other rules that lack the 

same population level consequences. In the context of Tinbergen’s four questions, 

these studies combine the study of function (investigating the adaptive value of 

conformist tansmission) with the study of mechanism (investigating the contexts that 

elicit conformist transmission). Efferson, et al. (2008) carried out an experiment in 

which, over many rounds, participants repeatedly chose between two “technologies”. 

The participants knew the alternative technologies had different expected payoffs, but 

did not know which was the better technology. Half of the participants were 

constrained to be asocial learners and were given feedback concerning the payoffs of 

their decisions, the other participants were constrained to be social learners and were 

only given information on the decisions of the asocial learners, but were not informed 

of their payoffs. Although conformist transmission was found to be an effective 

strategy for the social learners, Efferson et al. (2008) found that only the behaviour of 

some participants in the social learning condition, notably those that self-defined as 

conformist, could be well explained with a conformist model. The behaviour of the 

other participants, who did not describe their behaviour as conformist, could not. 

Efferson et al. (2008) characterise this difference in terms of a mixed population of 

conformists and “mavericks”, the latter representing individuals typically reliant on 

asocial information. However, there was considerable individual-level variation 

within the conformist and maverick groups such that a dichotomy of types would not 
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be an appropriate interpretation. Rather, the data imply that individuals vary in the 

extent to which they utilise social information and/or are conformist. 

 

In a similar experiment McElreath et al. (2005) used a two-armed bandit design where 

participants were required to choose between planting two types of crop 20 times at 

each of 6 different farms (totalling 120 decisions). The two crops were noisily 

associated with different payoffs and on some of the farms the payoffs could change 

over time. After each decision they could choose to see the decisions made by all 

other individuals playing at the same time as them (participants played in groups of 4-

7 individuals). Although participants did show evidence a conformist response, they 

were better characterised by unbiased transmission when the environment was stable 

across time, a result at odds with theory that suggests environmental stability over 

time favours conformist transmission (Nakahashi et al., 2012). In addition to this, 

Toelch et al. (2010) found that subjects track variant popularity over time and in effect 

anticipate a future majority choice by favouring variants that show increasing 

popularity. This makes sense in the context of possible environmental change and the 

risks of the cultural inertia created by conformist transmission as such behaviour may 

allow individuals rapidly to take advantage of emerging technologies and overcome 

the cultural inertia that conformist transmission imposes. 

 

It remains an outstanding question why the predictions of theoretical models - finding 

clear support for conformist transmission under many conditions - receive limited 

support from empirical data and this is a topic that I address experimentally in 

chapter 3. 
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2.3.1 - Social Psychological Studies 

 

The huge amount of empirical data on conformity from social psychology (see 

chapter 1, section 1.2), which focuses on the social contexts that elicit social 

information use, might be thought to present an opportunity to clarify the issues raised 

by disagreements between models and experiments investigating conformist 

transmission. However, this is unfortunately not the case, for two reasons. Firstly, 

although a conformist placed in the Asch experimental paradigm would be expected 

to go along with the group decision, such experiments are unable to distinguish 

between multiple possible learning rules that posit a positive relationship between trait 

popularity and probability of trait adoption. For example, as depicted in Figure 2.1, 

conformist transmission, anti-conformist transmission and random copying all result 

in more popular traits being more likely to be adopted than less popular traits (Boyd 

and Richerson, 1985). Additionally several other learning strategies that are not 

directly affected by frequency can lead individuals to adopt decisions of the majority 

(Haun et al., 2012). For example, any given individual, including a prestigious 

individual, is more likely to be a member of the majority than the minority. Thus, an 

individual guided by prestige biased learning will be more likely to adopt the majority 

decision, not because of its majority status, but because prestigious individuals (along 

with all other individuals) are more likely to be members of the majority than the 

minority. By collecting data on which individuals are prestigious these different, non-

frequency dependent mechanisms should be easy to identify; however, it is only 

through experiments that directly manipulate the level of consensus that we can 

distinguish conformist transmission from other frequency dependent learning rules. 

Secondly, a disproportionate tendency to adopt the majority behaviour is only 
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expected in cases where the observing individual is naïve (Boyd and Richerson, 

1985). This means that the Asch paradigm is unsuitable to investigate conformist 

transmission as the exposure to, and simplicity of, the task used meant that the 

subjects were far from naïve when listening to the decisions of the confederates. 

Instead, asocial information must be controlled for, either experimentally, by using a 

design such that subjects genuinely are in a state of naïvety, or statistically, such that a 

measure of asocial information is taken and can be used in analyses to separate the 

effects of asocial and social information. 

 

2.4 - Animal experimentation 

 

As cultural evolution takes an explicitly evolutionary approach, studies employing the 

comparative method are of value. Such studies provide further insights into the third 

of Tinbergen’s questions, evolutionary history, as through a consideration of the 

current taxonomic distribution of conformist transmission researchers are potentially 

able to infer the most likely evolutionary history of the trait. In fact, evidence in line 

with conformist transmission exists in a wide range of taxa including fish (Day, 

2001), rats (Galef and Whiskin, 2008; Konopasky and Telegdy, 1977), monkeys 

(Dindo et al., 2009) and great apes (Whiten et al., 2005), although it should be noted 

in the latter case the claim for conformity rests on a definition of conformity different 

to that from both social psychology and conformist transmission. Additionally, the 

methods employed in these studies, as in the Asch experiment, are typically not 

sufficient to rule out other forms of social learning that involve a positive relationship 

between trait popularity and the likelihood of its adoption. This is both because of the 

different goals of researchers, often interested in animal social learning more 
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generally than conformist transmission in particular, but also because of the logistical 

difficulties in determining something as specific as conformist transmission in an 

animal study. Only two published studies of which I am aware possess the precision 

to investigate conformist transmission directly. One is Pike and Laland’s (2010) 

investigation of public information use in sticklebacks. In this case, although the 

behaviour in the paper is described as conformist, the sticklebacks' were found to be 

minimally sensitive to small majorities (e.g., 2v4), but showed a large increase in 

influence for larger majorities (e.g., 1v5). This pattern of behaviour is consistent with 

anti-conformist transmission. The second study is Haun et al.'s (2012) study of social 

learning in children, chimpanzees and orangutans. In this study, individuals could 

choose to put tokens in one of three boxes following demonstrations by three 

conspecifics, two of whom used the 'majority' box, one of the 'minority' box and none 

of them the 'other' box. Although the analysis failed to take into account individual 

differences and so results should be treated with caution, the observed data suggest 

chimpanzees were biased towards the majority box and away from the minority box 

(although they seemed indifferent to the other box). Given the problems with the 

analysis and the somewhat small sample size, this experiment can only provide 

evidence consistent with conformist transmission and is not able to rule out 

alternatives. Additionally, the inclusion of a 3rd option muddies the water as there is 

little theoretical work available concerning conformist transmission on a 3-option 

task. Despite these problems the work does raise the valuable distinction between the 

number of individuals and the number of observations and in a second study attempts 

to tease the two apart. However, given the problems these issues are still far from 

resolved and more detailed experimental work is required to understand both the 
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evolutionary history of the human capability for conformist transmission and its 

phylogenetic distribution. 

 

2.5 - The development of conformist transmission 

 

The fourth of Tinbergen’s questions, ontogeny, is one area that the study of 

conformist transmission has left relatively untouched. However, multiple sources 

provide evidence consistent with a conformist bias in young child. For example, 

studies with preschool children have shown that they are more likely to rely on 

information from a group of adults in apparent consensus than from a single adult. 

When presented with conflicting names for a novel object by two different 

informants, 4-year-olds are receptive to the reactions of bystanders. If two bystanders 

signal agreement (via head nods and smiles) with one name and disagreement (via 

head shakes and frowns) with the other name, children overwhelmingly endorse the 

name eliciting bystander agreement. Similarly, if three informants all point to the 

same object as the referent of a novel name whereas a single informant points to a 

different object, 3- and 4-year-olds select the former when asked to identify the 

named object (Corriveau et al., 2009a). Three and 4-year-olds also defer to a 

consensus of three informants who produce judgments that conflict with what children 

can see for themselves. Having correctly identified the biggest line of a trio, children 

will change their judgment following a different claim by the consensus at rates 

similar to those observed in classic studies of conformity in adults. Thus, children 

often endorse a consensus when they lack relevant perceptual cues (as in learning 

names for novel objects) but they will even do so despite the availability of perceptual 

cues. Were such studies extended to examine the impact of different levels of 
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consensus it would be highly illustrative with regards to the ontogeny of conformity. 

Indeed, there is already evidence that learning rules vary over time. For example, 

children of different ages show a shift in sensitivity to reliability assessment that may 

be experientially triggered (Clement et al., 2004). 

 

2.6 – The neurobiology of conformist transmission 

 

Whilst there are a small number of studies investigating the neurobiology of social 

information use (see Chapter 1, section 1.7), there are no studies that have directly 

investigated the neurobiology of conformist transmission. However, there are some 

neurological studies that are of relevance. For subjects to be employing a conformist 

learning bias it might be expected that parts of the brain would be identified that 

evaluate levels of consensus amongst demonstrators. Whilst no data exists for studies 

using sufficiently large groups of demonstrators with varying levels of consensus, 

there are nonetheless hints of the existence of such a mechanism in the brain. A music 

choice experiment (Campbell-Meiklejohn et al., 2010) found that along with activity 

in the insula cortex and right tempoparietal junction, areas associated with monitoring 

the decisions of others, anterior insula activity increased when the two “expert” 

reviewers were in agreement. Although this is suggestive of a consensus evaluating 

mechanism it should be noted that with a group of only 2 demonstrators the social 

information was either in unanimity or in total disagreement, thus the anterior insula 

may have been responding to social information with an overall message and not the 

specific level of consensus itself. What is clearer, however, are changes in brain 

activity caused by disagreement between the subject and the demonstrators. 

Klucharev et al. (2009) found that disagreement between the subject and the 
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demonstrators caused activity in several areas known to be involved with more 

general error and conflict processing such as the rostral cingulate zone (Botvinick et 

al., 2004) and depressed activity in reward centres such as the nucleus acumbens in 

the ventral striatum. Thus, brain areas that evaluate object value, such as the ventral 

striatum in the music choice task (Campbell-Meiklejohn et al., 2010), also seem to 

play a role in rewarding the subject for being in agreement with others. Furthermore 

the magnitude of the change in activation of these areas predicted changes in 

subsequent subject behaviour (Campbell-Meiklejohn et al., 2010; Klucharev et al., 

2009). 

 

2.7 - Conclusions 

 

From the above it can be seen that Tinbergen’s four questions of history, ontogeny, 

function and causation are effective in identifying areas in which current 

understanding of conformist transmission is well developed, and others where it still 

needs work. With large amounts of theoretical and empirical data on the topic, 

researchers are beginning to identify the circumstances under which individuals will 

conform, and with further careful non-human experimental work they will soon be 

able to understand the current taxonomic distribution of such a bias. However, there is 

still much work to be done on understanding the contexts in which conformist 

transmission is displayed by humans and the findings of theory and experiment need 

to be reconciled. 

 

In the next chapter I present the results of a series of experiments with adult humans 

investigating a range of social learning strategies, including conformist transmission. 
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In particular the results shed light on the specifics of payoff biased learning and 

conformist transmission and also aim to test the prediction that social learning 

strategies should be adaptive in terms of their effect on the ability to make accurate 

decisions. In chapter 4 I present a similar experiment with young children 

investigating the development of conformist transmission and a bias to copy when 

uncertain. Again I seek to understand the extent to which the observed behaviour 

satisfies evolutionary predictions of adaptiveness. In chapter 5 I present the results of 

an experiment investigating the role of social learning in the evolution of hominin 

stone tool technology. Whilst not as general a study as those described in the 

preceeding chapters, both human tool use and culture are uniquely complex and so an 

investigation of the relationship between the two is of great interest for understanding 

human evolution. 



 

Chapter 3 

 

An Empirical Study of 

Social Learning Strategies in Adults 

 



 

Abstract 

 

 

As outlined in Chapters 1 and 2, successful decision making requires the complex 

integration of social and asocial information to generate effective learning and 

decision making. Recent formal theory predicts that natural selection should favour 

adaptive learning strategies, but relevant empirical work is scarce and rarely examines 

multiple strategies or tasks. In this chapter I present a test of nine hypotheses derived 

from theoretical models, through four experiments investigating factors affecting 

when and how humans use social information, and whether such behaviour is 

adaptive, across several computer-based tasks. The number of demonstrators, 

consensus among demonstrators, confidence of subjects, task difficulty, number of 

sessions, cost of asocial learning, subject performance and demonstrator performance 

all influenced subjects' use of social information, and did so adaptively. The analysis 

provides strong support for the hypothesis that human social learning is regulated by 

adaptive learning rules. 
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3.1 – Introduction 

 

Despite the large body of theoretical and empirical work described in the previous two 

chapters there are still several outstanding questions concerning adult human social 

learning that need to be addressed. In particular, the existence of conformist 

transmission (see Chapter 2) is far from clear. Whilst theoretical work has generally 

found conformist transmission to be a successful strategy, this has not been replicated 

empirically and more detailed data is needed to evaluate this apparent discrepancy. 

Additionally, the nature of payoff biased social learning (see Chapter 1, section 1.8) 

is also under question. Whilst it is favoured theoretically and supported empirically, 

there are several forms that such a rule could take (Schlag, 1998) and as yet there is 

not data capable of discerning between these different possibilities. 

 

Beyond these questions there are also some consistent limitations of previous work. 

For example, previous research into social learning strategies has typically made the 

implicit simplifying assumption that individuals only employ one strategy in a given 

context (Laland, 2004), with models rarely considering more than one strategy, and 

experiments designed in such a way that subjects cannot use multiple strategies 

simultaneously. For example, in an arrow-head design task  (Mesoudi and O’Brien, 

2008) individuals were not given free access to social information, but instead clicked 

mutually exclusive buttons corresponding to solely frequency guided or solely payoff-

guided social learning, preventing the use of multiple social learning strategies 

simultaneously. Although this may be a reasonable step when investigating the 

existence of a particular strategy, it prevents consideration of interactions between 
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factors and prevents a full understanding of social learning. Another limitation is that 

empirical work is typically limited to a single experimental task. The result being, that 

although social learning biases are typically described as general features there is as 

yet very little data with which to directly evaluate this hypothesis. Although 

evolutionary theory suggests these rules should be broadly adaptive, and thus be in 

use across a range of tasks, supporting this simplification, it still requires testing. A 

final limitation is the paucity of empirical data on whether the strategies individuals 

use are employed adaptively in the sense that they aid successful decision making (a 

notable exception being Henrich and Henrich, 2010). Most studies, being among the 

first of the kind, have aimed simply to document the existence of such strategies. This, 

however, ignores a central prediction of the cultural evolutionary models - that such 

learning biases should be adaptive. Indeed, were such learning biases to be 

documented, and their effects to be observed to be generally maladaptive, this would 

be as much a problem for the theoretical literature as for the biases to not be observed 

at all. 

 

In this chapter I present data collected across 4 experiments in which adult human 

participants were required to solve computer-based tasks by utilising asocial and/or 

social information. In total, 6 diverse tasks and 2 methods of information presentation 

were used and the effects of 9 different factors were investigated. Factors were often 

allowed to vary simultaneously, allowing investigation of interactions on participant 

reliance on social information use. The inclusion of each factor can be considered as a 

test of a specific hypothesis generated by the theoretical cultural evolution literature 

(Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Henrich and Boyd, 1998; Schlag, 1998; Boyd and 
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Richerson, 1988). Factors considered are the number of demonstrators (+), 

demonstrator consensus (+), subject confidence (-), task difficulty (+), the cost of 

asocial learning (+), task familiarity (-), demonstrator (+) and subject (-) performance, 

and their difference (+), where + and - signs indicate a prediction for a positive or 

negative relationship with social learning. Additionally, the use of multiple tasks 

allows a test of the previously implicit assumption that social learning strategies are 

deployed consistently across diverse contexts and sensory modalities, whilst 

investigating numerous factors allows a test of whether individuals are limited to 

using a single strategy at a time or if such factors can interact. Furthermore, by setting 

social information use in a task-solving context we are able to investigate the 

adaptiveness of participants' behaviour by measuring participants' success in the tasks. 

Thus, the work presented here aims to provide a comprehensive empirical test of the 

adaptive learning strategies predicted by evolutionary models, to provide new data 

particularly concerning current areas of debate such as pay-off and frequency 

dependent social learning and to extend existing work by examining the simultaneous 

use of multiple strategies. 

 

3.2 - Methods 

 

3.2.1 - General Methods 

 

I carried out a series of 4 computer-based experiments, the first of which was 

subsequently repeated under differing conditions. In each of the experiments, 

participants were presented with multiple trials of one or more binary-choice tasks 

that they had to solve using asocial and/or social information. By asocial information I 
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mean access to the task itself, whereas social information provides information 

concerning the decisions of other individuals (henceforth "demonstrators") who 

themselves had had direct access to the task. Experimental sessions lasted for 60 

minutes. Participants were paid £5 for taking part, plus a bonus of up to £5 dependent 

on their performance during the experiment. 

 

3.2.1.1 - Participants and Apparatus 

 

In total, 99 participants took part in the first experiment (45 in the first instance and a 

further 54 when it was repeated), 57 in experiment 2, 38 in experiment 3 and 61 in 

experiment 4. Participants' ages ranged from 18 to 58 (mean=22, s.d.=4); 83 were 

male, 172 were female and all but 9 were students of the University of St Andrews.  

 

Participants took part in batches of 1-11 individuals in the Media Lab, of the Bute 

Medical Building of the University of St Andrews. All participants had access to a 

computer and were separated by large screens such that they could not see each other. 

Participants were provided with headphones such that they could listen to any 

required sounds without disturbing each other. 
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3.2.1.2 - Procedure 

 

On arrival, the experimenter read participants a briefing and gave them the 

opportunity to ask any questions. The experimenter then went to an adjoining room 

and remotely started the experiment program on the participants' computers. The 

connecting door was kept open so that the experimenter could hear if any participants 

communicated, but no instances of between-participant communication were 

observed. When all participants had completed the experiment the experimenter 

returned to debrief the participants who were then free to collect payment and leave.  

 

3.2.1.3 - General Design 

 

The four experiments were designed to repeatedly investigate the effect of numerous 

factors on participants' social learning in a range of contexts and involved two 

methods of information presentation, 6 tasks and three sources of social information. I 

first describe these general design components and then describe how each of the four 

experiments was constructed from these elements. Each experiment was designed 

without knowledge of the results of any others. Thus they can be viewed as 

independent attempts to address a set of related questions about human social 

learning. As most factors were investigated in more than one of the experiments, and 

although the results for each experiment are presented separately, I discuss the results 
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together, rather than each in turn, so as to avoid repetition and to consider the results 

as a whole. 

 

3.2.1.4 - Methods of Information Presentation 

 

Across the four experiments two methods of information presentation were used. The 

first I shall refer to as the linear protocol. Under this protocol participants received 

asocial information first, and then social information. After receiving each type of 

information participants were required to make a decision and rate their confidence in 

their decision on a 7-point Likert scale (Likert, 1932). With this protocol, only in 

cases where a participant's initial decision disagreed with the modal decision of the 

demonstrators they subsequently saw the decisions of was is clear as to whether a 

participant's final decision was based on asocial or social information. Accordingly, 

participants were considered to have used social information if their final decision 

(following social information) differed from their initial decision (following asocial 

information), given that the majority of demonstrators disagreed with the participants' 

initial decision. In experiments using this protocol access to the task (i.e. asocial 

information) was unavoidable and of a fixed duration, accordingly, participant's 

incurred no cost to access the asocial information. If such a cost were implemented it 

would be same for all participants across all trials and so be equivalent to the scenario 

of no cost. Given this the asocial information can be considered "free". 
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In the second protocol, termed the parallel protocol, participants chose between either 

social or asocial information. Whichever information source they chose, they did not 

receive any information from the other source, i.e., a participant choosing social 

information would receive no asocial information and so would not have direct access 

to the task on that trial. Before making this decision participants were informed of 

some specifics of the trial, the nature of which differed across experiments and are 

detailed below (Section 3.2.4). After receiving their chosen source of information 

participants were required to make a single decision. Using this protocol it is always 

clear which information source participants are using and participants were 

considered to have used social information when they chose to view social over 

asocial information. Under this protocol direct access to the task (i.e., asocial 

information) is optional and participants were able to determine the duration or 

number of presentations of the task stimulus. In this case a cost was levied on asocial 

information use that was directly proportional to number of presentations or 

presentation duration. 

 

3.2.2 - The Tasks 

 

3.2.2.1 - The foraging task 

 

This task involved selecting the more profitable of two virtual foraging sites and was 

designed to mimic the procedures deployed in published animal experiments (Coolen 
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et al., 2003, 2005; van Bergen et al., 2004). Participants were shown two possible 

foraging sites, represented as squares side-by-side on the participants' screen. 

Participants subsequently received 10 visual presentations of a number of apples on 

each of the two sites, totalling 20 presentations in all. The true values of the sites were 

either 8 and 4, or 6 and 2, with which site was the most profitable randomised across 

trials. The number of apples shown in each presentation was independently drawn 

from a Poisson distribution with a mean equal to the true distribution of the site. 

However, to add further uncertainty, for one of the ten apple presentations at each site 

the number of apples shown was drawn from the distribution of the other site. The 

apple presentations were given in a random order and each lasted 500ms. The location 

of each apple on its site was randomised for each apple and for each presentation. 

 

3.2.2.2 - The mental rotation task 

 

Participants were required to decide whether two shapes were the same shape seen 

from different angles or different shapes entirely (see Fig. 3.1a). In each trial, 

participants received a single visual presentation of an image of two shapes, the 

duration of which varied across experiments. The shapes used were constructed from 

10 identical cubes arranged into 4 orthogonal arms of 3, 3, 4 and 3 cubes. Where 

shapes were different, the second shape was a reflection of the first. Whether the same 

or different, pairs of shapes were always rotated relative to one another by between 20 

and 160 degrees. This task was based upon on that used by Shepard & Metzler (1971), 
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and allows trials of different difficulty to be generated as trial difficulty is related to 

the angle by which shapes have been rotated relative to each other. 

 

3.2.2.3 - The length-estimation task 

 

Participants were required to decide which of two irregular lines was longest (see Fig. 

3.lb). In each trial, participants received a single visual presentation of an image of 

two lines, the duration of which varied as detailed below. This task was chosen as it is 

hard to solve through visual observation alone and so all responses will be associated 

with some degree of uncertainty. 

 

3.2.2.4 - Audio tasks 

 

Three different audio tasks were used. Across the three, participants were required to 

decide which of two tones was (i) higher in pitch (the “pitch task”), (ii) greater in 

intensity (the “intensity task”) or (iii) whether a single tone was increasing or 

decreasing in pitch (the “pitch-modulation task”). These tasks were chosen to provide 

a test of the sensory inter-modality of learning strategies as the other tasks primarily 

involved the visual sensory system which was not at all involved in the audio tasks. In 

trials of all three audio tasks, participants had access to button(s) that played the 

relevant tone(s) and could play them as many times as they wished, but incurred a 
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cost per playing, detailed below (see Section 3.2.4.4), that reduced their bonus 

payment. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 

(a) An example image of a pair of shapes used in the mental rotation task. In this case the two 

shapes match in that they are the same shapes seen from two different angles. (b) An example 

image of a pair of lines used in the length estimation task, in this case the right line is the 
longer of the two. 
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3.2.3 - Types of Social Information 

 

The decisions of demonstrator individuals were presented using two tiles labelled with 

the possible answers (e.g., "the shapes match" and "the shapes do not match" in the 

case of the mental rotation task). A single demonstrator’s decision was represented by 

the relevant tile flashing red for 350ms. This information was either from a battery of 

previous participant responses (battery), from other participants taking part in the 

same experimental session (live), or was generated by me (manipulated). When social 

information was manipulated I employed a conditional information lottery (Bardsley, 

2000) to ensure participants would treat the information as genuine without being 

deceived. Under this procedure, whilst most trials used manipulated social 

information, a minority of trials used genuine (battery) social information. 

Participants were not told which trials used which type of social information, but were 

told that only on trials using the genuine social information would their performance 

be scored and affect their payment. Under this protocol, if a trial uses genuine 

information the participant benefits from trusting it as it will help their decision 

making, but suffers a cost if they do not trust it as they do not gain the benefit. If a 

trial uses manipulated social information, in which case participant decisions do not 

affect their payment, the participant neither benefits nor suffers a cost from trusting 

the social information or not doing so. Accordingly, and given that participants cannot 

tell the source of social information on a particular trial, the optimal strategy for 

participants is to trust all social information. Supporting this suggestion, it has been 

shown that under the conditional information lottery, participants will treat all 

information as genuine (Bardsley, 2000). Whenever the conditional information 
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lottery was used, participant feedback, collected following the experiment, was used 

to identify participants who had failed to understand this procedure and their data was 

excluded from analysis. 

 

3.2.4 - The experiments 

 

3.2.4.1 - Experiment 3.1 

 

Participants completed 10 trials of the foraging task, using the linear protocol and 

manipulated social information, presented in a random order. I manipulated (i) the 

number of demonstrators and (ii) the level of consensus in the social information they 

provided such that social information consisted of either 4 v. 0, 5 v. 3, 6 v. 2, 7 v. 5 or 

8 v. 4 demonstrators. Three of these levels (4v0, 6v2, 8v4) were chosen to replicate 

social conditions used in previous work with sticklebacks and with the intention to 

carry out cross-species comparisons; however, these comparisons were later 

abandoned and other levels were added to give the social information added realism. 

This experiment was subsequently repeated, with the only difference being that the 

order of information presentation was reversed (i.e. social information was presented 

first). This was in order to investigate the possibility that participants were 

differentially influenced by information according to the order in which it was 

presented. 
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3.2.4.2 - Experiment 3.2 

 

Subjects completed 24 trials of the mental-rotation task, using the linear protocol and 

manipulated social information, presented in a random order. The shape images were 

presented for a fixed time of 4s. I manipulated (i) the number of demonstrators and 

(ii) the level of consensus in the social information as in Experiment 1 (see Section 

3.2.4.1). 

 

3.2.4.3 - Experiment 3.3 

 

Participants completed 60 trials using the parallel protocol and battery social 

information. The trials were arranged into 4 groups of 15, the 1st and 3
rd

 groups used 

the mental-rotation task and the 2
nd

 and 4
th,

 the length-estimation task. This structure 

was adopted to avoid participants becoming bored and not attending to trials. The 

order of trials within each group was randomised for each participant. 

 

Prior to choosing between the two sources of information (as per the parallel 

protocol), participants were informed of question difficulty (‘very easy’, ‘easy’, 

‘moderate’, ‘hard’, or ‘very hard’) and the number of demonstrators they would see 

the decisions of should they choose social information (1, 3 or 5). For the mental-

rotation task difficulty was calculated as the proportion of previous participants that 
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got the question wrong following asocial information. Previous work has suggested 

that the angle of rotation predicts trial difficulty; however, I found this not to be the 

case. For the length-estimation task difficulty was negatively related to the Weber 

fraction of line length, such that: 

 

difficulty α –(length of longer line / length of shorter line), 

 

as this is typically a reliable measure of difficulty for perceptual tasks. Participants 

who chose asocial information were able to examine the relevant image indefinitely, 

but at a cost proportional to the time spent observing that reduced their possible bonus 

payment. Participants were informed of the cost incurred after each trial. Social 

information was free. 

 

3.2.4.4 - Experiment 3.4 

 

Subjects completed 45 trials using the parallel protocol arranged into 3 groups of 15, 

that deployed the pitch task, intensity task and pitch modulation task respectively. The 

first two trial groups used battery social information and within each group trial order 

was randomised for each participant. The third trial group used live social information 

requiring participants to complete individual trials simultaneously such that trial order 

could not be randomised between participants, trial order was randomised between 
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batches of participants however. If a participant chose to copy an individual who was 

copying someone themselves, the participant received only a message informing them 

of this, and therefore had to guess. 

 

Prior to choosing a source of information, in trials using the pitch task participants 

were informed of the number of demonstrators available (1, 3 or 5) and the cost 

incurred each time they played a tone (10, 20 or 30% of maximum pay-off). In trials 

using the intensity task, the social information was always from a group of four 

demonstrators and participants were informed of the degree (but not direction) of 

consensus amongst the demonstrators (0, 0.5 or 1), whilst the cost per playing of the 

tones was held constant and participants were informed at the end of each trial of the 

cost incurred. In the pitch-modulation task participants were ranked on their 

performance, assayed by summing their pay-off across all pitch-modulation trials 

irrespective of the source of information participants had used, and were informed of 

their own rank and the rank of their single potential demonstrator at the start of each 

trial. 

 

3.3 - Analyses 

 

Unless otherwise stated, I analysed the data using Generalised Linear Mixed Models 

(GLMMs) with a Bernoulli error structure and logit link function. I used Markov 

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods (Bolker et al., 2009; Kruschke, 2010) to fit the 

models in WinBUGS 1.4 (Lunn and Spiegelhalter, 2009) and to generate credible 

intervals for each parameter. Minimal adequate models were constructed by 
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backwards elimination, removing variables for which the 90% central credible 

interval included 0 from a model containing all predictors and second-order 

interactions in addition to baseline values and individual level effects. Parameter 

values were estimated using a sample of at least 3000 iterations, after a suitable burn-

in period and thinning to remove autocorrelations. Preliminary analyses were carried 

out to establish whether factors should be modelled as linear or categorical. 

 

Unless otherwise stated, all figures show the median of posterior samples from the 

fitted models, as estimates of parameter values. Plots of the posterior parameter 

estimates are preferred to raw data because they directly illustrate the marginal effect 

sizes associated with a given predictor while controlling for the effects of other 

predictors. See Figures 3.2a) and b) for a comparison of the raw data and model 

estimates. 

 

3.3.1 - Experiment 3.1 

 

I modelled the probability that a participant whose initial asocial decision disagreed 

with the majority of demonstrators in the social information they subsequently 

received would switch their decision as a function of demonstrator number, 

demonstrator consensus (the proportion of demonstrators choosing the majority 

option, scaled to range between 0 and 1), and participant confidence in their initial 

decision. The final model contained a baseline level of copying, a random individual 

effect and the effects of participant confidence, demonstrator number and consensus, 

but not interactions. 
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To investigate whether the use of social information was adaptive I separately 

modelled the probability a participants' initial, asocial, decision was correct as a 

function of participant confidence. To investigate whether the order of information 

presentation affected participant reliance on the two sources of information, I 

modelled the probability a participant favoured social information over asocial as a 

function of order of information presentation. In the case of participants who received 

social information first, it is hard to discriminate trials where the two sources of 

information disagreed, but participants stuck with the social information from trials 

where the two sources of information agreed. To get around this I assumed that 

asocial information was never misleading, in that if the majority of demonstrators 

were incorrect then the asocial information would always disagree with the social 

information. 

 

3.3.2 - Experiment 3.2 

 

I modelled the probability that a participant whose initial asocial decision disagreed 

with the majority of demonstrators in the social information they subsequently 

received would switch their decision as a function of the number of demonstrators, 

demonstrator consensus, and participant confidence in their initial decision. The final 

model contained a baseline level of copying, a random individual effect and the 

effects of demonstrator consensus and participant confidence, but no interactions. 
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To investigate whether the use of social information was adaptive I separately 

modelled the probability a participants' initial, asocial, decision was correct as a 

function of participant confidence. To further investigate the nature of participants' 

response to consensus (i.e., whether it was conformist), two further analyses were 

carried out. Neither of these analyses required that data be limited to cases where the 

social information disagreed with the participant’s initial, asocial, decision. Firstly, I 

modelled the probability a participant would change their decision as a function of 

demonstrator number, the proportion of demonstrators that disagreed with the 

participant, participant confidence in their initial decision. Secondly I modelled the 

probability that a participant's final decision would be that the shapes matched as a 

function of the number of demonstrators, the proportion of demonstrators deciding the 

shapes matched (which was separately modelled as both linear and categorical to 

avoid constraining the shape of the response), whether the participant initially decided 

the shapes matched, participant confidence in their initial decision, whether the shapes 

actually matched or not, and random trial effects. Interactions between these effects 

were included when proportion was modelled linearly, but when proportion was 

modelled as categorical interactions between proportion and the other effects could 

not be included. 

 

3.3.3 - Experiment 3.3 

 

I modelled the probability that an individual would choose to view social information 

instead of asocial information as a function of demonstrator number, task difficulty, 

session number, and previous costs incurred using asocial information. The final 

model contained a baseline level of social information use, a random individual effect 
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and the effects of trial difficulty, previous costs incurred, number of demonstrators, 

session and the interaction between demonstrator number and session. 

 

To investigate whether the use of social information was adaptive I modelled the pay-

off to participants on trials where they used asocial information (using a normal error 

structure and without a link function) as a function of task difficulty, trial group, and 

task. 

 

3.3.4 - Experiment 3.4 

 

For each of the three tasks I modelled the probability that an individual would choose 

social information instead of asocial information. In the pitch task this was as a 

function of demonstrator number and the cost to play the sounds, in the intensity task 

as a function of demonstrator consensus and costs incurred when using asocial 

information previously, and in the pitch-modulation task as a function of participant 

rank, demonstrator rank and the difference between the two. The final model for each 

of the three tasks contained a baseline level of social information use and a random 

individual effect. The final model for the “pitch task” also included the effect of 

demonstrator number and the cost to listen to the sounds. The “intensity task” final 

model contained the effect of demonstrator consensus whilst the “pitch modulation 

task” final model also included demonstrator rank, the difference in rank between 

participant and demonstrator and the interaction between these two. 
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To investigate whether the use of social information was adaptive I modelled the 

probability that a participant would make the correct decision on a trial for which they 

had chosen asocial information as a function of participant performance ranking. 

 

3.4 - Results 

 

3.4.1 - Experiment 3.1 

 

Participants were increasingly likely to adopt a conflicting majority decision with 

decreasing confidence in their own decision (gradient of slope on the linear predictor: 

median = -0.48, 95% central credible interval: [-0.87, -0.13], Fig.3.2e), increasing 

demonstrator consensus (2.50, [1.23, 4.01], Fig. 3.2c), and increasing numbers of 

demonstrators (0.11, [0.00, 0.23], Fig. 3.2d). There were no interactions. Participant 

confidence predicted whether a participant was right or wrong, with low confidence 

predicting an incorrect answer (0.50, [0.19, 0.84], Fig. 3.2e). There was no effect of 

information presentation order (social/asocial first) on social information use (0.01, [-

0.50, 0.49]). The minimal adequate model contained a baseline level of copying, a 

random subject effect and the effects of subject confidence, demonstrator number and 

consensus. 

 

3.4.2 - Experiment 3.2 

 

As in Experiment 1, participants were increasingly likely to switch to a conflicting 

majority decision as demonstrator consensus increased (gradient of slope on the linear 
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predictor: median = 2.51, 95% central credible interval: [1.63, 3.41], Fig. 3.2c) and 

with decreasing confidence in their initial choice (-0.81, [-1.09, -0.56], Fig. 3.2e). 

However, there was no evidence for an effect of the number of demonstrators (-0.02, 

[-0.21, 0.14], Fig. 3.2d). Low participant confidence again predicted an incorrect 

answer (0.23, [0.11, 0.34], Fig. 3.2e). The minimal adequate model contained a 

baseline level of copying, a random subject effect and the effects of demonstrator 

consensus and subject confidence. 

 

The first conformist transmission analysis showed that participants were increasingly 

likely to change their initial decision as the proportion of demonstrators that disagreed 

with them increased (5.12, [4.04, 6.44]). There was an interaction between 

demonstrator number and disagreement (0.44, [0.17, 0.76]), producing an S-shaped 

curve when demonstrator number was high and participant confidence was low (Fig. 

3.3a, b). 

 

The second conformist transmission analysis found that the likelihood a participant’s 

final decision was that the shapes matched co-varied with the proportion of 

demonstrators reporting that the shapes matched (8.30, [6.56, 10.45], Fig. 3.3d), an 

effect that increased with the number of demonstrators (i.e. a proportion x number 

interaction, 0.66, [0.34, 1.02], ‘proportion’ modelled as linear). There was another 

interaction between a participant’s initial decision and their confidence in that 

decision (initial decision: 5.90, [6.80, 7.90]; confidence: -0.13, [-0.27, 0.01]; 

interaction 0.69, [0.42, 0.96]). Participants were also more likely to decide the shapes 
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matched if they genuinely did (0.43, [0.03, 0.85]; if not: -0.44, [-0.77, -0.13]). When 

proportion was modelled as categorical the results were qualitatively the same, but a 

moderate consensus amongst the demonstrators had a disproportionate impact (Fig. 

3.3c). 
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Figure 3.2 

(a) & (b) A comparison of the raw data (red lines, showing the average value and Wilson 

confidence interval) and model predictions (black lines, showing the median and 95% central 

credible interval) for the probability of social information use given (a) subject confidence 

and (b) the different social information conditions (where 7:5 means 7 demonstrators make 

one decision whilst 5 make the other). The similarity between the two sets of lines show how 
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the model closely matches the raw data, whilst the narrower intervals for model estimates 

highlight the increase in precision offered by the model. (c) Median (thick lines) and 95% 

credible intervals (thin lines) for the probability that a subject uses social information 

depending on demonstrator consensus in Experiments 3.1 & 3.2 (modelled as linear) & 4 

(modelled as categorical). (d) The probability that subjects use social information increases 

with the number of demonstrators in three of four experiments, with more pronounced effects 

in experiments 3.3 and 3.4, which used the parallel protocol. (e) In Experiments 3.1 & 3.2 the 

probability that a participant uses social information decreases with their confidence in their 

own judgement based on asocial information (solid lines), whilst the probability that the 

participant's initial decision is correct increases (dashed lines). (f) The probability a 

participant copies a demonstrator depends on both their relative performance and the absolute 

performance of the demonstrator. (Expt. 3.4). Participants respond differently to high 

performing demonstrators dependent on their own success, however, all participants are 

equally unlikely to copy a poorly performing demonstrator. 
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Figure 3.3 

(a) and (b). The proportion of demonstrators that disagree with the participant's initial, 

asocial, choice strongly affects the probability that subjects will change their decision. (a) 

Decreases in participant's confidence in their initial, asocial decision (shown for the case 

where number of demonstrators = 12), and (b) increases in demonstrator number (shown for 

the case where participant confidence = low), increase the likelihood of a switch following 

conflicting social information. Participant behaviour, when uncertain and given many 

demonstrators, is consistent with conformist transmission in that participants are 

disproportionately likely to switch their decision when faced with a large opposing majority. 

The black dashed lines portray the expected result of random copying. (c) and (d). The 

proportion of demonstrators reporting the shapes match strongly affects the probability that a 

participant's final decision will be that the shapes match. (c) In line with a conformist 

response to social information, when unconstrained (i.e. modelled as categorical), 
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intermediate levels of consensus have a disproportionately large effect on decision making. 

The y-axis is the change to the linear predictor of the model, on which a change of magnitude 

4 could alter the probability a participant decides the shapes match by as much as 76%. 

Accordingly, without other influences, social information is likely to have a dramatic effect on 

participant behaviour. (d) Participant behaviour, however, is also strongly affected by prior 

information and their confidence in it (the lines shown are for the case where participants 

already believe that the shapes match). Thus, although participant behaviour may not 

consistently be conformist, their response to the social information alone was conformist. The 

black dashed line portrays the expected result of random copying. 

 

 

3.4.3 - Experiment 3.3 

 

Subjects were more likely to choose to view social information on harder than easier 

trials (gradient of slope on the linear predictor: median = 0.35, 95% central credible 

interval: [0.25, 0.44]) and when they had incurred greater rather than lesser costs on 

the previous trial (0.077, [0.021, 0.14]). There was no evidence for an effect of task (-

0.13, [-0.44, 0.18]). There was an interaction between the trial group and the number 

of demonstrators (demonstrator number: 0.55, [0.46, 0.63], Fig. 3.2d, trial group: -

0.18, [-0.31, -0.06], interaction: 0.10, [0.03, 0.17]). Whilst participants increasingly 

chose social information as the number of demonstrators increased, over groups of 

trials participants became less likely to choose social information when there was only 

one (-0.37, [-0.60, -0.15]) or three (-0.18, [-0.30, -0.05]) demonstrators, but not when 

there were 5 (0.02, [-0.14, 0.16]). The minimal adequate model contained a baseline 

level of social information use, a random subject effect and the effects of difficulty, 

previous costs incurred, demonstrator number, session and the interaction between 

demonstrator number and session. 
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Subject pay-off when using asocial information increased over groups of trials (0.61, 

[0.42, 0.79]) and was negatively related with question difficulty in trials using the 

length estimation task (-0.20, [-0.39, -0.02]), but not those using the mental rotation 

task (0.14, [-0.04, 0.33]). 

 

3.4.4 - Experiment 3.4 

 

The likelihood of participants choosing social information covaried positively with 

the consensus among demonstrators (modelled as categorical, as preliminary analyses 

suggested a linear model was inappropriate; 2v2: 0; 3v1: 4.13, [3.25, 5.18]; 4v0, 6.33, 

[5.34, 7.48], Fig. 3.2c), the number of demonstrators (gradient of slope on the linear 

predictor: median = 0.64, 95% central credible interval: [0.52, 0.78], Fig. 3.2d) and 

the cost to play the sounds (1.03, [0.79, 1.28]). There was no evidence that costs 

incurred on the previous question had no effect (0.11, [-0.19, 0.42]) or that participant 

rank had an effect (0.06, [-0.04, 0.15]). There was a positive interaction between 

demonstrator rank and the difference between demonstrator and participant rank 

(demonstrator rank: -0.35, [-0.48, -0.22]), rank difference: -0.06, [-0.17, 0.05], 

interaction: 0.036, [0.001, 0.026], Fig. 3.2f) - successful demonstrators were most 

likely to be copied, particularly when offered to a poorly performing participant. A 

participant's rank predicted their asocial performance (-0.13, [-0.21, -0.04]), showing 

that higher-ranking demonstrators offered higher-quality information. The minimum 

adequate model for each of the three tasks contained a baseline level of social 

information use and a random subject effect. The model for the “pitch task” also 

included the effect of demonstrator number and the cost to listen to the sounds. The 

“intensity task” minimal adequate model contained the effect of demonstrator 
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consensus whilst the “pitch modulation task” model also included demonstrator rank, 

the difference in rank between subject and demonstrator and the interaction between 

these two. 

 

3.5 - Discussion 

 

These experiments show that several factors simultaneously influence human social 

information use, consistent with a number of social learning strategies, and that such 

behaviour leads to adaptive decision making. The findings provide confirmatory 

support for all nine hypotheses derived from evolutionary models (Boyd and 

Richerson, 1985; Henrich and Boyd, 1998; Schlag, 1998; Boyd and Richerson, 1988).  

 

3.5.1 - The number of demonstrators 

 

Three of four experiments found that the rate of copying increased with the number of 

demonstrators (Fig. 3.2d). As majority decisions of larger groups are known to be 

more likely to be correct than those of smaller groups (King and Cowlishaw, 2007), 

this tendency is likely to prove adaptive. From figure 3.2d it is clear that the impact 

of demonstrator number was enhanced in experiments that used the parallel protocol 

(i.e., when participants chose between social and asocial information, as opposed to 

receiving both in sequence). This difference cannot be attributed to a commitment 
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effect (Brody, 1965), where participants favour earlier decisions, as when the first 

experiment was repeated, but with the order of information presentation reversed, 

similar levels of social information use were observed. It is more likely that the 

weaker effect observed with the linear protocol is caused by the necessity to limit the 

analysis to cases where the participants' initial decisions disagreed with the majority 

of demonstrators - something that was not required when using the parallel protocol. 

It may also be the case that the trials on which the asocial and social information 

disagreed created a mistrust of the social information in participants, lowering their 

reliance on social information. As participants only received a single source of 

information on each trial under the parallel protocol such disagreement never occurred 

and so the distrust of social information would not have developed. 

 

3.5.2 - Participant confidence 

 

Subject confidence in their own judgement had a negative effect on the probability 

that they would use social information (Fig. 3.2e). This finding is consistent with 

experimental work using non-human animals, which reports a copy-when-uncertain 

rule in rats and nine-spined sticklebacks (van Bergen et al., 2004; Galef Jr. et al., 

2008; Kendal et al., 2005). This behaviour was adaptive, in the sense that it increased 

participant pay-off, as participant confidence genuinely predicted whether participants 

were correct or not (Fig. 3.2e). Incorrect participants typically expressed lower 

confidence than correct participants, and so were more likely to use social information 

and change their answer to the correct choice. 
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3.5.3 - The cost of asocial information 

 

I also found evidence consistent with a copy-when-asocial-learning-is-costly strategy 

(Boyd and Richerson, 1985). In the third experiment, participants were more likely to 

use social information when informed the upcoming trial was difficult that when it 

was an easy trial. Across trials, participants using asocial information received lower 

pay-offs on harder than they did on easier questions, and so this bias to rely on social 

information on more difficult trials allowed participants to avoid costly asocial 

information. Similarly, participants in the third experiment were also more likely to 

choose social information if they had incurred high costs using asocial information on 

the previous trial than if they had incurred a low cost. Finally, in the fourth experiment 

participants chose to use social information, instead of asocial information, more 

frequently when the cost to listen to the sounds was high compared to when it was 

low. 

 

3.5.4 - Changes in social learning across trials 

 

There was a drop in social information use across trial groups in Experiment 3, 

however, there was a simultaneous increase in asocial performance showing that this 

was an adaptive response. With practice, it appears participants justifiably became 

increasingly confident in their own abilities and subsequently decreased their reliance 
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on social information. I also observed an interaction with demonstrator number, such 

that social-information use decreased when there were 3 or less demonstrators, but 

remained steady when there were 5. This is consistent with participants changing their 

use of social information over time, potentially becoming aware of the risks of 

reliance on a small number of demonstrators (King and Cowlishaw, 2007), however, it 

can also be interpreted in the context of their own improving performance. It is 

possible that as participants become more confident in their own abilities they felt 

their own decisions offered more information than groups of three of fewer 

demonstrators, but that a group of 5 was still the better source of information. 

 

3.5.5 - Different tasks 

 

No effect of task was found in the third experiment. This is in agreement with 

additional analyses directly comparing the results of the first two experiments that 

found no difference in the way that participants used social information. However, 

participant experience differed between the two experiments as participants in the 

second experiment typically expressed lower confidence (-0.16, [-0.27, -0.05]) and 

more frequently reached the wrong answer after having only received asocial 

information (-0.44, [-0.84, -0.05]) suggesting participants accurately perceived it to be 

a more difficult task. Thus any difference in the amount of social information used 

between the two tasks is due to the same decision making strategies being used on two 

tasks of different apparent difficulty, not the different natures of the tasks. 
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A difference was found, however, between the third and fourth experiments; only in 

the former did costs incurred when learning asocially have an impact on the likelihood 

that participants would subsequently use social information. Although this is hard to 

explain in light of the predictions of evolutionary models, explanations can be made 

based on methodological differences between the experiments. In the third 

experiment, participants were timed on how long they took to answer and incurred a 

cost proportional to this time that reduced their payoff. In the fourth experiment, 

however, participants incurred a cost every time they clicked to play a tone, the 

magnitude of which they were informed. As a result, in the third experiment, the cost 

was hard to anticipate without accurate information on how long participants had 

taken, whereas in the fourth participants were likely aware of how great a cost they 

had incurred. In the fourth experiment it is possible that participants justified their 

expenditure to themselves before being informed of it. They may also have viewed 

the costs as unavoidable, as in order to compare the two tones they would have to 

listen to them both at least once. In the third experiment, however, costs would have 

been unknown until participants were informed of them and so the surprise of large, 

unanticipated costs may have led to larger subsequent adjustments in behaviour. 

 

3.5.6 - Payoff-biased copying 

 

In Experiment 4, participants’ performance rank did not affect the likelihood of 

copying, but demonstrators’ performance did (Fig. 3.2f). This is strikingly consistent 

with the pattern of pay-off-based copying observed in nine-spined sticklebacks (Pike 
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et al., 2010), which also copied in proportion to the success of the demonstrator, 

regardless of their own success. Thus humans and fish alike behave in accordance 

with “proportional observation” (Schlag, 1998). Selectively copying higher-

performing demonstrators is likely to be adaptive, since such individuals are more 

likely to demonstrate behaviour associated with high returns (Laland, 2004; Boyd and 

Richerson, 1985). In our experiment participants' performance ranking did indeed 

predict their asocial performance, so top-ranking individuals were genuinely more 

skilled at the task and had not simply copied their way to the top. Participants were 

also sensitive to the demonstrator’s performance relative to their own and were even 

more likely to copy when being outperformed than otherwise. However the presence 

of this effect was contingent on the demonstrator's ranking; it was most pronounced 

when the demonstrator was top ranking, but all participants were equally unlikely to 

copy poorly performing demonstrators, irrespective of their own performance. Thus 

information from strongly performing demonstrators was most attractive to poorly 

performing participants such that behaviour matched “proportional observation” with 

conditional “proportional imitation” (Schlag, 1998). It is interesting that the effect of 

relative performance is conditional on demonstrator performance as one might expect 

the decision of a bottom ranking individual to be more valuable to a second-from-

bottom ranking individual than a top ranking individual. I suggest that the observed 

behaviour is the result of three additive motivations to copy: one to acquire high 

quality information, a second to acquire information of a better quality than you 

yourself could provide, and a third to avoid the cost of acquiring your own 

information. The first is what underlies the effect of demonstrator ranking - better 

ranking individuals offer better information and so are better prospects as 

demonstrators. The second explains the effect of relative performance - if an 
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individual outranks you then they offer better information than you are likely to 

acquire yourself, this effect disappears for bottom ranking demonstrators as their 

information is of a lower quality than everyone else's. Finally, the third motivation 

explains why even bottom ranking demonstrators have a non-zero probability of being 

copied - although they offer the poorest source of information, it is at least free and so 

represents a high-risk, high-reward option. 

 

3.5.7 - Frequency dependent copying & conformist transmission 

 

Subjects were sensitive to the frequencies of the two options in the demonstrators’ 

decisions (Fig. 3.3). The observed relationships produce a behavioural response 

closely matching the S-shaped curve of conformist transmission (Boyd and Richerson, 

1985; Henrich and Boyd, 1998), but only when the number of demonstrators is large 

and participant confidence is very low (Fig. 3.3a and b). In other cases the S-shaped 

curved is shifted off to the right or flattened out. However, formal models of 

conformist transmission typically assume individuals choose between two variants 

without prior information, which was not the case under the linear protocol, as the 

asocial information constitutes prior information. Thus, a fairer test of whether 

humans show a conformist bias in their social learning is to examine their response to 

consensus in the absence of prior information. I achieved this through statistical 

controls, and in this case the effect of social information alone is clearly conformist, 

with a symmetric S-shaped curve (Fig. 3.3c). Thus, our data are consistent with a 

conformist response to social information, but as participants' behaviour is the result 
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of both social and asocial influences, the resultant behaviour may not match a 

conformist S-shaped curve, depending upon the magnitude of the asocial influence 

(Fig. 3.3d). 

 

3.5.8 - A bias against social information 

 

The rarity of conditions under which conformist behaviour is realised, despite an 

underlying conformist response, suggests a bias towards asocial over social 

information. Increased participant confidence strengthens this bias, making 

participants more willing to go against the consensus (Fig. 3.3a). Such behavioural 

flexibility may explain the contradictory findings of previous work. For example, data 

from the Asch experiments found that participants copied at lower rates than predicted 

by conformist transmission models (Efferson et al., 2008). The simplicity of the task 

used likely leads to high participant confidence in asocial information, shifting the 

curve to a point where conformist behaviour would not be realised. Even against 

unanimous social information, participants may be unlikely to copy on tasks that they 

believe they can readily solve asocially and that even on difficult tasks, participants 

may not use social information if there are few demonstrators. Accordingly, I 

anticipate that conformist behaviour will depend on demonstrator number as well as 

the characteristics of the task. 
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A bias for asocial over social information has been documented elsewhere (van 

Bergen et al., 2004; Eriksson and Strimling, 2009; Weizsäcker, 2010) and various 

explanations have been proposed for it. These include that (1) people have a distrust 

of socially acquired information, (2) asocially acquired information has a greater 

learning impact, and (3) people have prosocial tendencies that lead them to produce 

information (Eriksson and Strimling, 2009). I offer three further suggestions; that (4) 

the tasks thus far deployed have been sufficiently simple that participants have 

considerable confidence in their own judgement, (5) the low cost of making an 

incorrect answer favours asocial information as, although potentially the poorer 

source of information, participants found it more enjoyable (several individuals from 

our experiment reported finding “having-a-go” rewarding), and (6) that such a bias is 

the product of a mixed population of ‘conformists’ (who readily use social 

information) and ‘mavericks’( who resist social information) (Efferson et al., 2008; 

Mesoudi, 2011). With regards to the latter, this should not be interpreted as two types 

of individual, but instead as a continuum of reliance on social information across 

individuals, ranging from heavily reliant ‘conformists’ to much less reliant 

‘mavericks’. In agreement with this, our analysis finds participants rely on social 

information to different extents (precision of population distributions, experiment 1: 

0.27, [0.10, 0.73]; experiment 2: 0.26, [0.13, 0.51]; experiment 3: 0.44, [0.24, 0.78]; 

experiment 4: pitch task: 0.21, [0.12, 0.35]; intensity task: 0.16, [0.10, 0.25]; 

modulation task: 0.15, [0.10, 0.26]), but no evidence of discrete personality types. 
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3.5.9 - Conclusions 

 

In summary, these experiments provide conditional or strong support for the 

deployment of several social learning strategies predicted by the theoretical cultural 

evolution literature, including conformist transmission, pay-off based copying, copy-

when-asocial-learning-is-costly and copy-when-uncertain (Laland, 2004; Boyd and 

Richerson, 1985; Henrich and Boyd, 1998; Schlag, 1998, 1999; Kendal et al., 2009). 

Importantly, these various influences appear to operate simultaneously, and interact to 

produce behaviour leading to effective decision making and higher pay-offs. These 

results are not incompatible with the notion that social learning may sometimes have 

maladaptive consequences (Tanaka et al., 2009), but nonetheless illustrate the 

adaptive aspects of cultural transmission necessary for it to have been favoured by 

selection. It is apparent that formal evolutionary models provide a framework for 

predicting the conditions that are likely to produce a reliance on social information on 

which maladaptive cultural traits can occasionally ride (Boyd and Richerson, 1985). 

These results support the effectiveness of the cultural evolution theory in predicting 

human copying behaviour. 



 

Chapter 4 

 

An Empirical Study of 

Social Learning Strategies 

in Young Children 

 



 

Abstract 

 

Human culture relies on extensive use of social transmission, which, as shown in 

Chapters 1 and 2, must be integrated with asocially acquired knowledge for effective 

decision-making. Formal evolutionary theory predicts that natural selection should 

favour adaptive learning strategies, including a bias to copy when uncertain, and a 

bias to disproportionately copy the majority (known as conformist transmission, see 

Chapter 2). While the function and causation of these evolved strategies is 

comparatively well-studied (see Chapter 3), less is known of their development. In 

this chapter, I present an experimental investigation into the development of the bias 

to copy-when-uncertain and conformist transmission in children from the ages of 3 to 

7, testing predictions derived from theoretical models. Children first attempted to 

solve a binary-choice task themselves, but were then given the decisions of informants 

and an opportunity to revise their answer. I investigated whether the children's 

reliance on social information was contingent on (i) the quality of asocial information 

and (ii) the consensus amongst informants. As predicted older but not younger 

children copied others more when uncertain, though they also showed a tendency to 

stick with their initial decision. I also found that older children, like adults, were 

disproportionately receptive to non-total majorities (i.e., were conformist) whereas 

younger children were receptive only to total majorities (i.e., were anti-conformist). 

These findings imply that adult-like adaptive social information use develops between 

the ages of 3 and 7. 
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4.1 - Introduction 

 

Given the selective trust by young children detailed in Chapter 1, it is clear that a 

wide variety of factors can influence whether or not a child relies on the information 

offered by another individual, and that such trust changes across childhood, 

particularly between the ages of 3 and 4. Although the findings of developmental 

psychology are of great value to cultural evolutionists, the fields do not share a 

common theoretical framework guiding experiments and several of the learning 

strategies investigated in adults are unstudied in children. The work presented here 

seeks to use the well-established experimental methods of developmental psychology 

to investigate the presence of a bias to copy others when uncertain and conformist 

transmission in young children. 

 

4.1.1 – Copy-when-uncertain 

 

A bias to copy when uncertain has been a key assumption of theoretical models of 

cultural evolution (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Enquist et al., 2007). It has also been 

documented in adult humans (see Chapter 3) as well as a range of non-human taxa 

(van Bergen et al., 2004; Galef Jr. et al., 2008). Despite this, there are no 

investigations of the development of an adaptive learning mechanism guided by 

uncertainty. However, there are several findings that provide indirect evidence that 

such a bias is present in young children and it is well-established that infants and 

young children have at least some sensitivity to confidence and use it to guide their 

social learning. For example, twelve- and 16-month-olds look more rapidly and more 

often at nearby adults and are more receptive to affective signals from the adults, 
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when presented with an ambiguous (e.g., unfamiliar or strange), as opposed to an 

unambiguous, toy (Harris and Lane, in press). Their emotional reactions toward the 

ambiguous toy are likely to reflect the signals they receive – positive in the context of 

happy signals but negative in the context of fearful signals. They also approach or 

withdraw from the ambiguous toy depending on such signals. Such adjustments of 

emotion and behaviour do not occur, however, if the toy is unambiguously positive or 

negative (Kim and Kwak, 2011), showing that the socially guided behaviour is 

triggered by the uncertainty of the situation. A similar pattern is seen when 18-month-

olds face an intermediate slope. Whether they walk down the slope or remain 

immobile depends on whether their mother’s affective signals are positive or negative. 

Yet if the slope is unambiguously gentle or steep, maternal input has little impact; 

children advance down gentler slopes but baulk at steeper slopes irrespective of 

maternal signals (Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2008). 

 

4.1.2 – Conformist transmission 

 

Conformist transmission (as detailed in Chapter 2) is the disproportionately large 

influence of majorities on an individual’s decision making. Theoretical models 

suggest conformist transmission is a highly effective strategy across a range of 

environmental conditions (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Nakahashi et al., 2012; 

Eriksson et al., 2007) and in Chapter 3 I presented empirical data showing conformist 

transmission in the decision making behaviour of adults. Again, although there is 

currently no data on the development of conformist transmission, there is evidence 

consistent with such a strategy at an early age. For example, studies with preschool 

children have shown that they are more likely to rely on information from a group of 
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adults in apparent consensus than from a single adult. When presented with 

conflicting names for a novel object by two different informants, 4-year-olds are 

receptive to the reactions of bystanders. If two bystanders signal agreement (via head 

nods and smiles) with one name and disagreement (via head shakes and frowns) with 

the other name, children overwhelmingly endorse the name eliciting bystander 

agreement (Fusaro and Harris, 2008). Similarly, if three informants all point to the 

same object as the referent of a novel name whereas a single informant points to a 

different object, 3- and 4-year-olds select the former when asked to identify the 

named object (Corriveau et al., 2009a). Three and 4-year-olds also defer to a 

consensus of three informants who produce judgments that conflict with what children 

can see for themselves. Having correctly identified the biggest line of a trio, children 

will change their judgment following a different claim by the consensus (Corriveau 

and Harris, 2010) at rates similar to those observed in classic studies of conformity in 

adults (Asch, 1956; Bond and Smith, 1996). Thus, children often endorse a consensus 

when they lack relevant perceptual cues (as in learning names for novel objects) but 

they will even do so despite the availability of perceptual cues. 

 

4.1.3 – Outstanding questions 

 

Taken together, these findings show that young children are more likely to seek out 

and accept guidance from an adult when the available information is ambiguous. In 

addition, they favour guidance from a consensus rather than a single informant. 

Nevertheless, this body of research displays three limitations. First, the quality of the 

information available to children has not been systematically varied. We do not know 

if children's reliance on social information is sensitive to small changes in quality or if 
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they use social information only when asocial information is below a certain quality. 

Second, the nature of the consensus has not been systematically varied. In particular, 

children might or might not be sensitive to the size of the majority relative to the 

minority. Thirdly, we do not know the relationship between these two social learning 

biases. Each might guide children’s social learning independently or they might 

interact with one another. Finally, the adaptive value of childhood social learning has 

not been considered. 

 

There are three reasons to anticipate that developmental changes in social learning 

may occur (Harris, 2012). Firstly, strategies that are adaptive for adults may not be for 

children, in which cases adaptive age-specific social learning strategies may have 

been favoured by selection. For example, given their naivety and vulnerability, it may 

be adaptive for young children to acquire knowledge from particular sources (e.g. 

parents, kin, familiar individuals) who are likely to be reliable, whilst older, more 

experienced and less vulnerable individuals may benefit from attending to alternative 

sources (e.g. experts) (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Henrich and Henrich, 2010). 

Secondly, if the development of social learning strategies is contingent on experience 

of social groups, we should expect strategy usage to change as a child's social horizon 

expands. As such experiences may differ between populations, such a mechanism 

could result in cultural differences in the development of social learning. Thirdly, very 

young children may be incapable of some forms of computation (e.g. computing the 

majority behaviour) necessary to implement adaptive social learning strategies (e.g. 

conformist transmission), rendering their independent decision making suboptimal 

prior to a critical developmental stage. The three cases described above offer different 

(although not mutually exclusive) explanations for changes in behaviour across 
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development; in the first case alternative strategies have been selected, in the second 

they emerge depending on relevant experience, whilst in the third case they are 

explained by the presence/absence of other cognitive processes. On the basis of the 

aforementioned evolutionary models, I predict that any changes observed in children's 

behaviour as they age should be leading towards the behaviour seen in adults. 

Additionally, I predict that such changes should lead to an increase in the adaptive 

value of such behaviour. Although such a prediction may seem highly likely, the 

presence of adaptations specific to childhood could result in the behaviour of children 

initially diverging from that of adults, before later converging. 

 

To evaluate these predictions and questions, I present an experimental study in which 

children were given a task that they first attempted to solve themselves, but were then 

informed of the decisions of a group of adults and given the opportunity to revise their 

decision. I investigated the effect of individual confidence (inferred from 

manipulations of task difficulty), as well as the nature (as opposed to merely the 

presence) of an effect of informant consensus on children's decision making. 

 

4.2 - Methods 

 

4.2.1 - General Methods 

 

I carried out a single experiment in which young children took part in a computer-

based, binary choice game using asocial and social information to make relative 

quantity judgements. Children gained asocial information through direct access to the 

task, whilst the social information gave the decisions of 10 adult informants. Each 
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participating child completed 5 trials, taking 5 minutes, and was rewarded with a 

sticker for taking part irrespective of their performance. 

 

4.2.2 - Subjects & Apparatus 

 

122 children took part, 55 were male and 67 female. The children were between 2 

years 11 months and 8 years 11 months (mean age = 5 years 7 months, median = 5 

years 5 months). The experiment took part in the “Discovery Centre” in the Museum 

of Science, Boston, and children were recruited from visiting families. Children 

played the game individually, although a parent/guardian was present throughout. 

 

4.2.3 - The Task 

 

The experiment used the “who-has-more” two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) 

numerical discrimination task in which the child must decide which of two television 

characters (Big Bird or Grover) has more dots. These characters were chosen because 

they are typically familiar to children, if a child did not recognise the characters the 

experimenter “introduced” them. This task was used because previous work has 

established how to manipulate the difficulty of the task for children, with difficulty 

related to the similarity in the number of dots each character has (Halberda and 

Feigenson, 2008). This can be expressed as a dot ratio, calculated as the difference 

between the numbers of dots each character has, divided by the lesser. As the dots 

ratio tends to 0, the trial becomes increasingly difficult. In such perceptual tasks, the 

confidence associated with decisions is known to be robustly related to difficulty, with 

decisions on more difficult trials made with lower confidence (Pleskac and 
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Busemeyer, 2010). Furthermore, children are known to be sensitive to the difficulty of 

each trial (Odic et al., 2012). Thus, I inferred that the confidence of participating 

children would be associated with task difficulty, and so by manipulating difficulty, I 

could influence confidence. 

 

On each trial, the dot ratio was between 0 and 1 and each character had a random 

number of dots between 10 and 30 (though there was always at least 1 dot difference 

between the two characters and all ratios between 0 and 1 were equally likely). The 

minimum of 10 was used as for these numbers the dot ratio is all that is needed to 

predict difficulty (given the age of the child), whereas for lower numbers (<5) 

individuals use different enumeration mechanisms for which ratio does not predict 

difficulty . The location of each dot on its panel was randomised, and no dots 

overlapped. The dots were shown for 3.5s as trials with a dot ratio close to 0 were still 

very hard after 3.5s, whilst trials with a great dot ratio were relatively simple. To 

avoid the total area of a character’s dots serving as a cue to the total number of dots, 

as I wanted children to respond to number alone, dots were resized using an area anti-

correlation procedure to prevent total area being a reliable cue (Halberda and 

Feigenson, 2008). Using this procedure, each trial had a 0.5 chance of being anti area-

correlated in which case the relationship between the number of dots and the total area 

covered was reversed such that if one character had twice as many dots as the other 

character, the sum of their dots’ areas was half that of the other character’s dots. 

Additionally, the diameter of each individual dot was multiplied by a number drawn 

from a uniform distribution ranging from 0.65 to 1.35 to add variation in size. 
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4.2.4 - The Social Information 

 

The social information was presented as a video of 10 informants all of whom thought 

one of the characters had more dots than the other. During each video, a voice-over 

asked the informants if they thought each character had more dots (e.g., “Who thinks 

Grover has more?”). At each asking, some informants in the video nodded (a signal 

children are known to recognise, Fusaro and Harris, 2013) and raised their right hand 

to signal agreement whilst the others looked down and remained still to signal 

disagreement. The informants were in two rows of 5 (the front row was seated) and all 

were women wearing identical purple t-shirts and without any identifying items (e.g., 

glasses). I made 4 repeats of each possible video (with 0 to 10 of the ten informants 

supporting each option) with the spatial arrangement of informants varying across 

videos such that each informant did not occupy a consistent location. The intention 

was that children playing the game would not be able to recognise any informants 

across trials to prevent them from trusting specific individuals.  

 

4.2.5 - Procedure 

 

Children joined the experimenter in the experimental area of the “Discovery Centre”. 

The experimenter explained to the child how to play the game and then guided them 

through it without leading their decision making. For each trial the child was first 

shown two side-by-side, grey rectangular panels in which the dots were to appear. An 

image of each character was in front of their panel (which panel was Grover's and 

which was Big Bird's was randomised for each trial) and the panel was outlined with a 

border of "their" colour (blue for Grover, yellow for Big Bird). The dots (also in their 
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character's colour) then appeared for 3.5s. After the dots had disappeared the child 

was asked who they thought had more dots. After the child made their initial “asocial” 

decision, a video of 10 informants was played to provide social information. The 

video shown on each trial was randomly selected with respect to both the child's 

initial decision and the trial dot ratio. The voice-over always asked the informants 

about the character on the left first. After the video, children were again asked to 

make a decision and the trial was complete. To avoid confidence hysteresis, children 

were not given feedback on their performance during the experiment . However, after 

all 5 trials a final screen congratulated the child, informing them they had done "really 

well" (irrespective of the child's actual performance) and the experiment finished. 

When the game was complete the child was given a sticker and they were free to go. 

 

4.3 - Analysis 

 

The analysis consisted of two parts. I analysed the data using generalized linear mixed 

models with a Bernoulli error structure and logit link function, using Markov Chain 

Monte Carlo methods to fit the models and generate credible intervals in OpenBUGS 

3.2.1 (Lunn and Spiegelhalter, 2009). All priors used were extremely uninformative, 

for more details see section 4.3.1. Minimal adequate models were constructed by 

backwards elimination, removing variables for which the 90% credible interval 

included 0. Parameter values were estimated using a sample of at least 3000 iterations, 

after a suitable burn-in period and thinning to remove autocorrelations. Unless 

otherwise stated, all graphs show the median and 95% credible interval of the 

posterior sample from the fitted models as estimates of parameter values. For a 

comparison of model estimates and raw data averages, see Figure 4.1. 
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The first part of the analysis modelled the probability that a child's initial decision 

(following asocial information only) would be correct (pIDC) with additive effects of 

dot ratio (DR), an independent performance effect (β2) and a categorical effect of 

which side of the screen the character with the most dots was displayed on, such that: 

 

 f(pIDC) = β1 *DR + β2 + β3*side of screen, (4.1) 

 

where f is the logit link function and β1, β2, and β3 are coefficients. The independent 

performance effect (β2) should only have a non-zero value if DR is unable to account 

for subject performance, whilst the screen side effect allowed children to favour one 

side of the screen over the other. f(pIDC) can be thought of, and will henceforth be 

referred to, as the “net evidence” children were able to collect. DR contained a linear 

effect of dot ratio that interacted with age (linear), sex (categorical), whether the trial 

was area-correlated or not (categorical) and random individual effects, such that: 

 

 DR = dot ratio*(β4*age + β5*sex + β6*area correlation + individual effects), (4.2) 

 

where β4, β5, and β6 are coefficients, and a dot ratio of 0 (hypothetical case where both 

characters have the same number of dots) causes DR to have a value of 0, meaning 

that children gained no net evidence. The interactions allowed performance across 

trials to change with age, sex, area correlation and individual. As part of the 

backwards elimination procedure, the following parameters were removed from the 

final model: the screen side bias, independent performance effect, the interaction 
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between area correlation and dot ratio and the interaction between sex and dot ratio 

(i.e., β2=β3=β5=β6=0). 

 

The second part of the analysis modelled the probability that a child's final decision, 

after asocial and social information, would be correct (pFDC) with additive effects of 

the net evidence collected asocially (f(pIDC)), a tendency to stick with your initial 

decision (IDC) and the social information (SI) such that: 

 

f(pFDC) = (β7 + β8*age)* f(pIDC) + (β9 + β10*age)*IDC + 

 (β11 + β12*age + β13*sex + β14*dot ratio + individual effects)*SI, (4.3) 

 

where f is the logit link function and β7:14 are coefficients. The value of f(pIDC) is the 

same as in equation (4.1). This value not only contains information about the decision 

children initially made, but also the net evidence they based it on. If (β7 + β8*age) = 1, 

that would represent children bringing the full amount of their asocial information 

forward into the second decision. Conversely, if (β7 + β8*age) < 1 then only part of 

the information is brought forward (perhaps as the result of forgetting) and if (β7 + 

β8*age) > 1 the prior net evidence is inflated. (Note that negative values, although 

permitted in the model, have no obvious interpretation). The sticking tendency 

allowed individuals to be more (or less) likely to stick with their initial decision than 

the net evidence they collected would predict. The effect of the social information was 

calculated such that: 

 

 SI = q
s
/(q

s
+(1-q)

s
), (4.4) 
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where q is the proportion of informants who are correct and s is the shape parameter 

such that: 

 

 s = exp(β15 + β16*age), (4.5) 

 

where β15, and β16 are coefficients. SI is monotonic and has a value of 0 when there 

was no consensus (q=0.5), and a maximal magnitude when all 10 informants chose a 

particular option(q=0 or 1). According to the value of the shape parameter, s, which 

interacted with age, the function could produce an enlarged or diminished response to 

non-total majorities. The following parameters were removed from the final model: 

the interaction between age and DR, the interactions between sex, dot ratio and age 

and SI (i.e., β8=β12=β13=β14=0). 

 

4.3.1 - Priors 

 

Priors for all parameters described above are detailed below. Normal distributions are 

specified as N(mean, precision) and gamma distributions are specified as G(shape, 

rate), where precision is 1/variance and rate is 1/scale. 

 

β1:14 = N1:14(0.0,0.01) 

β15,16 = N15,16(0.0,1) 

individual effecte,i = Ne,i[0,Ge(0.01,0.01)], for individual i and effect e (i.e., whether 

the individual effect was on asocial performance, or social information use) and where 

Ge() is the prior for the precision of the random effect. 
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The priors for β15,16 are more informative than for the other parameters as these values 

were combined and then exponentiated (see equation 4.5) such that even these 

comparatively precise values allowed extreme results and any less precise priors lead 

to the exponential producing infinitely large values, despite variables being 

standardised. 

 

Figure 4.1 

These figures compare the model estimates of the mean of the raw data (in blue) with the 

actual mean of the raw data (in red). In both panels the red lines are the actual mean and 

Wilson binomial confidence interval (a simple method of generating confidence intervals for 

binomial data) whilst the blue lines are the median model estimate of the mean of the raw data 

and its 95% central credible interval. The similarity between the red and blue intervals across 

the two figures shows that our model was well able to fit the data. Meanwhile, the observation 

that the model intervals are narrower than the Wilson intervals highlights the increase in the 

precision of estimates facilitate by the analyses. 

 

4.4 - Results 

 

Unless otherwise stated, all quoted effects are medians, followed by the corresponding 

95% central credible intervals. 

 

Following asocial information only, children performed much better on trials with a 

high (i.e. easier) rather than low (i.e. harder) dot ratio (β1, 3.16, [2.53, 3.95]) and the 
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magnitude of this improvement increased with age (β4, 0.89, [0.50, 1.38], see Fig. 

4.2a). There was no evidence of a difference in performance between girls and boys 

(β5, -0.15, [-0.13, 0.96]) and no evidence that area correlation helped performance 

(β6, 0.75, [-0.19, 1.71]). There was also no performance effect independent of dot 

ratio (β2, 0.25, [-0.13, 0.62]) suggesting the effect of dot ratio and its interactions 

were able to account for performance. Children did not, as a group, show a side 

preference (β3, -0.13, [-0.34, 0.08]). 

 

When given social information, children showed a tendency to “stick” with their 

initial decision (β9, 1.96, [1.30, 2.61]), regardless of whether they had been right or 

wrong, and independent of the net evidence they had collected. This tendency to stick 

increased with age (β10, 0.68, [0.25, 1.12], see Fig. 4.2b). 

 

However, in addition to the above, we also find strong evidence that children took the 

magnitude of their own net evidence into account (β7, 0.29, [0.11, 0.50], see positive 

gradient of lines in Fig. 4.2b), although it was undervalued relative to what their 

individual performance would suggest. Moreover, there was no strong evidence that 

this sensitivity to their own net evidence changed with age (β8, 0.10, [-0.03, 0.24]). 

These two effects are independent and additive, such that although collecting more net 

evidence makes it more likely that a child will stick, even with very little net evidence 

children will tend to stick with their initial decision. 

 

Finally, children were clearly influenced by the information provided by the 

informants (β11, 0.32, [0.21, 0.53], see Fig. 4.2c). Their response to total majorities 

did not change with age (β12, 0.05, [-0.02, 0.05]), sex (β13, 0.05, [-0.17, 0.29]) or dot 
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ratio (β14, 0.11, [-0.17, 0.40]). However, their response to varying levels of consensus 

(β15, -0.84, [-1.49, 0.14]) did change with age (β16, 1.00, [0.62, 1.50]) such that 

younger children were anti-conformist, but older children were conformist (see Fig. 

4.2d). 

 

The younger children effectively treat the social information as having three 

configurations; (i) complete endorsement (10 vs. 0), in which case they stick, (ii) 

complete opposition (0 vs. 10), in which case they change their decision or (iii) 

disagreement, in which case they show little to no adjustment in their behaviour 

regardless of the relative sizes of the majority and minority. However, for the 7-year-

olds, non-total majorities have a relatively large influence. In this case, increasing the 

size of the majority further strengthens its influence, but with diminishing returns. 

 

There was considerable individual variation in asocial performance (precision of 

population distribution: 0.33, [0.14, 1.32]), but much less variation in the response to 

social information (precision of population distribution: 11.0, [3.37, 31.8]). 
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Figure 4.2 

Figures show median estimates (solid lines), and 95% central credible intervals (dashed lines). 

(a) Children's performance improved with dot ratio and with age. Older children start to hit 

ceiling performance at intermediate dot ratios, whilst there is not strong evidence that the 

youngest children perform above chance levels. (b) The probability that a child sticks with 

their initial decision as a function of their initial net evidence and their sticking tendency (i.e., 

not the additional effect of the social information). Children showed a blunt tendency to stick 

with their initial decision at all dot ratios and hence irrespective of how much net evidence 

they had collected. This tendency to stick increased with age; the oldest children always have 

a >80% chance of sticking, whilst the behaviour of the youngest children is consistent with 

deciding at random. Nevertheless, children did show some sensitivity to how much net 

evidence they had collected themselves, being more likely to stick on trials with a high than 

low dot ratio. (c) The probability that children stick with their initial decision for a trial with 

the intermediate dot ratio of 0.5. Younger children, especially 3- and 4-yearolds are only 

affected by social information when there is unanimity amongst informants. However, older 

children, especially 6- and 7-year-olds, show a more nuanced response to social information 

and can discriminate between different non-total majorities. (d) The response of children to 

the social information alone (controlling for individual net evidence statistically). The black 

dotted line has a gradient of 1 (representing unbiased copying) and is for comparison with the 

other lines. Three-, 4- and 5-year-olds are anti-conformist in that they are at least somewhat 

insensitive to non-total majorities. Six-year-olds show a roughly proportionate response to the 
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size of the majority. Seven-year-olds, by contrast, are conformist in that they show an over-

proportionate sensitivity to small majorities. 
 

 

Figure 4.3 

Figures show median estimates (solid lines), and 95% central credible intervals (dashed lines). 

(a) Given that 8 out of the 10 informants give the correct answer, older children were able to 

take advantage of the social information and used it to increase their performance, particularly 

on the more difficult trials. For easier trials the increase in performance due to social 

information was similar across ages, however, this is because on such trials older children are 

close to ceiling performance and so there is little room for further improvement. (b) In support 

of this, older children nearly maximised their performance following social information, 

particularly on easier trials, whilst the youngest children take minimal advantage of the social 

information at all ratios. (c) Older children, but not younger children, were more likely to 

switch following conflicting social information more difficult trials. The youngest children 

always had a high likelihood of switching, consistent with random behaviour. The graph is for 

the case of 8 out of the 10 informants disagreeing with the child. (d) Following social 

information without a majority (i.e., 5v5 informants), older children are still more likely to 

change their decision on more difficult trials. This tendency is much smaller than when the 

informants disagree with the children (panel c) and is likely due children doubting their 

decisions on harder questions. The extent to which this sensitivity to difficulty dictates 

switching matches the extent to which difficulty affects asocial performance (Fig. 4.2a). 
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4.5 - Discussion 

 

4.5.1 - Consensus and conformist transmission 

 

Children took part in a relative quantity estimation task in which they made an initial 

decision after direct access to the two quantities, but were then shown the decisions of 

ten adult informants and given the opportunity to revise their decision. My main 

finding is that the social information had a large effect on children of all ages. Indeed, 

the maximum magnitude of this effect did not vary with age as shown by the absence 

of any interaction between age and social information. The analysis suggests that in 

the absence of prior information, a child exposed to a total majority (i.e.,10 v 0) has a 

90% chance of endorsing that judgement. However, the shape of the response to the 

consensus amongst informants changed sharply with age. The youngest children (ages 

3-4) showed strong anti-conformism, where, although a total majority had a strong 

effect, all non-total majorities had little to no effect. By contrast, the older children 

(age 7) were conformist, showing an enlarged response to non-total majorities 

(although not as strong a response as to a total majority). The conformism of older 

children is an adaptive decision making mechanism predicted by the theoretical 

literature (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Nakahashi et al., 2012; Kandler and Laland, 

2013). It is also the same response to consensus I observed in adults in Chapter 3. 

However, the anti-conformism of younger children is harder to explain because it is 

not clearly of benefit to the children. I suggest that rather than it being a deliberate or 

selected strategy for young children to be anti-conformist, it is actually the result of 

their inability to respond appropriately to majorities that are less than unanimous. I do 

not claim that children are unable to recognise the presence of these majorities; 
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existing data shows even 3-year-olds should have no problem discerning the levels of 

consensus I used (Halberda and Feigenson, 2008). Instead, I suggest young children 

are unable to respond appropriately to a non-total majority even though they can 

recognise its existence. Whether young children see a group of 5 vs. 5 informants or 1 

vs. 9 informants, although they can recognise that the consensus differs between 

groups, they register only that there is disagreement and leave their judgement 

unaltered. Regardless of the cause of this insensitivity to small majorities, these 

findings bear out my prediction that any changes observed across childhood should be 

towards increasingly adaptive and adult-like behaviour. 

 

This result fits well with existing research finding other social behaviour develops 

across the same period. For example, 3 and 4-year-olds do not discriminate between 

two choices with identical rewards to themselves, but different payoffs to a partner. 

However, above the age of 5 children do discriminate and also show contingent 

reciprocity in that they reward partners who previously behaved cooperatively, but 

punish those who did not (House et al., 2013). In another study, whilst children 

between the ages of 3 and 8 endorsed norms for sharing, only 7- and 8-year-olds 

actually shared when the opportunity arose. Younger children even predicted that they 

wouldn't share when given the opportunity, ruling out the possibility that the lack of 

sharing was due to a failure of willpower (Smith et al., 2013). Together, these results 

illustrate a transition between the ages of 3 and 8, from individual focussed behaviour 

where sharing norms, payoffs to other individuals and intermediate majorities are 

recognised, but ignored, to increasingly socially guided behaviour where more weight 

is given to extra-individual factors. These observations concerning childhood 

cognitive development are not necessarily underpinned by the same cognitive 
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mechanisms, but nonetheless have qualitative similarities, appear on similar 

developmental trajectories and may be influenced by similar experiential factors. 

 

4.5.2 - Confidence and information quality 

 

I also varied the quality of information available to children in order to manipulate 

their confidence – a variable predicted by theory to influence social learning and 

observe to do so in adults as well as non-human species. First, I find that that children 

show a somewhat diminished sensitivity to the magnitude of their net evidence (the 

median estimate is that only 25% of the information was carried forward, see Fig. 

4.2b) and there was only very weak evidence that this ability increased with age. It is 

possible that children are forgetting some of their net evidence, perhaps the result of 

the time gap between the two decisions (~15s) or the cognitive demands of having to 

combine delayed social information with prior asocial input. If this is the case, similar 

experiments with a different temporal structure might not find these effects. However, 

the lack of any improvement in this regard with age is problematic for such an 

explanation because I would expect children's memory to improve with age. 

Furthermore, in addition to, and independent of, the net evidence brought forward, 

children had a tendency to “stick” with their initial decision, regardless of how much 

net evidence they had to back it up, which did increase with age. For the youngest 

children this tendency was sufficiently weak as to be negligible. However, it was quite 

powerful among the older children (see Fig. 4.2b). Rather than forgetting their earlier 

decision, children seem to collapse their information down into a single binary choice 

which they increasingly weight with age, largely forgetting the magnitude of the net 

evidence they have collected. For easier trials (ratio > 0.5), this is not too far from 
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optimal because the “sticking” bias approximates the likely quality of your own 

information (compare Figs. 4.2a and b). On lower dot ratio trials, however, the 

“sticking” bias leads to an over-confidence in the child’s initial decision that increases 

with age. This is surprising because it suggests performance becomes less optimal 

with age, contradicting my hypothesis. However, observation of model estimates of 

performance across trials of different difficulty clearly shows that despite the 

increased sticking tendency, the adaptive value of social learning increases across 

childhood (see Figs. 4.3a and b), with the sticking tendency of older children being 

overcome by their increased sensitivity to non-total majorities. Additionally, the 

observed sticking tendency is similar to adult behaviour, where an individual’s own 

decision is consistently weighted as more valuable than the decisions of others 

(Mesoudi, 2011; Yaniv, 2004; Bonaccio and Dalal, 2006; Weizsäcker, 2010). 

 

A difference between adults and children may lie in the strength of the bias to copy 

when uncertain. As I show in Chapter 3, although adults do tend to stick, their 

confidence has a large effect on their social information use, with very uncertain 

individuals likely to follow group information. However, in this study, the quality of a 

child's information has a comparatively muted effect. Although it is certainly possible 

that the development of social learning may not be complete over the ages that we 

studied, it is worth noting that I am inferring the confidence of the children from their 

asocial performance, not asking for them to rate it directly as was done with adults. 

Inferring confidence from performance in this fashion might seem like a reasonable 

step. However, in adult studies where data on both confidence and performance have 

been collected the correlation between the two is far from perfect (Luna and Martín-

Luengo, 2012). Thus, the relatively weak effect of the magnitude of net evidence 
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collected on children's second decision could reflect a generally poor ability on the 

part of humans to accurately assess their own performance. 

 

A possible criticism of our design is that, as children always heard from the 

informants, we cannot differentiate between children changing their mind due to 

social influence or due to doubt in, or reflection on, their initial decision. However, by 

looking at cases where there was no majority amongst the informants (i.e., 5v5) we 

can observe the rate of switching independent of a social consensus (Fig. 4.3d), which 

would include factors such as doubt. The rate of switching in this case is considerably 

lower than when a majority of informants disagree with the child (Fig. 4.3c; 8v2) so 

we can be confident that the disagreement influenced behaviour. 

 

4.5.3 - The adaptive value of children's social learning 

 

A central finding of this study is thus the increase in the adaptive value of social 

learning across childhood. I found that, when a majority of informants disagree with 

them, young children are no more or less likely to switch their initial decision 

according to the difficulty of the trial. Older children, however, do show this 

sensitivity (see Fig. 4.3c). This is clearly adaptive, as trial difficulty strongly predicted 

asocial performance, so a bias to switch on difficult trials when others disagree with 

you will make you disproportionately likely to switch away from an incorrect answer. 

I can be confident that this switching is due to the social information and not other 

factors such as doubt in the initial decision as the rate of switching, amongst older 

children, is much lower when there is no majority in the social information (i.e., 5v5 

informants, see Fig. 4.3d). Even in this case, however, the switching of older children 
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is contingent on difficulty and more likely on harder questions than easier questions. 

This effect is likely due to doubt, as on harder questions children will have collected 

less net evidence and so will be expected to be more likely to reverse decisions in the 

absence of other influences. Clear evidence of the increasing adaptive value of social 

information use across childhood can be seen from the increase in the performance 

benefit due to social information (see Figs. 4.3a and b). The youngest children show 

no such increase in performance, whilst older children show a marked increase, 

particular on more difficult trials. For the oldest children, the probability that they get 

the second decision right having seen 8 out of the 10 informants supporting the 

correct decision is almost 40% greater than the probability they get the correct answer 

through individual investigation alone. This difference disappears on the easier trials; 

however, this is not because older children lose this advantage, it is simply because on 

these questions their individual performance is already so high that there is little room 

for further improvement due to social information (see Fig. 4.3b). 

 

4.5.4 - Asocial performance 

 

The results provide good evidence that the experiment worked as intended, with 

accuracy increasing both with dot ratio, but also with age (as shown by Halberda and 

Feigenson, 2008). This is intuitively plausible because dot ratio affects trial 

discriminability (which determines the relative difficulty of the trial) and because the 

ability to discriminate is likely to increase with age. Furthermore, all effects 

remaining in the model for the initial 'asocial' decision interacted with dot ratio, 

suggesting that our analysis was well able to account for variation in performance 

across trials and individuals. Of further interest are other effects for which I did not 
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find evidence. There was only very weak evidence for an interaction between area-

correlation and ratio, which would have been expected had children used area covered 

by dots as a cue to the number of dots yielding better performance on area-correlated 

trials. I deliberately disrupted the relationship between number and total area to 

prevent this from being a reliable cue. However, it is still important to note that 

children were able to see past area covered and focus solely on number. Additionally, 

though perhaps less surprisingly, I also find convincing evidence that there is no 

gender difference in performance on this task. Finally, again unsurprisingly, children 

showed no bias for a particular side. 

 

4.5.5 - Conclusions 

 

In sum, the effect of asocial and social information on children's decision-making 

changes with age towards the adaptive decision-making mechanisms predicted by 

theory and observed in adults. Young children’s judgements are indistinguishable 

from random behaviour unless they are presented with a total majority in which case 

they are likely to follow the social information, sticking or shifting with the 

consensus. Older children display a more nuanced pattern. They perform above 

chance, recall their previous decision and are biased in its favour even if the trial is 

extremely hard. They also make more use of the social information than younger 

children, switching and sticking strategically to increase their performance. Overall, 

the findings show that the mechanism for incorporating social information into 

decision-making is initially very blunt, only sensitive to overwhelming social signals. 

Across the course of early childhood, however, it increasingly responds to small 
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majorities, converging on those learning mechanisms observed in adults and predicted 

by theory. 



 

Chapter 5 

 

An Empirical Case-Study of 

the Social Transmission of 

Oldowan Lithic Flaking Technology 

 



 

Abstract 

The simplest stone tools made by our hominin ancestors are sharp stone flakes that 

appear in the archaeological record from 2.5mya. However, the mechanisms by which 

the technology was transmitted remain unknown with suggestions that ape-like 

imitation could be sufficient, or alternatively that such tools imply more complex 

forms of social transmission such as teaching and language. Also unknown is why this 

technology persists with little alteration for around one million years. In this chapter I 

present an experiment investigating the efficacy with which different forms of social 

learning facilitate the transmission of the ability to manufacture flint flakes. The 

relevant skills were transmitted along chains of participants in five different 

conditions: (1) observation of flakes only, (2) observation of a tutor, (3) basic teaching 

from a tutor, (4) gestural teaching from a tutor, and (5) verbal teaching from a tutor. I 

find that more complex communication greatly assists the transmission of early stone 

knapping technology allowing participants to knap a greater proportion of their core 

and to make more viable flakes; however, observation of a tutor seems little better 

than simply observing pre-made flakes. I conclude that, whilst in the early Oldowan 

knapping may have been sustained by observational learning, the use of stone tools 

would have generated selection for more complex means of social transmission. I 

suggest that teaching, and perhaps a form of symbolic communication, evolved across 

the Oldowan. More complex technologies would have then appeared when hominin 

communication was sufficient to sustain them. 
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5.1 – Introduction 

 

Animal bones marked by stone tools used for flesh removal appear in the 

archaeological record from 3.4mya (McPherron et al., 2010). From 2.52mya 

preserved stone tools show hominins were regularly making and using stone tools by 

striking cobble cores with a hammerstone to produce sharp flakes (Mode 1, Oldowan 

technocomplex; Roche et al., 1999; Semaw, 2000). This technology requires the 

selection of a core and hammerstone of appropriate size, shape and material, 

knowledge of the subtleties of flake manufacture (encompassing core and 

hammerstone positioning, target identification, striking angle and velocity, correction 

of knapping accidents, and maintenance of appropriate flaking angles throughout core 

reduction- cf. Delagnes and Roche, 2005) and efficient flake and core usage (e.g. 

butchering carcasses, scraping wood, cutting plants). This complexity supports the 

findings of toolmaking experimentation (Toth, 1987) in implying that Palaeolithic 

technology was acquired through learning and required considerable practice 

(Callahan, 1979; Roche, 2005).  Early hominins removed more than 70 flakes from a 

single core, maintaining precise flaking angles and systematic patterns of flake 

detachment, including repairing damaged cores, which together implies some degree 

of planning and deployment of technological rules with sequential structure (Delagnes 

and Roche, 2005). The continuous existence and complexity of core-and-flake 

technologies, from 2.52mya, across Africa and Eurasia (Braun and Hovers, 2009), 

indicates that aspects of this technology were socially transmitted. Whilst the 

archaeological record can provide a detailed account of when and where technologies 

spread (Coward et al., 2008; Conolly et al., 2011), identifying the means of cultural 

transmission underlying a technology, when only the technology, and neither the 
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transmission nor transmitters, remains is a very difficult task (Shennan, 2011). 

Accordingly, the psychological mechanisms that underlie transmission of toolmaking 

technology remain unknown (Hovers, 2012). While the nature of Oldowan 

technological variation is subject to debate (Torre, 2011; Stout et al., 2010), that these 

industries persist for 770,000 years before the earliest Acheulean emerges, with no 

widely accepted explanation for this apparent stasis, highlights the need for an 

understanding of the mechanisms supporting stone knapping.  

 

The relationship between Palaeolithic stone tool use and the evolution of human 

language and teaching (defined as active information donation, Fogarty et al., 2011) is 

unknown, yet highly debated (Gibson and Ingold, 1993; Ambrose, 2001; Byrne, 

2005). One view is that the earliest form of stone tool-making in the Oldowan 

corresponds to a major development in hominin cognitive evolution (Hovers, 2012), 

for instance, indicative of instructive teaching or language (Bickerton, 2009). 

Alternatively, chimpanzee-like social learning through emulation (reproducing the 

object manipulations of others) and/or imitation (reproducing the motor patterns of 

others) has been argued as sufficient to transmit knapping technology (Wynn et al., 

2011). Accordingly, estimates for the origin of language differ widely, from a few 

tens of thousands, to nearly two million, years (Belfer-Cohen and Goren-Inbar, 1994; 

Coolidge and Wynn, 2005). 

 

Archaeological experiments with contemporary humans have provided valuable 

insights into cognitive and motor processes supporting lithic technology (Stout et al., 

2000). Hence, toolmaking experiments can shed light on the above issues by 

establishing exactly what kinds of transmission mechanisms, verbal or otherwise, are 
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necessary for the long-term propagation of lithic technology. In this chapter I describe 

a large-scale, quantitative experimental investigation to test the power of alternative 

social learning mechanisms, notably observational learning (including imitation of 

actions and emulation of the results of actions), gestural teaching and verbal 

instruction, to transmit Oldowan stone knapping techniques along chains of learners, 

simulating successive generations. There is only one earlier example of such an 

approach (Ohnuma et al., 1997), which was limited to single transmission events and 

contrasted the roles of only speech and symbolic gestural communication in the 

acquisition of Levallois knapping techniques. In this chapter I rigorously measure the 

ability to make stone tools across successive transmission events, so as to address 

current issues concerning stasis and evolutionary change in the Oldowan 

technocomplex (Stout et al., 2010; Roche, 2005; de la Torre, 2011) as well as the 

likely roles of teaching, language and other factors in its transmission across 

generations. 

 

5.2 – Methods 

 

5.2.1 - General Methods 

 

Across two weeks 184 participants learnt and taught others to make flint flakes using 

a granite hammerstone and flint core. I used a transmission chain design in which the 

first participant in a chain was taught by a skilled experimenter (either myself, or 

Natalie Uomini, both of whom have extensive practise in making flint flakes) and 
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subsequent participants were taught by the previous participant. Participants gained 

asocial information through access to the materials themselves. The social information 

was from a tutor and varied across five learning conditions detailed below. For each 

of the learning conditions four short chains (≤5 participants long) and two long chains 

(≤10 participants long) were carried out, totalling 30 chains across all conditions. 

Each participant was involved for ~90 minutes and was paid between £10 and £20 

depending on their performance. 

 

5.2.2 - Apparatus & Set-up 

 

The experiment used 2 tonnes of Brandon flint from a chalk quarry (Norfolk, UK), 

broken up into cores of roughly 1kg in weight.Helped by Katherine Meacham, Luke 

Rendell and Sally Street, I collected around 100 granite hammerstones, of a range of 

shapes and sizes from the coastline near Stonehaven, Scotland. 

 

There were two knapping rooms, each of which contained a 4x4m square knapping 

area, the floor of which was covered in cardboard or black plastic sheeting, divided 

into two 2x4m sections by a 1m tall clear Perspex screen. In each section was a chair 

on which participants could sit and a large piece of Hessian that participants could use 

to protect their clothing whilst knapping. When only one participant was present they 

were free to use either section, but when a tutor and pupil were both present they each 

used one section. Participants were free to enter each other's sections during the 

pupil/tutor phases, but were only allowed to knap in their own section. Only one chain 

was carried out in each room at any given time, such that the only transmission of 
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information was from a single tutor to a single pupil and there was no horizontal 

transmission of information between multiple pupils. The screen ensured that flakes 

from each participant did not enter the other participant's section. Thus, it was clear 

who had produced any flakes found in each section. The screen also prevented flakes 

produced hitting another participant. Immediately to the side of the knapping area was 

a large pile of hammerstones from which participants were free to choose. For safety, 

all participants were required to wear a pair of safety glasses and latex coated cotton 

gloves. Additionally, breathing masks were provided for participants, in case they 

found the dust produced to be irritating. Two experimenters were present, at all times, 

sitting at a desk outside of the knapping area (which two experimenters were present 

varied: see the contributions section at the start of this thesis). A small number of flint 

cores were stored behind the desk and the experimenters chose cores from this supply 

at random for each participant. 

 

5.2.3 - Procedure 

 

Upon arrival, participants were briefed on the experimental procedure and given the 

opportunity to ask any questions. Participants then began the introductory phase of 

the experiment. Participants were provided with some pre-knapped flint flakes, some 

chamois leather and some sticks. They were given an information sheet containing 

limited information on the emergence of such technology in the archaeological record, 

descriptions of the tasks for which flakes were used, and informed that flakes were 

produced by striking pieces off a larger stone. They were then given 5 minutes to use 

the flakes to cut the leather and to sharpen the sticks. They were encouraged to try a 
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range of flakes to achieve an understanding of what properties made a useful 

(henceforth “viable”) flake and the provided flakes were deliberately of a variable 

quality. The introductory phase took part in a different room to the other phases of the 

experiment. 

 

After this, the pupil phase began. Participants were given five minutes to practice 

making their own flint flakes. Additionally participants were provided with social 

information, the form of which varied depending on the learning condition, as detailed 

below, but included teaching by another participant if applicable (see Section 5.2.4). 

 

Next, participants entered the test phase. They were instructed to make as many high 

quality flakes from the core as they could. They were not given an explicit time-limit, 

although the experimenter encouraged them to finish after 18 minutes and ended the 

phase if the participant took over 20 minutes. 

 

If applicable (see Section 5.2.4), the participants next continued to the tutor phase 

where they provided social information to the next participant in the chain, just as 

they had experienced in their pupil phase. After this, participants were debriefed and 

were paid according to their performance (for details see Section 5.2.5). 

 

In all phases of the experiment that involved knapping, participants were provided 

with a flint core and could choose a hammerstone. At the end of each phase that 
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involved production of flakes, participants were asked to separate out their flint into 

three categories; (i) what remained of the core, (ii) viable flakes and (iii) non-viable 

flakes. Flakes the participant selected as viable will henceforth be referred to as 

“selected”, whilst those they did not selected as viable will be referred to as “non-

selected”. 

 

5.2.4 – Learning Conditions 

 

The experiment involved 5 different learning conditions that dictated the form of the 

social information transmitted between individuals by placing limits on the ways in 

which the pupil and tutor could interact. The conditions were as follows: 

 

Reverse Enginerring (“RE”) - The pupil had access only to the flakes produced by 

their tutor, but no access to the tutor themselves. In this condition there was no 

teaching as the tutor was not present. Thus once participants had completed the test 

phase they proceeded immediately to debriefing. The flakes available to the pupil 

were those produced by the preceding participant in their test phase that the preceding 

participant had categorized as viable. 

Observational Learning (“OL”) - The pupil was able to watch a tutor (the preceding 

pupil in the chain) making flakes, but no forms of direct interaction were permitted. 

As the tutor produced flakes they categorized them as viable or non-viable and the 

flakes were available for the pupil to examine should they wish. This condition 

allowed response facilitation as well as imitation and emulation (Byrne, 2009; Hoppitt 
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and Laland, 2008). Whilst response facilitation seems widespread, imitation and 

emulation seem much less so; particularly if imitation is limited to cases where the 

imitated behaviour is novel to the imitator, where it seems limited to the great apes 

(Byrne et al., 2011; Akins et al., 2002; Bates and Byrne, 2010; Byrne, 2009). 

Basic Teaching (“BT”) – Teaching of the pupil by the tutor was permitted but was 

limited to a few simple forms. The permitted interactions were manual shaping 

(adjustment of the pupil’s hand position on their core and hammerstone via direct 

physical contact by the tutor), slowing of actions, and reorientation to allow the pupil 

a clear view. These forms of teaching were chosen as they are the forms of teaching 

for which there is anecdotal evidence in chimpanzees (Boesch, 1991, 1993) and hence 

can be regarded as an upper bound of what non-human primates are capable. 

Gestural Teaching (“GT”) - Communication between the tutor and pupil was 

permitted but was limited to gestural (i.e., non-verbal) communication. This included, 

but was not limited to, mutual touching of tools, pointing, miming and nodding. This 

condition was chosen as there is evidence for great-ape gestural communication 

(Hobaiter and Byrne, 2011; Genty et al., 2009) and many have argued that verbal 

language originated from gestures (e.g., Sterelny, 2012). However, this does not mean 

I limited participant interactions to those gestures observed in non-human apes; all 

gestures were permitted, including, for example, nodding or head shaking to mean yes 

or no, neither of which are known outside humans. 

Verbal teaching (“VT”) – All forms of communication between the tutor and pupil 

were permitted, including use of language. 
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In all teaching conditions the tutor was provided with their own flint core and 

hammerstone and could make their own flakes. Once flakes had been made the pupil 

was allowed to examine them. 

 

5.2.5 – Participant Payment 

 

Participants were informed in advance of the payment scheme for the experiment, 

which varied by condition. In all conditions, participants were scored according to the 

number of viable flakes they were able to produce, divided by the initial mass of their 

core, during their test phase. This score was then translated into a payment (see below 

for what score was required for what payment). This score included any flakes that the 

experimenter considered viable, regardless of whether the participant had categorized 

them as such. This was to avoid the participant being motivated to categorise 

everything they produced as viable to maximise their payment. I chose this payment 

scheme as it reflects pressures on early hominin tool makers who lived in an 

environment where high-quality knapping material was sufficiently scarce that being 

able to produce many flakes from a given mass of knapping material would be a 

valuable skill (Diez-Martín et al., 2009; Braun et al., 2008). For the most basic 

condition (RE) this was the only influence on participant payment, such that: 

 

Score =  number of viable flakes produced in test phase 

initial mass of core in test phase 
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In OL, participants were evaluated both their test phase and tutor phase performance; 

this was to motivate them to focus on their own performance during the tutor phase, 

instead of teaching the pupil. In this case, payment was calculated such that: 

 

Score = 0.5* (number of viable flakes produced in test phase 

initial mass of core in test phase 

+ number of viable flakes produced in tutor phase) 

initial mass of core in tutor phase 

 

In teaching conditions, participants were also evaluated on their student's subsequent 

test phase performance; this was to ensure tutors were motivated to teach effectively. 

 

Score = 0.5*(number of viable flakes produced in test phase 

initial mass of core in test phase 

+ number of viable flakes produced by pupil in test phase) 

initial mass of core in pupil’s test phase 

 

The scores required for different payments are as follows: 

 

Payment £10 £12 £14 £16 £18 £20 

Score 

required 

0 5 10 15 20 25 
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5.2.6 - Recorded Variables 

 

Digital video cameras were used to record the entirety of the experiment (although 

video recording failed for one of the long chains in VT). Additionally, we recorded 

the initial weight of all the flint cores given to participants. Finally, at the end of each 

phase and for each participant we collected (i) what remained of the core, (ii) any 

selected material and (iii) any non-selected material, and placed each in a labelled 

bag. 

 

5.3 – Coding 

 

5.3.1 – Individual flakes 

 

All pieces of flint greater than 2cm across were coded, totalling 6214 pieces. This 

lower limit of 2cm was judged the smallest a flake could be whilst retaining any value 

as a butchery tool (Braun et al., 2009; Key and Lycett, 2014). Analyses that found 

strong effects of condition were repeated with the lower limit on size set to 5cm as a 

test of the robustness of any findings. This did not change the findings and so I only 

present the results of the analyses containing data from all flakes over 2cm. Any 

flakes that had an edge deemed sharp enough to be of use were coded as viable, 

otherwise they were coded as non-viable. Prior to the full coding, a subset of 317 

flakes were triple coded by myself (henceforth TM), Natalie Uomini (NU) and 
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Ignacio de la Torre (IT) to establish coder reliability. All three coders coded each 

piece of flint as viable or non-viable, and if viable, flakes were then rated on a 10-

point scale of quality that took into account the efficiency with which the raw material 

had been used (non-viable flakes can be assumed to have a quality of 0). A latent 

variable analysis of flake viability was carried out to estimate the reliability of the 

viability coding decisions of each of the coders. The viability of each flake was 

modelled as a latent variable with a Bernoulli error structure (i.e. viable or non-

viable). Additionally the viability ratings of each coder were modelled with a 

Bernoulli error structure and a logit link function. The linear predictors corresponding 

to coders’ ratings took independent values for each value of the latent variable (i.e., 

viable or non-viable, allowing coder’s to have different probabilities for false 

positives and false negatives). The only constraint placed upon the model was that all 

coders performed above chance, such that they had a >50% chance of identifying a 

flake correctly. This assumption implies that agreement between coders provides 

evidence concerning the actual viability of each flake and evidence that agreeing 

coders are more accurate than a dissenting coder. Thus the model used the coders' 

decisions to simultaneously estimate the viability of each flake and the accuracy of 

each coder. All three coders were estimated to have comparable levels of accuracy 

(estimated probabilities of accurate identification; TM = 0.81 [0.75, 0.87], NU = 0.89 

[0.83, 0.94], IT = 0.82, [0.74, 0.88]). The imperfect viability coding by each of the 

three coders likely reflects the inherent difficulty in the coding decisions, as many 

flint fragments were of debatable value. The remaining flakes were coded by TM. In 

addition to viability, I also recorded flake cutting edge length, flake diameter and 

flake mass. 
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Based upon the 10-point quality ratings by the triple coders, a metric for flake quality 

was developed such that all flakes could be assigned a numerical quality rating that 

could be subject to analysis. Following Braun and Harris (2003), the metric began 

with: 

 

 quality = flake cutting edge/flake mass^(1/3). (5.1) 

 

This scores flakes according to how much cutting edge they have, but the cube root 

function prevents larger flakes from being penalised by their large size (when scaled 

up in size, a three dimensional object’s mass will increase by the scaling factor 

cubed). However, as a result, this formula does not take into account flake size. Size is 

clearly of relevance to flake quality, as excessively small flakes will be unusable and 

excessively large flakes will be wasteful of raw material. To include flake diameter 

the metric was extended to include a function of flake size such that: 

 

 quality = (flake cutting edge/flake mass^(1/3))*f(flake diameter), (5.2) 

 

where f was an unknown function, with the constraint that f(x) ≥0. To estimate the 

shape of f the quality ratings of the three triple coders were modelled with a binomial 

error structure (where n [i.e., the number of trials] was 10, as the ratings were on a 10 

point scale). The probability of a success was logistically transformed into the positive 

continuous variable “quality”, that was modelled with formula 5.2. As the shape of 
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the diameter function was unknown, it was modelled as categorical with different 

values for each centimetre in diameter. Visual inspection of the values of this function 

strongly suggested a cumulative exponential function was appropriate (see Figure 

5.1) and so the model was re-run with the function of flake diameter as a cumulative 

exponential distribution such that: 

 

quality = (flake cutting edge/flake mass^(1/3))*(1-exp(-lambda*(flake diameter – 

offset))), 

(5.3) 

 

where lambda is a positive continuous variable that sets the gradient of the cumulative 

exponential function and offset is the minimum possible diameter of a flake to have 

any quality whatsoever. offset was given a uniform prior ranging between 0 and 2 as 

flakes cannot be less than 0cm across and it was already decided that flakes over 2 

could have some quality. The model estimates of these two parameters were: lambda 

= 0.31 [0.28, 0.35]; offset = 1.81, [1.69, 1.90]. The posterior distribution for offset sat 

comfortably within the interval specified by the prior, suggesting that it was an 

appropriate prior distribution. Given this, the final flake quality metric is: 

 

quality = (flake cutting edge/flake mass^(1/3))*(1-exp(-0.31*(flake diameter – 1.81))). 

(5.4) 
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This function rewarded flakes for a high cutting edge length and penalised flakes for 

being excessively small (see Figure 5.1). Around a size of 2cm flakes were very 

heavily penalised; however, the effect of flake diameter flattens above 6cm such that 

further increases in size do not greatly increase quality. It is of note that the diameter 

function does not penalise flakes for being excessively large. This is presumably 

because most flakes produced by participants were small and so very few flakes were 

large enough to merit penalisation for excessive size. 

 

Figure 5.1 

Estimation of the f(flake diameter) function. The blue intervals show the medians and 95% 

central credible interval value of this function when it was modelled as categorical with 

different values for every cm of flake diameter. The intervals widen with increasing flake size 

as most flakes were small and so there is less data for larger flakes. The red line shows the 
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shape of formula 5.4 which modelled following visual inspection of the categorical model 

results and was subsequently used to evaluate the quality of individual flakes. That the red 

line fits the blue intervals well suggests that formula 5.4 is suitable for describing flake 

quality. 

 

 

5.3.2 – Videos 

 

The participants’ behaviour, as video recorded at all points in the pupil, test and tutor 

phases, was coded as falling into one of the following categories:  

Knapping - where the participant directs their attention toward their own core and 

hammerstone with the apparent intention of making flakes for their own ends. This is 

not limited to the act of striking the core and would also include examination of the 

core and hammerstone in preparation for striking. 

Observing - where the participant directs their attention to the other participant or the 

flakes of the other participant, using them as a source of information. This is not 

limited to passive observations, and, in the conditions that permit this, would include 

active attempts to extract information from the other participant. 

Teaching - where the participant seemingly aims to pass on information to the other 

participant. This would include instances where one participant strikes their core as a 

demonstration for the other participant. 

Choosing - where the participant directs their attention to flakes that they have 

produced and considers the quality or nature of them. If the participant proceeds to try 

to knap the flake this no longer counts as choosing and instead counts as knapping. 
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Other - any behaviour that does not fit into the above categories. 

 

Coders marked the points in time at which participants’ behaviour changed from one 

of the above categories to another and so all points between these intervals can be 

categorised. Additionally, the time of every strike of the core with the hammerstone 

was recorded. As a test of coding accuracy, ten participants were randomly chosen (2 

from each condition, 10% of all participants) and their videos were coded by both TM 

and Ronan Kearney (RK). I modelled the absolute magnitude of the disagreement 

between the two coders concerning total time spent knapping and the total number of 

times each  participant hit their core with their hammerstone as these variables were 

used in further analyses. In the case of time spent knapping I used a gamma error 

structure and the expected difference is 20.4s, [14.0, 31.2]. As a proportion of the 

average time for which participants were present this is 0.04, [0.03, 0.07] which is a 

very low proportion of disagreement. In the case of total hits, I used a Poisson error 

structure and the expected disagreement is 7.7 hits [6.7, 8.8], as a proportion of the 

average number of times each participant hit the core with their hammerstone this is 

0.04, [0.04, 0.05]. Given this high level of agreement, RK went on to code all the 

remaining videos. 

 

5.3.3 – Language 

 

Whilst coding the videos as described above, RK also transcribed everything that was 

said by participants in the verbal teaching condition. This was then coded by TM as 
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follows. Initially, each transcript was split into utterances - where an utterance was 

defined as a single, continuous stretch of verbal communication by a single 

participant. Thus an utterance ends with a pause or when the other participant says 

something. Each utterance was scored according to the following categories which are 

not mutually exclusive, in that a single utterance could (in theory) score positively for 

every category: 

 

1. Said by the tutor – utterances said by the tutor. 

2. Teaching – utterances transmitting knapping-relevant information to the other 

participant (this could be from the pupil to the tutor), e.g., “You want to rest 

the flint core on your left leg” which transfers knowledge of how to hold the 

core. 

3. Feedback - utterances giving feedback on performance, in terms of 

encouraging good behaviour or vice-versa. Feedback is a type of teaching, so 

any utterance that is categorized as feedback will also be categorized as 

teaching. e.g., “So that's the sort of thing you want to, that's brilliant”. 

4. Confirmation of understanding - utterances with the apparent purpose of 

confirming that the speaker had understood something. Most instances of the 

word “yes” were coded in this category. e.g., “Ok, of course”, but not “So 

you're always trying to hit above a ridge then?” which would be coded as a 

request for information (category 7). 

5. Watch this - utterances directing attention to the speaker in order to 

demonstrate something. e.g. “just...” followed by the speaker knapping. 
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6. This/that - utterances using words such as "this" or "that" to indicate objects or 

locations. e.g. “That one's no good, is it?” 

7. Requesting Information - utterances requesting knapping relevant information. 

e.g. “So you're always trying to hit above a ridge then?”, which requests 

information on where to hit. 

8. Conveying uncertainty - utterances including an expression of uncertainty. e.g. 

“Maybe that bit's kind of hanging over and there's kind of an under-hang, try 

that”. The uncertainty in this expression is conveyed with the terms “maybe”, 

“kind of” and “try that”. 

9. Abstract - utterances using abstract descriptions that give general information 

not specific to a single case. e.g. “Find an edge, do you have an edge with 

black stuff on the other side as well?” This describes the general procedure for 

identifying an edge without cortex, and can be contrasted with “Emm, this is 

probably going to be your hit” where a participant simply points out a specific 

point with no generalizable information. 

10. Correct – information in the utterance is factually correct. 

11. Incorrect – information in the utterance is factually incorrect. 

 

In addition to the above categories, the topic of the utterances (as opposed to their 

nature/purpose) was also categorized according to the following topics: 

1. knapping (a broad category) 

2. knapping site 
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3. platform edge 

4. platform angle 

5. ridge 

6. how to hit 

7. how to hold 

8. hammerstones 

9. cortex 

10. choosing flakes (a broad category) 

11. size of flakes 

12. cutting edge of flakes 

13. safety whilst knapping 

 

As with the previous categories, the topics are not mutually exclusive. Additionally, 

topics 1 and 10 (knapping and choosing flakes) are very broad, with the other topics 

falling as sub-topics within these. For example, the topic “platform edge” is a sub-

topic within “knapping” as by talking about the platform edge you are also talking 

about knapping. 
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5.4 – Analyses 

 

5.4.1 – General Analyses 

 

All analyses were carried out in OpenBUGS v3.2.1 using MCMC methods and all 

quoted values are the median and 95% central credible interval from a sample of at 

least 3000 iterations, following a sufficient burn-in period and thinning to remove 

autocorrelations. Unless otherwise stated analyses are based on data from the 

participants' test phases. 

 

5.4.2 – Individual flakes 

 

I analysed flake mass, flake diameter, flake cutting-edge length and flake quality. 

In all cases the variable was modelled with a log-normal error structure (censored 

below 2cm in the case of diameter) with independent effects of condition, a linear 

effect of position along the chain that interacted with independent effects of condition, 

a linear effect of core mass and random individual level effects. In the cases of flake 

mass and diameter these analyses were repeated using a data set containing all the 

flakes (n=6214) and the following subsets of flakes; (i) flakes coded as viable 

(n=3946), (ii) flakes coded as non-viable (n=2268), (iii) selected flakes (n=3007), and 

(iv) non-selected flakes (n=3207). In the case of flake cutting-edge length and flake 
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quality, the analysis was carried out only on the subset of viable flakes as, by 

definition, only these flakes had non-zero values for these variables. 

 

5.4.3 – Aggregate flakes 

 

I analysed the total number of flakes and the number of viable flakes, non-viable 

flakes, selected flakes and non-selected flakes that each participant produced with a 

Poisson error structure. I also analysed the proportion of flakes that were viable and 

the proportion of flakes that were selected using a binomial error structure. In this 

case the total number of flakes produced was used as the number of trials and the 

number of viable/selected flakes was the number of successes. The proportions of 

flakes that were non-viable or not selected were not analysed as they are the inverse of 

the proportion of flakes that are viable and selected respectively. Using a gamma error 

structure I also analysed the sum of the cutting-edge length, the sum of the mass 

and the sum of the quality of all flakes produced by participants. All of these 

models used a logarithmic link function, except for the binomial models that used a 

logistic link function, and the linear predictors contained categorical effects of 

condition that interacted with a linear effect of position along the chain and a linear 

effect of core mass. Individual-level effects were not included as each individual only 

contributed a single data point to each analysis. 
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5.4.4 – Flake identification 

 

I analysed the probability that a viable flake was selected, a non-viable flake was 

not selected, a selected flake was viable and that a non-selected flake was non-

viable with a Bernoulli error structure and a logistic link function. In all four cases the 

linear predictor contained categorical effects of condition that interacted with a linear 

effect of position and random individual level effects. To investigate what led 

participants to select particular flakes, I also analysed whether a flake was selected 

by participants with a Bernoulli error structure and logistic link function. The linear 

predictor contained a categorical effect of condition that interacted with linear effects 

of flake quality metric, flake mass, flake cutting edge and flake diameter and random 

individual-level effects. 

 

5.4.5 – Core remaining 

 

Using a hurdle model, I analysed the proportion (by mass) of the participants’ 

cores remaining after knapping. First the analysis modelled whether a participant had 

any of their core remaining at all with a Bernoulli error structure and logistic link 

function, then in the cases where there was some core left, it modelled the proportion 

left with a beta error structure and logistic link function. These two elements could 

then be combined to produce an estimate of the expected core remaining, such that 
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 p(left) = p(any left)*p(left|some left), (5.5) 

 

where p(left) is the expected proportion of core remaining, p(any left) is the 

probability that any core remains and p(left|some left) is the expected proportion of 

core remaining given that some remains. In both parts of the model the linear 

predictor contained categorical effects of condition that interacted with a linear effect 

of position along the chain. Individual level effects were not included as each 

individual contributed only a single data point to each analysis. 

 

5.4.6 - Videos 

 

I modelled the number of hits per minute spent knapping, the number of flakes 

produced per minute (both for the case of all flakes and for just viable flakes) with a 

lognormal error structure (no link function required), and the probability each hit 

produces a flake (both for all flakes and viable flakes) with a binomial error structure 

and logistic link function. The linear predictor contained categorical effects of 

condition that interacted with a linear effect of position. There were no effects of core 

mass as it was deemed implausible that this would have an effect on the variables 

investigated. I also investigated how the behaviour of the tutor and pupil participants 

changed across conditions, along chains and contingent on tutor quality. I modelled 

how much time in the their tutor phase tutors spent knapping, observing, 

teaching, choosing and how many times tutors hit their core with their 

hammerstone, how much time in their pupil phase pupils spent knapping, 
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observing and choosing and how many times pupils hit their core with their 

hammerstone using a Poisson error structure and logarithmic link function. The 

linear predictors contained categorical effects of condition that interacted with linear 

effects of position along chains and the number of viable flakes the tutor had 

produced in their previous test phase, which is used as a measure of tutor quality. 

Effects of core mass were not included as it was deemed implausible that this would 

have an effect. Data on how tutors spent their time was taken from chains that allowed 

teaching (BT, GT and VT), as only these conditions involved teaching. Data on how 

pupils spent their time was taken from chains that had a tutor present (OL, BT, GT 

and VT). 

 

5.4.7 – Language 

 

The total number of utterances said was analysed with a Poisson error structure. 

The model incorporated chain length with a function that set a baseline number of 

utterances, an initial deviation from this number and a rate parameter that set the rate 

at which the value approached the baseline from the initial value. The shape of the 

function was that of a cumulative exponential function. The model included a random 

effect of repeat for the initial value and did not need to include condition as data was 

taken from a single condition, as only the verbal teaching condition allowed language. 

I also analysed the probability a given utterance satisfied each of the above 

categories or covered each of the above topics with Bernoulli error structures and 

logistic link functions. The linear predictor used the same function as the model for 

the total number of utterances. I also investigated whether different topics were 
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transmitted with greater accuracy by modelling whether an utterance was scored as 

correct or incorrect with a Bernoulli error structure and logistic link function. The 

linear predictor contained categorical effects of all the topics (other than knapping and 

choosing flakes as the sub-topics were included instead). Finally, I also investigated 

whether use of language could tell us anything about subsequent performance in the 

test phase. To this end I modelled the number of viable flakes a participant 

produced with a Poisson error structure and logarithmic link function. The linear 

predictor contained effects of how many teaching utterances the participant’s tutor 

had made and the proportion of teaching utterances scored as right or wrong that were 

scored as right. 

 

5.5 – Results 

 

5.5.1 – General Results 

 

Most of the results I shall present here fall into two categories - those concerning 

condition and others concerning position along the chain. Condition effects compare 

the effects of different forms of social transmission (i.e. verbal teaching versus 

gestural teaching) whilst position effects concern changes in performance along 

chains, but within a particular condition. Throughout this section, strong evidence for 

an effect corresponds to a 95% central credible interval which excludes 0, weak 

evidence corresponds to cases where the 95% central credible interval includes 0, but 

the 90% central credible interval does not, no evidence corresponds to an interval 
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centred around 0. Unless otherwise stated, the estimated values and their contrasts that 

are quoted are on the scale of the units of the value being analysed (e.g., units of mass 

for analyses of the mass of flakes), whereas the gradients of linear effects are quoted 

on the scale of the linear predictor. Unless otherwise stated, for the model estimates 

for each variable by condition see Table 5.1, for model estimates for contrasts 

between conditions see Table 5.2, for model estimates for the rate of change along 

chains see Table 5.3, and for model estimates for the effects of core mass see Table 

5.4. Unless otherwise stated, all figures shows median model estimates with 

associated 95% central credible intervals. 

 

5.5.2 – Individual Flakes 

 

In general, there were few differences between conditions, or changes along chains, in 

the properties of individual flakes. Where evidence for differences between conditions 

is found, it is not consistent across multiple conditions in that if there is strong 

evidence that a measure is greater with VT than with BT, there is typically not 

evidence that it is greater with VT than with OL or RE. Specifically: 

There was strong evidence that the mass of flakes produced with BT was greater than 

with RE or OL. There is no evidence that flake mass changed along chains, or that 

core mass had an effect on flake mass.  

There is strong evidence that viable flake mass was greater with BT than with OL 

(see Fig. 5.2). There is no evidence that flake mass changed along chains, or that core 

mass had an effect on viable flake mass.  
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There is no evidence non-viable flake mass changed across conditions. There is no 

evidence that non-viable flake mass changed along chains, or that core mass had an 

effect. 

There is strong evidence that selected flake mass was greater with GT than with VT 

or RE. There is no evidence of an effect of position along the chain in any condition, 

although there was a positive effect of core mass on selected flake mass. 

There is no evidence that non-selected flake mass changed across conditions. There 

were no effects of position along the chain and no effect of core mass. 
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Figure 5.2 

The expected mass of viable flakes shows no clear trend across conditions, although it 

is higher with Basic Teaching than with Observational Learning. The brackets indicate 

contrasts for which there is evidence of a difference, single asterisks correspond to weak 

evidence, double asterisks to strong evidence. The height of each bar is the median model 

estimate, whilst the error bars show the 95% central credible interval. 
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There is strong evidence that the diameter of all flakes was greater with BT than 

with RE or OL and greater with GT than with RE. There is no evidence that position 

in the chain affected flake diameter in any condition, or that core mass had an effect. 

There is strong evidence that the diameter of viable flakes was greater with BT than 

with RE or OL. There is no evidence of an effect of chain position in any of the 

conditions and no evidence of an effect of core mass. 

There is strong evidence that the diameter of non-viable flakes was greater with BT 

than with RE or OL. There is no evidence that position along the chain had an effect 

on non-viable flake diameter or that core mass had an effect. 

There is strong evidence that the diameter of selected flakes was greater with GT 

than with RE or VT and greater with BT than with VT. There is no evidence of an 

effect of chain position in any of the conditions, but there is evidence of a positive 

effect of core mass on the diameter of selected flakes. 

There is little evidence for differences in the diameter of non-selected flakes across 

conditions. Neither is there evidence for an effect of chain position in any conditions 

or an effect of core mass. 

There is no evidence of differences in flake cutting edge across conditions and there 

is no evidence of a difference between conditions. There is no evidence of an effect of 

chain position or of core mass. 

There is no evidence of differences in flake quality across conditions (see Fig. 5.3). 

There is no evidence for an effect of chain position, or for an effect of core mass. 
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Figure 5.3 

The expected quality of an individual flake shows no evidence of changing across 

conditions. The height of each bar is the median model estimate, whilst the error bars 

show the 95% central credible interval. 

 

5.5.3 – Aggregate flakes 

 

In contrast to the analyses of individual flakes, there is often strong evidence for a 

difference between conditions in aggregate measures of flakes. Furthermore these 

differences are consistent across multiple conditions in that if there is strong evidence 
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that a measure is greater with VT than with BT, it is typically also greater with VT 

than with OL or RE. Specifically: 

There is strong evidence that the total number of flakes was greater with VT than 

with any other condition and greater with OL than with BT. The number of flakes 

produced increased along chains with RE, BT, and potentially GT, but there was no 

strong evidence for a change along chains with OL and a negative effect with VT. 

There was a positive effect of core mass on the total number of flakes produced. 

There is strong evidence that the number of viable flakes was greater with VT than 

with RE and weak evidence that it was greater with VT than OL and greater with GT 

than with RE (see Fig. 5.4). Performance decreased along chains with VT, but 

increased with RE (see Fig. 5.5). There is no evidence of a change in performance 

along chains in the other conditions, but there is strong evidence for a positive effect 

of core mass. There is strong evidence that the proportion of flakes that are viable 

was greater with BT, GT, or VT than with RE or OL (see Fig. 5.6). There is also 

evidence that the increase in the proportion of flakes that are viable between OL and 

BT was greater than the increase between any other adjacent conditions. The 

proportion of flakes that are viable decreased along chains in BT, GT and VT (see 

Fig. 5.7). 

There is strong evidence that the number of non-viable flakes was less with GT and 

BT than with RE and weak evidence that it was less with BT and GT than with OL. 

The number of non-viable flakes produced increased along chains with BT and GT, 

but decreased with OL, and there was a positive effect of core mass. 

There is strong evidence that the number of selected flakes was greater with VT than 

with GT, OL or RE and weak evidence that it was greater with VT than with BT. The 
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number of selected flakes increased along chains in RE and decreased with VT, but 

there was no change in any other condition. There was a negative effect of core mass. 

There is strong evidence that the proportion of flakes that were selected was greater 

with VT and BT than with RE, OL or GT. There was a decrease in the proportion of 

flakes selected along chains with BT and VT. 

There is strong evidence that the number of non-selected flakes was lower with BT 

than with OL. The number of non-selected flakes increased along chains with RE, BT 

and GT, but decreased with OL. There was a positive effect of core mass. 

There is strong evidence that the total cutting edge was greater with VT than with 

RE, OL or BT and weak evidence it was greater with GT than with RE. There was no 

effect of chain position and no effect of core mass. 

There is weak evidence that the total mass of flakes produced was less with RE than 

with VT GT or BT. There is no evidence for an effect of position along chains or of 

core mass. 

There is strong evidence that the total quality of flakes produced was greater with 

VT than with RE, and weak evidence that it is greater with VT than with OL or BT 

and greater with GT than RE (see Fig. 5.8). There is no evidence of an effect of 

position along the chain in any condition, and no evidence of an effect of core mass. 
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Figure 5.4 

The number of viable flakes produced across conditions. The brackets indicate contrasts for 

which there is evidence of a difference, single asterisks correspond to weak evidence, double 

asterisks to strong evidence. The height of each bar is the median model estimate, whilst 

the error bars show the 95% central credible interval. 
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Figure 5.5 

Differences between conditions in the number of viable flakes produced by 

participants disappear along chains. The solid lines represent the 95% central credible 

intervals for estimated values at the first five points in chains for each condition, 

whilst the dashed lines link their medians to show the trend along chains. In this case 

there is an increase in performance in the case of chains with only Reverse 

Engineering. 
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Figure 5.6 

The proportion of flakes produced by participants that are viable is greater with teaching 

(Basic, Gestural or Verbal Teaching) than without (Reverse Engineering and Observatinoal 

Learning). The brackets indicate contrasts for which there is evidence of a difference, single 

asterisks correspond to weak evidence, double asterisks to strong evidence. The double red 

asterisk indicates that there is strong evidence that the increase in performance between 

Observational Learning and Basic Teaching is greater than the increase in performance 

between all other adjacent pairs of conditions. The height of each bar is the median model 

estimate, whilst the error bars show the 95% central credible interval. 
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Figure 5.7 

The differences between conditions in the proportion of flakes that are viable disappear along 

chains. There is no evidence for a change along chains in conditions without teaching. The 

solid lines represent the 95% central credible intervals for estimated values at the first 

five points in chains for each condition, whilst the dashed lines link their medians to 

show the trend along chains. 
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Figure 5.8 

The total quality of all flakes produced by participants is greater with Verbal Teaching than 

with Reverse Engineering, Observational Learning and Basic Teaching and greater with 

Gestural Teaching than with Reverse Engineering. The brackets indicate contrasts for which 

there is evidence of a difference, single asterisks correspond to weak evidence, double 

asterisks to strong evidence. The height of each bar is the median model estimate, whilst 

the error bars show the 95% central credible interval. 
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5.5.4 – Flake Identification 

 

There is no evidence that the probability a viable flake was selected differed 

between conditions or changed along chains. There is no evidence that the 

probability a non-viable flake was not selected differed between conditions or 

changed along chains. There is strong evidence that the probability that a selected 

flake is viable was greater with VT or GT than with RE (see Fig. 5.9). There is no 

evidence of an effect of chain position in any condition on the probability a selected 

flake is viable. There is strong evidence that the probability a non-selected flake is 

non-viable is greater with OL than with GT or VT (see Fig. 5.10). There is no 

evidence of an effect of chain position on the probability a non-selected flake is non-

viable. 
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Figure 5.9 

The probability that a flake selected by the participant is actually viable is greater with Verbal 

or Gestural Teaching than with Reverse Engineering. The brackets indicate contrasts for 

which there is evidence of a difference, single asterisks correspond to weak evidence, double 

asterisks to strong evidence. The height of each bar is the median model estimate, whilst 

the error bars show the 95% central credible interval. 
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Figure 5.10 

The probability that a flake discarded by the participant is actually non-viable is less with 

Verbal or Gestural Teaching than with Observational Learning. The brackets indicate 

contrasts for which there is evidence of a difference, single asterisks correspond to weak 

evidence, double asterisks to strong evidence. The height of each bar is the median model 

estimate, whilst the error bars show the 95% central credible interval. 
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5.5.5 – Core Remaining 

 

There is strong evidence that the proportion of the core left was less with VT than 

with RE, and weak evidence that it was less with VT than with OL (see Fig. 5.11). 

Due to the nature of the model it is difficult to present an estimate of the change along 

chain lengths, to estimate this I present the effect of position along the chain on the 

proportion remaining given that some core remains (this seems reasonable as in only 9 

cases was there no core left). There is no strong evidence of an effect of position 

along the chain on the proportion of core remaining in any condition. There is strong 

evidence of a negative effect of core mass on the proportion of core remaining. 
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Figure 5.11 

The proportion of the participant's core remaining unknapped at the end of the test phase is 

lower with Verbal Teaching than with Observational Learning or Reverse Engineering. The 

brackets indicate contrasts for which there is evidence of a difference, single asterisks 

correspond to weak evidence, double asterisks to strong evidence. The height of each bar is 

the median model estimate, whilst the error bars show the 95% central credible 

interval. 
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5.5.6 - Videos 

 

There is strong evidence that the number of hits per minute spent knapping was 

greater with RE than VT (see Fig. 5.12). There is strong evidence that this increased 

along chains with VT, although not in any of the other conditions (see Fig. 5.13). 

There is strong evidence that the number of viable flakes per minute spent 

knapping was greater with VT than with RE or OL (see Fig. 5.14). There is no 

evidence that chain position had an effect on the number of viable flakes produced per 

minute spent knapping. There is strong evidence that the probability each hit 

produces a viable flake is greater with VT than with BT, OL or RE, greater with GT 

or BT than with RE. There is also weak evidence that it is greater with GT than with 

OL (see Fig. 5.15). Chain position had a negative effect on the probability each hit 

produces a viable flake with VT, GT and OL, there is also weak evidence of a negtive 

effect with BT, but no evidence of such an effect with RE (see Fig. 5.16).  
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Figure 5.12 

The number of times participants hit their core with their hammerstone per minute is less with 

Verbal Teaching than with Reverse Engineering. The brackets indicate contrasts for which 

there is evidence of a difference, single asterisks correspond to weak evidence, double 

asterisks to strong evidence. The height of each bar is the median model estimate, whilst 

the error bars show the 95% central credible interval. 
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Figure 5.13 

The number of times participants hit their core with their hammerstone per minute 

spent knapping shows a general tendency to increase along chains within conditions, 

but there is only strong evidence for this effect with verbal teaching (red lines). The 

solid lines represent the 95% central credible intervals for estimated values at the first 

five points in chains for each condition, whilst the dashed lines link their medians to 

show the trend along chains. 
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Figure 5.14 

The number of viable flakes participants were able to produce per minute was greater with 

Verbal Teaching than with Reverse Engineering or Observational Learning. The brackets 

indicate contrasts for which there is evidence of a difference, single asterisks correspond to 

weak evidence, double asterisks to strong evidence. The height of each bar is the median 

model estimate, whilst the error bars show the 95% central credible interval. 
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Fig 5.15 

The probability that each hit produces a viable flake increases across conditions. The brackets 

indicate contrasts for which there is evidence of a difference, single asterisks correspond to 

weak evidence, double asterisks to strong evidence. The height of each bar is the median 

model estimate, whilst the error bars show the 95% central credible interval. 
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Figure 5.16 

The probability of a viable flake per hit decreases along chain such that although there 

are differences between conditions at the start of the chains, by position 5 there are no 

such differences. There is evidence of this decline in all conditions other than Reverse 

Engineering (although the evidence is only weak in the case of Verbal Teaching). The 

solid lines represent the 95% central credible intervals for estimated values at the first 

five points in chains for each condition, whilst the dashed lines link their medians to 

show the trend along chains. 
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There is strong evidence that the amount of time tutors spent knapping in their 

tutor phase was lower with VT than BT or GT and lower with GT than BT. In all 

conditions that amount of time tutors spent knapping increased along chains. There 

was a positive effect of tutor quality on the time tutors spent knapping with BT, but a 

negative effect with VT and GT (for these values and all other estimated effects of 

tutor quality on tutor and pupil behaviour, see Table 5.5). There is strong evidence 

that the amount of time tutors spent observing their pupil was higher with VT than 

with GT or BT and higher with GT than BT. In all conditions that amount of time 

tutors spent observing their pupil decreased along chains. There was a negative effect 

of tutor quality on the amount of time tutors spent observing their pupil with BT, but a 

positive effect with GT and VT. There is strong evidence that the amount of time 

tutors spent teaching their pupil was higher with VT than GT or BT and higher 

with GT than BT. In all conditions there was a negative effect of position along the 

chain on the amount of time tutors spent teaching their pupil. There is a positive effect 

of tutor quality on the amount of time tutors spent teaching their pupil with BT and 

GT, but a negative effect with VT. The amount of time tutors spent choosing 

between flakes during their tutor phase was less with VT than with GT or BT and 

less with GT than with BT. There was a negative effect of position along the chain on 

the amount of time tutors spent choosing between flakes with BT, but a positive effect 

with GT and VT. There is a negative effect of tutor quality on the amount of time 

tutors spent choosing between flakes with GT, but there is not strong evidence of an 

effect with BT or VT. There is strong evidence that the number of times tutors hit 

their core with their hammerstone during their tutor phase was fewer with VT than 

with GT or BT and fewer with GT than with BT. There was an increase along chains 

in all conditions in the number of times tutors hit their core with their hammerstone. 
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There was a positive effect of tutor quality on the number of times tutors hit their core 

with their hammerstone with BT, but a negative effect with GT and VT. There is 

strong evidence that the amount of time pupils spent knapping in their pupil phase 

was less with VT than in any other condition and less with GT or BT than OL, but 

there is not strong evidence of a difference between BT and GT. There was a negative 

effect of position on the amount of time pupils spent knapping with OL, but a positive 

effect in the other conditions. There was a positive effect of tutor quality on the 

amount of time pupils spent knapping with BT and VT, but a negative effect with OL 

and GT. There is strong evidence that the amount of time pupils spent observing 

their tutor differs between all conditions and is greater with more complex 

communication. There was a positive effect of chain position on the amount of time 

pupils spent observing their tutor with OL, no effect with BT, and a negative effect 

with GT and VT. There was a positive effect of tutor quality on the amount of time 

pupils spent observing their tutor with OL, but a negative effect in all other 

conditions. There is strong evidence that the amount of time pupils spent choosing 

between flakes during their pupil phase was lower with VT than any other form of 

communication and lower with GT than with BT or OL, but there is not strong 

evidence for a difference between BT and OL. There was a negative effect of position 

along the chain on the amount of time pupils spent choosing between flakes with OL 

and BT, and a positive effect with GT, but there is not strong evidence of an effect 

with VT. There was a positive effect of tutor quality on the amount of time pupils 

spent choosing between flakes with OL and VT, but a negative effect with BT and 

there is not strong evidence of an effect in either direction with GT. There is strong 

evidence that the number of times pupils hit their core with their hammerstone in 

their pupil phase was fewer with VT than any other condition, fewer with BT than 
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with OL, but greater with GT than with BT. There is not strong evidence of a 

difference between GT and OL. Position along the chain had a positive effect on the 

number of times pupils hit their core with their hammerstone in all conditions, other 

than with BT where there is little evidence of an effect in either direction. Tutor 

quality had a positive effect on the number of times pupils hit their core with their 

hammerstone with VT and BT, but a negative effect with GT and OL. 

 

5.5.7 - Language 

 

As described in the analysis (Section 5.4.7), the analyses of language involved a rate 

function that set a baseline value, initial deviation from baseline and rate of approach 

from initial value to baseline. To aid interpretation of the rate parameter, a value 

greater than 2 is very rapid rate of approach such that ~90% of any change is achieved 

in the first step. A value below 0.5 corresponds to a more gentle change with ~90% of 

the change occurring over the first 5 steps, and lower values correspond to even 

gentler change, values between 2 and 0.5 correspond to intermediate rates of change. 

The total number of utterances rapidly decreased to baseline along chains (see Fig. 

5.17). The categories that showed no change along chains in the probability they 

described an utterance are “said-by-the-tutor”, “teaching”, “feedback”, “watch-me” 

and “abstract”, whilst “requesting-information”, “conveying-uncertainty” and 

“incorrect” increased and “confirmation-of-understanding”, “this/that” and “correct” 

(see Fig. 5.18) decreased. The topics that showed no change along chains in the 

probability that they were covered in an utterance are “platform-edge”, “how-to-hit”, 

“force”, “how-to-hold”, “hammerstones”, “cortex”, “cutting-edge” and “flake-size”, 
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whilst “knapping”, “knapping-site”, “platform-angle”, “ridge” and “choosing-flakes” 

decreased (for these values see Table 5.7). No topics increased along chains in the 

probability of being covered by an utterance. The various topics showed a range of 

accuracies (see Table 5.6). There is evidence that the probability information is 

correct is lower for utterances covering the knapping site than for utterances covering 

the platform edge, cortex or flake cutting edge. There is also evidence that the 

probability information about the ridge is correct is greater than for all other topics. 

There is no evidence for any other differences.  
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Fig 5.17: The total number of utterances said by tutors and pupils decreases along chains. The 

values shown are median model estimates and their associated 95% central credible 

interval. 
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Fig 5.18 

The probability that a teaching utterance contains correct information decreases along chains. 
The values shown are median model estimates and their associated 95% central 

credible interval. 
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Table 5.1 

Estimated values for parameters at the first position in the chain for different conditions. 

Quoted values are medians and 95% central credible intervals. 

Variable Condition 

RE OL BT GT VT 

Flake 

mass (g) 

All 12.6,  

[9.8, 16.2] 

13.1, 

[10.2, 6.7] 

19.8, 

[15.5, 5.6] 

16.8,  

[13.1, 1.5] 

14.7, 

[11.4, 9.0] 

Viable 14.8, 

[11.4, 9.3] 

14.2, 

[10.9, 8.5] 

20.9, 

[16.1, 7.3] 

18.7, 

[14.5, 4.2] 

15.8, 

[12.2, 0.4] 

Non-

viable 

9.4, 

[6.9, 13.0] 

10.9, 

[8.1, 14.6] 

14.2, 

[10.4, 9.8] 

10.9, 

[7.9, 15.0] 

10.4, 

[7.5, 14.0] 

Selected 17.5,  

[12.0, 5.6] 

19.5, 

[13.3, 7.8] 

25.9, 

[18.1, 7.0] 

29.7,  

[20.6, 3.4] 

15.8,  

[10.7, 2.9] 

Non-

selected 

7.2, 

[5.2, 10.0] 

7.9, 

[5.7, 10.7] 

9.5, 

[7.0, 13.3] 

7.6, 

[5.5, 10.6] 

8.6, 

[6.3, 12.1] 

Flake 

Diameter 

(cm) 

All 3.9, 

[3.6, 4.3] 

4.0, 

[3.7, 4.3] 

4.7, 

[4.3, 5.0] 

4.4, 

[4.1, 4.8] 

4.2, 

[3.9, 4.6] 

Viable 4.3, 

[3.9, 4.6] 

4.3, 

[4.0, 4.7] 

4.8, 

[4.5, 5.2] 

4.7, 

[4.3, 5.0] 

4.3, 

[4.0, 4.7] 

Non-

viable 

3.5, 

[3.2, 3.8] 

3.6, 

[3.3, 3.9] 

4.1, 

[3.7, 4.5] 

3.7, 

[3.4, 4.1] 

3.7, 

[3.4, 4.0] 

Selected 4.6, 

[4.1, 5.2] 

4.8, 

[4.3, 5.4] 

5.3, 

[4.8, 5.9] 

5.6, 

[5.0, 6.3] 

4.5, 

[4.0, 5.0] 

Non-

selected 

3.4, 

[3.1, 3.8] 

3.5, 

[3.2, 3.8] 

3.8, 

[3.5, 4.2] 

3.6, 

[3.3, 4.0] 

3.7, 

[3.4, 4.1] 

Flake cutting edge 

(cm) 

3.0, 

[2.7, 3.4] 

3.2, 

[2.8, 3.6] 

3.2, 

[2.8, 3.6] 

3.5, 

[3.1, 4.0] 

3.4, 

[3.0, 3.8] 

Flake quality 0.76, 

[0.65,0.89] 

0.85, 

[0.73,0.98] 

0.81, 

[0.70,0.94] 

0.88, 

[0.76,0.02] 

0.84, 

[0.72,0.97] 

Number 

of flakes 

All 28.0, 

[21.9,36.0] 

31.7, 

[24.9,40.5] 

27.9, 

[21.8,35.3] 

30.1, 

[23.5,38.4] 

34.3, 

[26.9,43.8] 

Viable 15.8, [12.1, 

0.5] 

18.3, 

[14.1, 3.6] 

19.6, 

[15.1, 5.4] 

21.7, [16.8, 

8.3] 

25.2, 

[19.4,33.0] 

Non-

viable 

12.0, 

[9.1, 15.9] 

13.1, 

[10.0,17.1] 

8.1, 

[6.1, 10.9] 

8.6, 

[6.5, 11.3] 

9.6, 

[7.2, 12.7] 

Selected 12.5, 

[9.4, 16.4] 

13.3, 

[10.1,17.4] 

16.3, 

[12.5,21.1] 

14.8, 

[11.3,19.4] 

23.0, 

[17.5,30.4] 

Non-

selected 

14.7, 

[11.3,19.3] 

17.6, 

[13.6,23.0] 

11.3, 

[8.6, 14.7] 

14.6, 

[11.3,19.0] 

13.1, 

[10.1,17.1] 

Proportion 

of flakes 

Viable 0.55, 

[0.48,0.62] 

0.58, 

[0.52,0.64] 

0.72, 

[0.66,0.77] 

0.72, 

[0.67,0.77] 

0.73, 

[0.68,0.78] 

selected 0.46, 

[0.39,0.53] 

0.45, 

[0.38,0.51] 

0.62, 

[0.55,0.68] 

0.48, 

[0.42,0.55] 

0.61, 

[0.54,0.67] 

Total cutting edge 

(cm) 

52.6, 

[37.3,72.3.] 

61.3, 

[43.5,84.0] 

62.3, 

[46.2,83.2] 

81.2, 

[59.7,109.5] 

98.1, 

[72.0,133.3] 

Total flake mass (g) 40.6, 

[28.2,55.8] 

45.1, 

[31.1,62.2] 

57.1, 

[41.2,76.3] 

59.7, 

[42.8,80.9] 

59.3, 

[42.3,79.9] 

Total quality 13.0, 

[9.2, 17.9] 

15.7, 

[11.1,21.4] 

15.4, 

[11.1,20.7] 

19.8, 

[14.6, 26.7] 

23.6, 

[17.0, 31.9] 
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Proportion of core 

remaining 

0.56, 

[0.46,0.65] 

0.54, 

[0.44,0.63] 

0.47, 

[0.37,0.57] 

0.49, 

[0.38,0.57] 

0.41, 

[0.29,0.52] 

Hits per minute 

knapping 

43.2, 

[32.7,57.5] 

39.7, 

[30.1,52.5] 

34.5, 

[26.1,45.2] 

34.3, 

[26.0,45.5] 

28.8, 

[20.9,39.3] 

Flakes 

per 

minute 

All 3.28, 

[2.31,4.62] 

3.13, 

[2.21,4.36] 

3.56, 

[2.56,5.00] 

4.04, 

[2.87,5.77] 

4.52, 

[3.15,6.69] 

viable 1.96, 

[1.33,2.87] 

1.98, 

[1.35,2.85] 

2.55, 

[1.78,3.69] 

2.95, 

[2.03,4.36] 

3.37, 

[2.26,5.19] 

Probability of a 

viable flake per hit 

0.03, 

[0.02,0.05] 

0.04, 

[0.03,0.06] 

0.06, 

[0.04,0.08] 

0.07, 

[0.05,0.10] 

0.10, 

[0.07,0.16] 
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Table 5.2 

Values for contrasts between estimates for variables between conditions. Values are estimated 

as the expected value for the first condition/topic minus the expected value for the second 

condition/topic. Quoted values are median estimates with 95% central credible intervals. Due 

to the large number of analyses and variables considered I only present values for contrasts 

where there is evidence of a difference (where the numbers quoted are in italics this means 

that the evidence is only weak, as opposed to strong). In some cases the 1st condition/topic 

and 2nd condition/topic columns contain two values, in this case the value given is for a 

contrast between contrasts. The contrast between the pair of conditions given in each 

condition column was first estimated and then the difference between these two contrasts 

estimated. 

Variable First condition Second condition Contrast 

Flake mass BT RE 7.13, [1.66, 13.55] 

OL 6.69, [1.17, 13.2] 

Viable flake mass BT OL 6.60, [0.36, 13.84] 

Selected flake mass GT RE 12.14, [0.23, 27.14] 

VT 13.69, [2.45, 28.65] 

Flake diameter BT RE 0.71, [0.27, 1.16] 

OL 0.64, [0.21, 1.1] 

GT RE 0.48, [0.03, 0.91] 

Viable flake 

diameter 

BT RE 0.56, [0.06, 1.08] 

OL 0.50, [0.01, 1.00] 

Non-viable flake 

diameter 

BT RE 0.58, [0.12, 1.09] 

OL 0.51, [0.03, 1.00] 

Selected flake 

diameter 

GT RE 1.01, [0.20, 1.84] 

VT 1.17, [0.38, 1.97] 

BT VT 0.84, [0.09, 1.58] 

Number of viable 

flakes 

VT RE 9.4, [2.1, 18.1] 

OL 6.9, [-0.8, 18.1] 

GT RE 6.0, [-0.7, 13.5] 

Proportion of 

flakes that are 

viable 

VT RE 0.18, [0.12, 0.25] 

OL 0.15, [0.09, 0.21] 

GT RE 0.17, [0.11, 0.24] 

OL 0.14, [0.08, 0.20] 

BT RE 0.17, [0.11, 0.23] 

OL 0.14, [0.08, 0.20] 

BT OL VT GT 0.57, [0.20, 0.95] 

GT BT 0.60, [0.13, 1.08] 

OL RE 0.49, [0.05, 0.94] 

Number of non-

viable flakes 

GT RE -3.4, [-7.7, 0.5] 

OL -4.5, [-9.1, -1.0] 

BT RE -3.8, [-8.3, 0.1] 

OL -4.9, [-9.6, -0.8] 

Number of selected 

flakes 

VT GT 8.1, [1.2, 16.3] 

BT 6.7, [-0.5, 14.8] 

OL 9.6, [2.7, 17.6] 

RE 10.5, [3.6, 18.5] 

Proportion of VT GT 0.12, [0.06, 0.18] 
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flakes that were 

selected 

OL 0.16, [0.10, 0.22] 

RE 0.15, [0.08, 0.22] 

BT GT 0.13, [0.07, 0.20] 

OL 0.17, [0.11, 0.23] 

RE 0.16, [0.09, 0.22] 

Number of non-

selected flakes 

BT OL 
-6.3, [-12.6, -1.0] 

Total quality VT BT 8.2, [-0.1, 17.4] 

OL 7.9, [-1.1, 17.5] 

RE 10.6, [2.2, 20.0] 

GT RE 6.7, [-0.4, 14.7] 

Total cutting edge 

 

VT BT 36.0, [2.7, 72.9] 

OL 36.6, [2.9, 76.4] 

RE 45.7, [12.0, 85.4] 

GT RE 28.4, [-0.3, 61.3] 

Total mass RE VT -18.6, [-41.6, 2.0] 

GT -18.9, [-40.8, 0.29] 

BT -16.2, [-36.1, 1.9] 

Proportion of core 

remaining 

VT RE -0.15, [-0.31, -0.00] 

OL -0.13, [-0.29, 0.01] 

Hits per minute 

knapping 

VT RE 
-14.3, [-30.8, -0.11] 

Viable flakes per 

minute knapping 

VT RE 1.39, [0.03, 3.35] 

OL 1.37, [0.03, 3.34] 

Probability of a 

viable flake with 

each hit 

VT BT 0.05, [0.00, 0.10] 

OL 0.06, [0.02, 0.12] 

RE 0.07, [0.03, 0.12] 

GT OL 0.02, [-0.00, 0.06] 

RE 0.03, [0.01, 0.07] 

BT RE 0.03, [0.00, 0.05] 

Topic Accuracy Ridge Knapping site 0.44, [0.22, 0.66] 

Platform edge 0.07, [0.01, 0.20] 

Platform angle 0.28, [0.06, 0.63] 

How to hit 0.20, [0.06, 0.42] 

How to hold 0.16, [0.03, 0.47] 

Hammerstones 0.27, [0.09, 0.52] 

Cortex 0.06, [-0.00, 0.23] 

Flake size 0.31, [0.11, 0.60] 

Cutting edge 0.08, [0.02, 0.19] 

Force 0.61, [0.39, 0.79] 

Cortex Knapping site 0.37, [0.09, 0.62] 

Force 0.54, [0.28, 0.74] 

Platform edge Knapping site 0.37, [0.07, 0.62] 

Flake size 0.24, [0.00, 0.53] 

Force 0.53, [0.30, 0.73] 

Hammerstones 0.19, [-0.01, 0.40] 

Cutting edge Knapping site 0.35, [0.12, 0.58] 

Hammerstones 0.18, [-0.01, 0.44] 
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Flake size 0.23, [-0.02, 0.54] 

Force 0.52, [0.29, 0.72] 

Force How to hit -0.41, [-0.66, -0.08] 

How to hold -0.43, [-0.68, -0.08] 

Hammerstones -0.33, [-0.60, -0.02] 

Flake size -0.29, [-0.56, 0.04] 
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Table 5.3 

Estimated values for effects of position along the chain on different variables and for different 

conditions. Quoted values are medians and 95% central credible intervals. 

 

Variable Condition 

RE OL BT GT VT 

F
lak

e m
ass (g

) 

All -0.01, 

[-0.07,0.06] 

0.034, 

[-0.03,0.10] 

-0.04, 

[-0.11,0.02] 

-0.02, 

[-0.09,0.05] 

-0.01, 

[-0.08,0.05] 

Viable 0.00, 

[-0.07, 0.07] 

0.04, 

[-0.02, 0.11] 

-0.03, 

[-0.09,0.04] 

-0.02, 

[-0.09, 0.05] 

0.00, 

[-0.06, 0.07] 

Non-

viable 

-0.02, 

[-0.11, 0.06] 

0.01, 

[-0.07, 0.09] 

-0.06, 

[-0.14,0.01] 

0.01, 

[-0.07, 0.10] 

-0.01, 

[-0.09, 0.07] 

Selected -0.03, 

[-0.13, 0.07] 

0.09, 

[-0.00, 0.19] 

0.03, 

[-0.06,0.12] 

-0.06, 

[-0.16, 0.05] 

0.08, 

[-0.02, 0.17] 

Non-

selected 

0.02, 

[-0.07, 0.11] 

-0.05, 

[-0.13, 0.04] 

-0.04, 

[-0.13,0.03] 

0.01, 

[-0.08, 0.10] 

-0.06, 

[-0.15, 0.02] 

F
lak

e 

D
iam

eter (cm
) 

All -0.00, 

[-0.02, 0.02] 

0.01, 

[-0.01, 0.03] 

-0.01, 

[-0.03,0.00] 

-0.01 

[-0.03,0.01] 

-0.01, 

[-0.03, 0.01] 

Viable -0.00, 

[-0.02, 0.02] 

0.01, 

[-0.01, 0.03] 

-0.01, 

[-0.03,0.01] 

-0.01, 

[-0.03, 0.01] 

-0.00, 

[-0.02, 0.02] 

Non-

viable 

-0.01, 

[-0.03, 0.02] 

0.01, 

[-0.01, 0.03] 

-0.02, 

[-0.04,0.00] 

0.00, 

[-0.02, 0.02] 

-0.01, 

[-0.04, 0.01] 

Selected -0.01, 

[-0.04, 0.02] 

0.02, 

[-0.01, 0.05] 

0.01, 

[-0.02,0.04] 

-0.03, 

[-0.05, 0.01] 

0.02, 

[-0.01, 0.05] 

Non-

selected 

0.01, 

[-0.02, 0.03] 

-0.01, 

[-0.03, 0.02] 

-0.01, 

[-0.04,0.01] 

-0.00, 

[-0.03, 0.02] 

-0.02, 

[-0.05, 0.00] 

Flake cutting 

edge (cm) 

0.03, 

[-0.01, 0.06] 

0.00, 

[-0.03, 0.03] 

0.00, 

[-0.03,0.03] 

-0.02, 

[-0.05, 0.02] 

0.01, 

[-0.02, 0.04] 

Flake quality 0.03, 

[-0.02, 0.07] 

-0.00, 

[-0.04, 0.03] 

0.00, 

[-0.03,0.04] 

-0.01, 

[-0.05, 0.03] 

0.01, 

[-0.03, 0.04] 

N
u
m

b
er o

f flak
es 

All 0.05, 

[0.03, 0.08] 

-0.02, 

[-0.05, 0.01] 

0.03, 

[0.00, 0.05] 

0.03, 

[0.00, 0.06] 

-0.04, 

[-0.06,-0.01] 

Viable 0.07, 

[0.03, 0.10] 

0.00, 

[-0.03, 0.04] 

0.00, 

[-0.03,0.03] 

-0.01, 

[-0.04, 0.02] 

-0.07, 

[-0.10, -0.04] 

Non-

viable 

0.04, 

[-0.00, 0.08] 

-0.05, 

[-0.09,-0.01] 

0.07, 

[0.03,0.11] 

0.09, 

[0.05, 0.14] 

0.02, 

[-0.02,0.06] 

Selected 0.05, 

[0.01,0.09] 

0.02, 

[-0.02,0.06] 

-0.03, 

[-0.06,0.01] 

-0.01, 

[-0.05,0.03] 

-0.11, 

[-0.14,-0.07] 

Non-

selected 

0.06, 

[0.02,0.10] 

-0.05, 

[-0.08,-0.01] 

0.08, 

[0.04,0.11] 

0.07, 

[0.03,0.11] 

0.02, 

[-0.01,0.05] 

P
ro

p
o
rti

o
n
 o

f 

flak
es 

Viable 0.03, 

[-0.01,0.08] 

0.03, 

[-0.01,0.08] 

-0.06, 

[-0.10,-0.01] 

-0.11, 

[-0.45,-.06] 

-0.08, 

[-0.13,-0.03] 

Selected 0.02, 

[-0.03,0.06] 

0.02, 

[-0.02,0.07] 

-0.12, 

[-0.16,-0.07] 

-0.03, 

[-0.08,0.02] 

-0.15, 

[-0.19,-0.10] 

Total cutting 

edge (cm) 

0.06, 

[-0.01,0.14] 

-0.02, 

[-0.11,0.07] 

0.02, 

[-0.05,0.08] 

-0.04, 

[-0.12,0.04] 

-0.06, 

[-0.13,0.01] 

Total flake mass 

(g) 

0.01, 

[-0.08,0.08] 

0.01, 

[-0.08,0.09] 

-0.01, 

[-0.08,0.05] 

0.00, 

[-0.08,0.08] 

-0.01, 

[-0.08,0.06] 

Total quality 0.06, -0.02, 0.01, -0.04, -0.07, 
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[-0.02,0.14] [-0.12,0.06] [-0.05,0.07] [-0.12,0.04] [-0.14,0.01] 

Proportion of 

core remaining 

-0.02, 

[-0.13,0.08] 

-0.06, 

[-0.16,0.04] 

0.00, 

[-0.09,0.09] 

-0.09, 

[-0.20,0.01] 

-0.04, 

[-0.16,0.08] 

Hits per minute 

knapping 

0.06, 

[-0.01,0.13] 

0.06, 

[-0.01,0.13] 

0.01, 

[-0.05,0.07] 

0.05, 

[-0.02,0.12] 

0.15, 

[0.06,0.24] 

F
lak

es 

p
er 

m
in

u
te 

All 0.02, 

[-0.07,0.11] 

0.03, 

[-0.05,0.12] 

-0.00, 

[-0.08,0.08] 

0.00, 

[-0.09,0.09] 

-0.09, 

[-0.21,0.02] 

viable 0.02, 

[-0.08,0.12] 

0.02, 

[-0.07,0.12] 

-0.02, 

[-0.11,0.07] 

-0.03, 

[-0.13,0.07] 

-0.12, 

[-0.25,0.00] 

Probability of a 

viable flake per 

hit 

0.01, 

[-0.02,0.05] 

-0.08, 

[-0.12,-0.05] 

-0.04, 

[-0.08,0.00] 

-0.12, 

[-0.16,-.08] 

-0.33, 

[-0.38,-0.28] 
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Table 5.4 

Estimated values for effects of core mass on different variables. Quoted values are medians 

and 95% central credible intervals. 

Variable Effect of core mass 

Flake mass (g) All 0.028, [-0.054, 0.107] 

Viable 0.033, [-0.056, 0.116] 

Non-viable 0.033, [-0.069, 0.133] 

Selected 0.143, [0.020,0.267] 

Non-selected 0.009, [-0.108,0.119] 

Flake 

Diameter (cm) 

All 0.011 [-0.013,0.034] 

Viable 0.014, [-0.010, 0.040] 

Non-viable 0.011, [-0.015, 0.039] 

Selected 0.047, [0.012, 0.083] 

Non-selected 0.006, [-0.025, 0.036] 

Flake cutting edge (cm) -0.019, [-0.058, 0.020] 

Flake quality -0.015 [-0.062, 0.034] 

Number of flakes All 0.13, [0.09, 0.17] 

Viable 0.13, [0.08, 0.17] 

Non-viable 0.11, [0.04, 0.17] 

Selected -0.03, [-0.08, 0.02] 

Non-selected 0.26, [0.21, 0.31] 

Total cutting edge (cm) 0.04, [-0.06, 0.15] 

Total flake mass (g) 0.09, [-0.00, 0.18] 

Total quality 0.05, [-0.05, 0.16] 

Proportion of core remaining -1.82, [-3.42, -0.60] 
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Table 5.5 

Estimated values for the effect of the number of viable flakes a tutor managed to produce 

during their test phase on tutor and pupil behaviour in the different conditions. The quoted 

values are median estimates and their 95% central credible intervals. The number of flakes a 

tutor managed to produce was used as a measure of tutor quality. 

Variable Condition 

RE OL BT GT VT 

Time spent 

knapping 

Tutor na na 0.0075, 

[0.0048, 

0.0101] 

-0.0135, [-

0.0181, -

0.0090] 

-0.0695, [-

0.0787, -

0.0606] 

Pupil na -0.0105, [-

0.0131, -

0.0081] 

0.0083, 

[0.0000, 

0.0105] 

-0.0028, [-

0.0054, -

0.0002] 

0.0086, 

[0.0062, 

0.0109] 

Time spent 

observing 

Tutor na na -0.0304, [-

0.0360, -

0.0247] 

0.0043, 

[0.0008, 

0.0078] 

0.0143, 

[0.0116, 

0.0170] 

Pupil na 0.0064, 

[0.0024, 

0.0103] 

-0.0132, [-

0.0164, -

0.0099] 

-0.0043, [-

0.0077, -

0.0009] 

-0.0152, [-

0.0181, -

0.0123] 

Time spent 

teaching 

Tutor na na 0.0050, 

[0.0002, 

0.0097] 

0.0064, 

[0.0239, 

0.0102] 

(-0.0068, [-

0.0097, -

0.0039] 

Time spent 

choosing 

Tutor na na 0.0036, [-

0.0008, 

0.0080] 

-0.0127, [-

0.0193, -

0.0060] 

0.0040, [-

0.0131, 

0.0201] 

Pupil na 0.0272, 

[0.0225, 

0.0319] 

-0.0048, [-

0.0093, -

0.0003] 

-0.0060, [-

0.0120, 

0.0000] 

0.0162, 

[0.0103, 

0.0218] 

Number of 

hits 

Tutor na na 0.019, [0.016, 

0.022] 

-0.024, [-

0.029, -0.018] 

-0.058, [-

0.066, -0.051] 

Pupil na -0.0213, [-

0.0245, -

0.0181] 

0.0126, 

[0.0095, 

0.0157] 

-0.0075, [-

0.0108, -

0.0043] 

0.0064, 

[0.0032, 

0.0094] 
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Table 5.6 

Estimated values for average topic accuracy (i.e., the probability that an utterance that 

contains information on that topic contains factually correct information). Quoted values are 

median estimates with their 95% central credible intervals. 

topic Accuracy 

ridge 1.00, [0.95, 1.00] 

cortex 0.91, [0.71, 0.99] 

platform edge 0.89, [0.73, 0.96] 

flake cutting edge 0.88, [0.75, 0.95] 

how to hold 0.77, [0.45, 0.95] 

how to hit 0.71, [0.48, 0.88] 

hammerstones 0.67, [0.44, 0.86] 

flake size 0.67, [0.39, 0.88] 

platform angle 0.62, [0.30, 0.89] 

knapping site 0.54, [0.32, 0.75] 
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Table 5.7 

Estimated values for rate and extent of change for variables concerning verbal interactions 

along chains. A negative value for change corresponds to a decrease along the chain. Quoted 

values are medians and 95% central credible intervals. 
Variable/Category/Topic Rate of change along chains Change along chains 

Total Utterances 1.2, [0.63, 14.0] -42.2, [-29.3, -58.9] 

Proportion of teaching utterances correct 1.4, [0.56, 45.8] -4.0, [-1.4, -6.9] 

Platform angle teaching accuracy 3.99, [0.0, 128.1] -0.75, [3.21, -1.91] 

Ridge teaching accuracy 0.42, [0.1766, 1.10] -3.69, [-1.95, -6.75] 

Platform edge teaching accuracy 0.00, [0.0, 0.09] 1.18, [4.78, -4.12] 

Force required teaching accuracy 0.00, [0.0, 0.03] 0.53, [4.73, -3.489] 

Said by the tutor 0.00, [0.0, 0.00] -0.76, [-3.57, 5.19] 

Teaching 0.00, [0.0, 0.01] -0.28, [-5.76, 3.87] 

Feedback 0.00, [0.0, 0.06] -0.28, [-3.90, 3.25] 

Confirmation of understanding 13.33, [1.89, 163.5] -0.88, [-1.77, -0.09] 

Watch this 0.00, [0.0, 0.30] 2.35, [-2.99, 6.47] 

This/that 0.40, [0.00, 91.57] -0.56, [-3.35, 3.56] 

Requesting Information 10.92, [0.86, 149.5] 0.96, [-0.04, 2.23] 

Conveying uncertainty 7.18, [1.63, 159.0] 3.88, [1.95, 6.69] 

Abstract 0.00, [0.0, 0.00] -0.52, [-4.40, 3.15] 

Correct 4.03, [1.38, 6.90] -4.03, [-6.90, -1.38] 

Incorrect 2.36, [0.83, 98.85] 4.00, [-1.33, 7.39] 

Knapping 0.11, [0.00, 111.0] -0.74, [-4.07, 2.08] 

Knapping site 0.09, [0.02, 7.82] -2.31, [-5.65, -0.54] 

Platform edge 0.00, [0.0, 0.09] 1.18, [-4.13, 4.78] 

Platform angle 3.99, [0.0, 128.1] -0.75, [-1.91, 3.21] 

Ridge 0.42, [0.18, 1.10] -3.69, [-6.75, -1.95] 

force 0.00, [0.0, 0.03] 0.53, [-3.49, 4.37] 

How to hit 0.00, [0.0, 0.0] 1.01, [-4.01, 5.52] 

Hot to hold 0.00, [0.0, 0.00] 0.68, [-3.93, 4.68] 

Hammerstones 0.00, [0.0, 1.51] 1.72, -1.81, 6.25] 

Cortex 0.00, [0.0, 0.65] 1.79, [-2.16, 6.72] 

Choosing flakes 9.97, [0.00, 161.8] 0.82, [-1.73, 3.73] 

Size of flakes 0.00, [0.0, 0.00] 2.01, [-1.94, 6.15] 

Cutting edge of flakes 0.00, [0.0, 0.09] 1.09, [-2.64, 6.09] 
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5.6 - Discussion 

 

I carried out a transmission chain experiment to investigate the social transmission of 

the ability to produce Oldowan stone tools. Due to the number of results to discuss I 

shall first discuss each set of results using the same categories as in previous sections 

before drawing out the overall findings of this work. 

 

5.6.1 - Aggregate flakes 

 

A central finding of this experiment is that more complex communication allowed 

participants to produce a greater number of viable flakes; in that evidence for a 

difference between several conditions was found and in every case the difference 

favoured the more complex condition. It should be noted, however, that there was not 

always evidence of a difference between all pairs of conditions. There was an increase 

across conditions in the number of all flakes, viable flakes, and selected flakes 

produced, and a decrease in the number of non-viable flakes produced and no 

evidence for a trend in the number of non-selected flakes produced. The effect was 

strongest in the case of the number of viable flakes produced, which in turn likely 

drove the parallel increase seen in the number of flakes that were selected by the 

participant. A similar trend is seen if we consider the proportion of flakes that were 

viable, and a similar, though weaker, trend in the case of the proportion of flakes that 

are selected. The proportion of flakes that are non-viable or not-selected must, 
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therefore, decrease, being the inverse of the proportion of flakes that are viable and 

selected respectively. 

 

Furthermore, there is also clear evidence of an increase in the total quality and cutting 

edge of flakes that participants were able to produce - a result that can be expected 

given the increases described in the previous paragraph. Although there is a positive 

trend in the case of the total mass of flakes produced, without strong evidence for 

differences between conditions it is hard to draw a strong conclusion in this case. 

However, given the tasks such tools were used for (e.g., butchery) the importance of 

mass produced in stone knapping is plausibly secondary to the cutting edge and 

quality and so and overall positive effect of the complexity of communication on the 

ability to get the most out of a single piece of flint is clear. 

 

This is a particularly strong finding as the production of a large number of viable 

flakes is what determined the payment of participants and so it is likely that all 

participants were motivated to produce as many as they could. Thus, I can rule out 

that the inferior performance seen in the conditions with more restricted 

communication reflects poor participant motivation. 
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5.6.2 - Core remaining 

 

There is a negative trend in the proportion of the core remaining after knapping with 

more complex communication across conditions. This is intuitive given that with 

more complex communication participants were able to produce a greater number of 

flakes than with less complex communication. However, it is of note that any material 

was left behind at all given that participants were given a large amount of time in 

which to knap flakes and that they did not typically use all of this time. This implies, 

that participants abandoned their core, not because they ran out of time, but because 

they felt they could proceed no further. Observation of the remaining cores makes it 

clear why this was the case; they are typically covered with many impact marks 

caused by the participants striking the core, but failing to detach a flake. This is no 

surprise given the findings of the video analyses that found subjects typically hit the 

core between 10 and 30 times (depending on condition) in order to produce each 

viable flake. Each unsuccessful hit will damage the core preventing further knapping 

from that point and, without the ability to repair such damage, over time this will 

leave the core with no suitable knapping sites remaining on the core, forcing 

participants to give up. With sufficient knowledge it is possible to repair damage done 

to the core, as is evidenced even in the early archaeological record (Delagnes and 

Roche, 2005; Gowlett, 1979), although this was clearly beyond the ability of our 

participants and given the low success rate of each hit it is likely they would damage 

cores at a greater rate than it is possible to repair. Despite this, it is clear that more 

complex communication helped participants in that participants from chains with 

more complex communication were able to knap more of their core, presumably 
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because they did not damage it as rapidly as participants in the chains with less 

complex communication. 

 

5.6.3 - Videos 

 

Similar patterns to those seen in the aggregate flake measures and the proportion of 

core remaining are seen in the results of analyses of the video data. With more 

complex communication participants were able to knap more efficiently both with 

regards to time, and per hit. In particular the probability that each hit produces a 

viable flake shows a dramatic increase across conditions, with participants in the VT 

condition almost 4 times as likely to produce a viable flake with each hit than those in 

the RE condition. 

 

The videos also have the potential to shed light on what it was that the different 

conditions permitted that allowed better transmission of information to occur. For 

example, with increasing communication tutors taught and observed their pupil more, 

but knapped and chose between their own flakes less. Correspondingly, pupils spent 

more time observing their tutor and less time interacting with their own core and 

hammerstone. Presumably this is because with less complex communication, tutors 

were unable to convey much information and so spent less time trying to do so, or had 

to resort to other, less effective, means to do so. It is also likely that as information 

was lost along chains in these conditions tutors further down the chain had less 

information to impart and so there was even less point in teaching that at the start of 
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chains. The decrease in behaviours directed towards their own knapping materials 

with more complex communication shows how tutors and pupils in the less complex 

conditions, unable to teach or learn socially effectively, focussed instead on their own 

material. Indeed, from observation of the experiment, the pupil phase often lost the 

tutor-pupil dynamic and instead became a collaborative exercise in which each 

participant investigated their own materials themselves, but tried to share information 

and ideas as they occurred to them where possible. 

 

5.6.4 - Language 

 

The use of language in the verbal teaching condition can reveal how language was of 

benefit to participants, which in turn has the potential to reveal what the benefit of 

language would have been to early hominin knappers. The most striking finding is the 

rapid decrease in the number of things that were said along chains. This mirrors a 

drop in other metrics of performance along chains, such as the number of viable flakes 

produced. Several of the categories and topics also showed a drop in how often they 

were talked about along chains, most notably the proportion of utterances that were 

correct decreased, highlighting the ability of language to accumulate and transmit 

incorrect information between individuals. Many of the topics that decreased in their 

frequency of use were related to where to strike the core with the hammerstone (e.g., 

knapping-site, platform-angle, ridge). It is tempting to suggest that the loss of such 

information could be behind the decrease in performance as such information is very 

important to successful knapping. Supporting this, knapping-site, another important 

topic, also accumulated errors more rapidly than other topics. Although the presence 
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of a ridge was a topic that accumulated very few errors, this seems to be because it 

disappeared so quickly that there were insufficient transmission opportunities in 

which errors could accumulate. Despite this, as only one condition involved language 

and without an assay of participant knapping knowledge, it is difficult to verify what 

it was that language enabled the transmission of. 

 

5.6.5 - Flake identification 

 

Across conditions there are some trends in the ability of participants to identify flakes 

successfully. The probability that a selected flake was viable increased across 

conditions, suggesting an increase in the ability to identify flakes with more complex 

communication. However the probability that a non-selected flake is non-viable 

decreased with more complex communication. Given that there was no evidence of a 

general trend across conditions in the probability a viable flake was selected, any 

improvement in ability to identify flakes seems subtle. Indeed, the increase in the 

probability that a selected flake was viable (or the decrease in the probability that a 

non-selected flake was non-viable) across conditions may just reflect the fact that a 

greater proportion of the flakes produced by participants were viable as the 

complexity of communication increased. Even if participants were selecting flakes at 

random, with more viable flakes available to participants (both in number and 

proportion) in the conditions with more complex communication, a greater proportion 

of selected flakes would be viable than in conditions with less complex 

communication and fewer viable flakes produced. I do not mean to suggest 

participants were genuinely selecting flakes at random; however, it is odd that with 
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more complex communication participants were more likely to categorise viable 

flakes as non-viable. This may be because participants were using a selection method 

by which they selected the better subset (e.g., half) of the flakes they produced, as if 

filling a quota of flakes. Although this was disincentivised by the payment method, it 

is supported by instances in the verbal teaching condition where participants said they 

did not want to select a flake, not because it was non-viable, but because they already 

had a number of good flakes and so felt they did not need any more. It is also 

potentially problematic that participants were not incentivised to correctly identify 

flakes as participants were rewarded for all viable flakes, regardless of their 

categorisation. I used this approach as it was quick to carry out, however, given the 

above, it is clear that a better design would have included penalties for both false 

negatives and false positives, this approach was used as it was quick to carry out. 

Although there are some potential insights into the abilities of participants to identify 

flakes, given the problems described, it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions. 

 

5.6.6 - Individual flakes 

 

Despite the numerous effects of condition described above there is very little evidence 

for an effect of condition on any of the parameters of individual flakes. Where 

differences between conditions are observed they do not show a consistent trend 

across multiple conditions and so, given the number of analyses carried out, may well 

be the products of chance. Indeed, control over the size and shape of individual flakes 

is very difficult skill to master (Callahan, 1979), with other data showing 

improvement in this regard over a period of decades (Nonaka et al., 2010) - much 
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longer than the time allowed in this experiment. Given this it seems that the ability of 

participants to produce individual flakes of a better quality was most likely 

constrained either because the period of learning allowed was insufficient to transfer 

the relevant knowledge, or that it was insufficient to allow participants to put relevant 

knowledge into practice. If the latter were true a longer period of practice - even in the 

absence of a tutor - would be sufficient to see differences develop, whilst if the former 

were true an extended period in the presence of the tutor would lead to differences. 

Thus, this is a question that could be answered with a similar but extended 

experimental design. 

 

It is also possible, however, that participants were capable of producing individual 

flakes of a high quality, but were not motivated to do so. The payment system was 

based on the number of viable flakes, not of their individual quality. However, given 

the skill required to manipulate the properties of individual flakes I find this 

interpretation less plausible. 

 

5.6.7 - Effects of position along chains 

 

Across the numerous analyses there is a general trend for a decrease in performance 

along chains, particularly in conditions that allowed more complex communication. 

For example, in VT along chains participants produced fewer viable flakes, a lesser 

proportion of their produce was viable, they produced more non-viable flakes, they hit 

more rapidly and the probability that each hit produced a (viable) flake decreased. GT 
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and BT show a similar though less pronounced pattern. With OL there is no evidence 

of effects of chain position. With RE there is evidence that some aspects of 

performance increased along chains; participants made more flakes, more viable 

flakes, a greater total edge and each hit became more likely to produce a viable flake, 

although they also produced more non-viable flakes. These increases in performance 

are hard to interpret. The gradients are typically small and given the number of 

analyses carried out it is possible that they could be artefacts perhaps driven by a 

small number of particularly poor participants at the start of chains. However, it is 

also possible that RE chains converged on a form of knapping that could more 

effectively be transmitted through observation of results alone, facilitating a slight 

performance increase along chains. It is also possible that social learning beyond our 

intentions was able to occur. For example, the noise of striking could be heard 

through the walls and could have communicated knowledge relevant to striking rate 

or force. Indeed, from observations of the participants there was a general trend for 

the force used to increase along chains as participants struggled to make flakes. If 

participants were able to collect such information from the sounds of knapping 

through walls then the slight performance increase in RE could be driven by increased 

force used, increased striking rate or even increased tenacity on the part of the 

participants. However, it should be noted that high force and striking rate are not part 

of skilled knapping, I just suggest they might have allowed some small improvement 

along chains with very limited social transmission. 

 

Given that more complex communication led to better performance, it might seem 

counterintuitive that these conditions also produced the greatest drop in performance 

along chains. However, I would argue that it is precisely because of their better 
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performance that performance decreased along chains. Conditions with complex 

communication allowed better initial transmission of knapping technology such that 

there was plenty of scope for a subsequent decrease along chains. More basic 

conditions, however, resulted in such limited transmission that there was little 

possibility of further decreases. Further work could investigate means by which the 

decay in performance could be slowed or stopped as the transmission we observed is 

clearly insufficient to maintain the behaviours in the long term. An obvious start 

would be to increase the amount of time participants had to learn the technology, 

which may well be sufficient to stabilise transmission. However, it is also worth 

consideration that our chains were only a single participant "wide" in that each 

participants had access to a single tutor and taught a single pupil, this is not like 

natural populations where individuals can learn from many individuals, and such 

narrow chains are known to inhibit stable cultural transmission (Enquist et al., 2010). 

Thus, a valuable future study could use a “microsociety” structure (Caldwell and 

Millen, 2008a) to give participants access to multiple tutors. 

 

5.6.8 - Effects of core mass 

 

The mass of a participant's core had a range of intuitive effects on their performance, 

allowing participants to make more flakes (both viable and non-viable) and 

participants with larger cores typically left more of the core unknapped at the end of 

the test phase. The only unusual finding is that participants with larger cores tended to 

select a smaller number of flakes than participants with smaller cores. However, given 

the number of analyses carried out and the difficulty with understanding the criteria 
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by which participants selected flakes, I do not think this particular result is troubling 

given that the numerous other effects of core mass found are all highly intuitive. 

 

5.6.9 - General Discussion 

 

Having gone through the various results of this experiment. I shall now consider any 

general findings that can be brought out of the results as a whole. 

 

5.6.9.1 - The importance of teaching 

 

These results provide little evidence that even the simplest flaking technology can be 

easily transmitted through observational learning, despite humans being regarded as 

particularly adept imitators (Flynn and Whiten, 2008) and other, similarly structured, 

studies finding that reverse engineering and observational learning is sufficient for 

cumulative cultural evolution even within 5 minute learning periods (Caldwell and 

Millen, 2009). Some active or deliberate means of knowledge transfer, for instance 

through gestural or verbal teaching, seems necessary for any substantive socially 

mediated increment in knapping performance, at least within the time periods 

considered in this experiment and none of the performance measures showed an 

improvement through observing others knapping relative to reverse engineering from 

previously made tools. There is no evidence, for instance, that observational learning 

could facilitate an improvement in total flake quality, nor did it increase the rate of 
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flake production or the proportion of products that were viable flakes. Furthermore, in 

the non-teaching (RE and OL) conditions, the severe initial drop in performance 

followed by little further decline suggests that virtually all transmitted knowledge was 

lost after the first step in the transmission chain, and only the conditions with some 

form of teaching (BT, GT, VT) showed a more gradual decline and so evidence of 

information propagation beyond the first step in the chain. In some cases the impact of 

teaching is quite dramatic with even a small amount of basic tuition (BT) almost 

doubling the chance that a pupil would produce a viable flake with each hit. Teaching 

through gesture (GT) supported further increments in flake quality and number, whilst 

verbal teaching (VT) further increased the rate of production of viable flakes, and the 

number and quality of flakes produced.  

  

I am not alone in hypothesizing that stone knapping is not a task that lends itself to 

effective transmission through imitation or emulation  (e.g., Stout, 2010). No doubt 

some information can be acquired this way, for instance, concerning core, 

hammerstone or flake selection (e.g., Shipton et al., 2009), the requirement to strike 

the core with the hammerstone, some idea of the force required, and the very idea that 

flakes can be generated this way. However, the rapid striking action required for 

effective percussion may inhibit the transmission of more subtle information, for 

instance, concerning the point of percussion, platform edge and angle, and the precise 

details of how precisely to hold and hit. Effective transmission of these details may 

require some form of teaching (i.e. slowing down the striking action to reveal fine-

grained aspects of motor patterns, pointing to appropriate targets, demonstrating core 

rotation, manual shaping of the pupil's grasp).  
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These findings also support the argument that a complex symbolic language is 

important for the transmission of the ability to make flakes. It seems plausible that this 

is because symbolic language enables the transmission of key abstract concepts that 

may be difficult to transmit otherwise. Despite this suggestion, in this experiment it 

seems that participants did better with verbal teaching that with gestural teaching, 

even though both conditions permitted symbolic communication. However, this is 

consistent with symbolic communication being highly important as it is likely that my 

participants possessed only a limited symbolic gestural repertoire (e.g., head nodding 

meaning “yes”). Thus, even though they were allowed to, participants were unable to 

use gestures as symbols to communicate complex abstract concepts. Supporting this, 

Ohnuma et al. (1997) commented on the difficulty of communicating the concept of 

the platform angle without using verbal language. A test of this hypothesis would be 

to repeat the experiment with participants familiar with sign language, in which case I 

would expect there to be little difference between verbal and gestural teaching. My 

findings support the importance of symbolic communication as verbal teaching most 

frequently resulted in strong evidence of an increase in performance over reverse 

engineering, but I also find a drop in the amount by which participants talk about the 

platform angle along chains that mirrors a corresponding decrease in performance. 

Together, these findings raise the possibility that the importance of language in 

knapping is that it allows the effective transmission of such concepts. Further 

experiments could investigate the extent to which participants in non-verbal 

conditions understand the platform angle. 

  

When considering the importance of language, particularly in contrast to gestural 

communication, it is important to bear in mind that this study used participants all of 
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whom were extensively familiar with verbal language, but much less so with gestural 

communication. This could be problematic as the generally better performance I 

observed with verbal teaching relative to gestural teaching could be due to 

participants’ lack of familiarity with gestural communication. This is a constraint that 

is very hard to get around and there is no obvious control. One possibility would be 

use participants who are familiar with both verbal language and sign language. Should 

enough individuals be found to carry out this control the difference I observed 

between verbal and gestural teaching might be expected to disappear. However, it is 

also worth bearing in mind that by using participants unfamiliar with gestural 

communication the transmission we observed through gestural teaching could indicate 

the efficacy of largely non-symbolic gestural communication and so is still of interest. 

 

5.6.9.2 - The co-evolution of stone tools and communication 

 

A second finding of general significance is that stone tool manufacture would have 

created a selection pressure favouring increasingly complex gestural teaching and 

language. To illustrate: Oldowan hominins occupied challenging ecological niches 

(Blumenschine, 1986; Potts, 2013) in which competition for food resources was 

strong and (as flint flakes blunt rapidly so cannot be re-used) it is likely that there was 

a fitness benefit associated with the ability to make and use cutting tools quickly and 

effectively. Indeed, archaeological evidence shows that efficient core reduction was a 

goal in the earliest Oldowan (Roche et al., 1999; Semaw, 2000). Such abilities are 

slow to acquire individually (Callahan, 1979), so social transmission that allowed 

more rapid acquisition would likely generate fitness benefits. Our data show that 
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teaching and language are more effective means of transmission of lithic technology 

than imitation or emulation - allowing participants to produce a greater number and a 

higher quality of viable flakes from a core, and to do so more efficiently. This implies 

that the reliance on lithic tools would have created a selection pressure for more 

teaching and language. 

 The suggestion that stone toolmaking favoured the evolution of teaching and 

language in hominins is not new (Uomini, 2009b; Bickerton, 2009; Sterelny, 2012; 

Stout and Chaminade, 2012), but hitherto has lacked concrete evidence. Additional 

support for this hypothesis comes from a recent mathematical analysis which found 

that teaching and cumulative culture would coevolve (Fogarty et al., 2011), 

experimental studies showing how cumulative cultural learning in children is 

critically dependent on high-fidelity information transmission (Dean et al., 2012), and 

theoretical studies showing the importance of high-fidelity transmission for 

cumulative culture in general (Lewis and Laland, 2012).  

 Researchers from several disciplines have suggested that this co-evolution 

supports an autocatalytic processes in which existing technology feeds back to 

generate selection for further technology and enhanced cognition, including social 

mechanisms of skill acquisition, eventually leading to exponential growth in human 

technological complexity (Enquist et al., 2008; Stout, 2011; Uomini, 2009b, 2009a). 

Consistent with this, there is evidence that, on the broadest scale, Lower Palaeolithic 

technology is cumulative (Stout, 2011). 

 In light of these findings, I propose that the widespread use of Oldowan 

flaking led to selection for more complex forms of social learning involving teaching. 

This is compatible with the suggestion that the range of variability seen in the early 

Oldowan (Stout et al., 2010; Hovers, 2012) can be explained by a relatively simple 
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form of social learning, where imitation/emulation was sufficient to transmit the 

concept of stone knapping and efficient core maintenance, but the method (sequence 

of core reduction) was not specifiable by this means, such that each group/individual 

had its own idiosyncratic core reduction method. The transition to the Acheulean 

technocomplex at 1.76 mya (Beyene et al., 2013) would indicate that a new form of 

information transmission was available, which enabled social transmission of the 

sequence of sub-goals needed to make bifacial technology (Callahan, 1979; Gowlett, 

2006). 

 

5.6.9.3 - Implications for Oldowan stasis and the appearance of Acheulean 

technology 

 

An outstanding mystery concerning the evolution of stone tools is the apparent stasis 

of Oldowan flaking technology between 2.5 and 1.5mya (Stout et al., 2010). While 

Oldowan stone tools are now known to be variable in both space and time, this 

technology seemingly remains relatively constant for hundreds of thousands of years, 

an observation for which no satisfactory explanation exists (Roche, 2005; Hovers, 

2012; Stout et al., 2010; Stout, 2011). These results imply that in the absence of 

teaching, Oldowan technology would be unlikely to increase in complexity, because 

of the limited detail than can be effectively transmitted by observational learning. 

Even if through extensive practice individuals were to devise more complex reduction 

strategies, these would be unlikely to be transmitted. 
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A corollary of this argument is that the sudden appearance of Acheulean technology 

must be associated with the prior evolution of a new form of social transmission. For 

example, language is important when learning to make flakes as it enables the 

transmission of abstract concepts that may be difficult to transmit with gestural 

communication alone, such as the role of the platform angle in choosing where to 

strike. In the light of these findings, and given the complexity of the Acheulean and 

Mousterian Industries, I suggest that the long term stable transmission of these post-

Oldowan technologies would indicate the evolution of a symbolic form of 

communication capable of dealing with abstract concepts, such as language (verbal or 

gestural). This would suggest that language, at least in some rudimentary form, had 

evolved by 0.3mya, and perhaps as early as 1.6mya.  

 

5.6.10 - Extensions and improvements 

 

One limitation of this study is its reliance on a single, 5-minute interaction between 

pupil and tutor, when it is well established that it takes more than a few hours of 

practice for modern humans to master even simple flake production, and hundreds of 

hours for more complex stone tools (Callahan, 1979). This explains the decline along 

chains observed in the verbal teaching condition, as even with teaching, pupils will 

require significant practice in order to develop the practical understanding or motor 

skills alongside theoretical knowledge (Roux et al., 2013; Geribàs et al., 2010). 

However, the short learning period does not undermine my conclusions, as my focus 

is not on whether or not it is possible to learn to make stone tools via different 

mechanisms, but rather on the relative effectiveness of alternative means of social 
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transmission in the acquisition of such skills. The 5-minute learning period was 

sufficient to reveal differential rates of skill acquisition and is equivalent in duration 

to that found in numerous other observational learning experiments, which often find 

complex skills can be readily acquired through imitation (Flynn and Whiten, 2008). 

While I cannot rule out the possibility that with more time, participants in the 

observational learning condition would “catch-up” with those in the verbal teaching 

condition, it is still of note that I found no evidence of any improvement relative to 

reverse engineering in the case of observational learning, but did so in the case of the 

teaching conditions. Indeed, the finding that stone knapping does not lend itself to 

rapid acquisition through imitation or emulation fits with recent thinking in 

archaeology (Uomini, 2009b, 2009a; Stout et al., 2011; Stout, 2011). The primary 

benefit of the short period of learning in this experiment is that it allowed for data 

collection from a very large number of individuals, with replication across a 

significant number of conditions, thereby leading to robust findings.  

 

5.6.11 - Conclusions 

 

In sum, the results presented here find that social transmission, particularly teaching 

and language, allows individuals to produce tools of greater total utility from a single 

core and suggest that the longstanding puzzle of stasis in Oldowan Industry likely 

reflects an inability of hominins to effectively propagate innovations to this lithic 

technology through observational learning. As a consequence, I suggest that stone 

toolmaking innovations would be unlikely to spread until hominins evolved sufficient 

capability to teach the requisite skills. If this is correct, it follows that hominins 
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developed at least a basic capacity for teaching across the Oldowan. I also present 

evidence that the appearance of stone technology would have created a selection 

pressure for increasingly complex communication allowing the more efficient social 

transmission of the ability to make stone tools leading to a co-evolution of stone tool 

technology and complex communicative abilities. Given the greater complexity of 

Acheulian and Mousterian Industries, these findings imply that some form of gestural, 

or even symbolic, communication was present in order to sustain the stable 

transmission of such technologies. Together these findings suggest that teaching, and 

even a form of proto-language, may have evolved substantially earlier than the current 

consensus view. 

 



 

Chapter 6 

 

General Discussion 
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6.1 - Introduction 

 

Over the previous chapters I have presented some empirical data concerning human 

social learning. In this chapter I shall recap these findings before setting them in a 

broader context and finally considering areas for further research. 

 

6.2 - Summary of findings 

 

The focus of chapters 3 and 4 was on factors that affected the influence that the 

decisions of other individuals had on an observer. Regularities in such effects are 

referred to as "transmission biases" (Boyd and Richerson, 1985) and "social learning 

strategies" (Laland, 2004) in the cultural evolution literature, or as "trust" (Harris, 

2007, 2012) in the developmental psychology literature. Whilst much of the work on 

these learning rules has involved theoretical modelling (e.g., (Boyd and Richerson, 

1985; Kendal et al., 2009; Schlag, 1998; Eriksson et al., 2007), increasingly, 

theoretical predictions are being tested empirically (Mcelreath et al., 2005; Efferson et 

al., 2008; Mesoudi and O’Brien, 2008; Caldwell and Millen, 2008b, 2008a; Henrich 

and Henrich, 2010). In chapter 3, I added to this body of findings by investigating 

whether adult social learning is guided by the number of demonstrators, demonstrator 

consensus, observer confidence, task difficulty, the cost of asocial learning, task 

familiarity, demonstrator and observer performance, and their difference and whether 

the pattern of influence of these factors is in line with predictions from theoretical 

models.. I found that adults were sensitive to all of these factors, other than their own 

performance (they instead showed a sensitivity to the demonstrator's performance and 

the difference between their own performance and that of the demonstrator). 
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However, a central prediction of theoretical work on this topic is that not only should 

these biases exist, but that they should also be adaptive in that their use should lead 

individuals towards acquiring valuable information (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; 

Laland, 2004; Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 1981). This prediction has rarely been 

empirically tested. In chapter 3 I show that not only are adults sensitive to a range of 

factors that influence whether they use social information, but also that the way in 

which they use social information does act to increase the accuracy of their decision 

making, satisfying the adaptive predictions of evolutionary models. 

 

In chapter 4 I presented data on the existence of two of these biases (copy-when-

uncertain, and conformist transmission) in young children (ages 3 to 7). I was able to 

show that the behaviour of the older children was very much like that of adults, 

showing a greater reliance on social information when the quality of asocial 

information was low and being disproportionately sensitive to intermediate majorities 

amongst the informants. The behaviour of younger children was, however, different: 

they showed little sensitivity to the quality of asocial information and also showed no 

sensitivity to intermediate majorities, only showing signs of social influence when 

there was a total consensus amongst the 10 informants. This work not only showed 

how the form of this behaviour changed as young children aged, but was also able to 

investigate the extent to which the social influence improved decision making. I found 

that older children's use of social information was adaptive in that it increased their 

performance, whilst the younger children's use improved performance to a much 

lesser extent and only when a total consensus was available. Thus, this data shows 
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both the development of an adaptive behaviour, but also the development of the 

adaptiveness of a behaviour. 

 

In chapter 5 I presented data investigating the role of social learning in the specific 

case of the development and evolution of lithic tool use in hominins. Using 

transmission-chain methods established by other cultural evolutionary experiments 

(Caldwell and Millen, 2008b; Mesoudi and Whiten, 2008; Flynn and Whiten, 2008) I 

was able to show that (at least in modern humans) teaching and language greatly 

assist the rapid social transmission of the ability to manufacture Oldowan flint flakes, 

which first appear in the archaeological record from 2.52mya (Roche et al., 1999; 

Semaw, 2000). These findings suggest that the million-year stasis observed in the 

Oldowan technocomplex (Stout et al., 2010) could be due to limitations on the social 

transmission available to hominins, which may have hindered the stable social 

transmission of any further developments to this technology. This would imply that 

the appearance of Acheulean tools (Beyene et al., 2013) indicates the development of 

more complex means of social transmission, which, I have argued, given the 

complexity of Acheulean tools, would at least involve some form of teaching, and 

plausibly a form of verbal instruction. Independent of these possibilities the data also 

strongly suggest a co-evolution of tools and communication, with tool use creating a 

selection pressure for more complex means of social transmission which in turn 

allows for the stable transmission of more complex tool making skills. This data 

provides empirical support for what previously has remained an often made 

hypothesis (Uomini, 2009b; Bickerton, 2009; Sterelny, 2012; Stout and Chaminade, 

2012), however there are alternative hypotheses. For example, based on data from 

sub-Saharan Africa and early Upper Palaeolithic Europe it has been argued that 
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demographic factors such as regional population density and migratory activity 

impacted upon the development of modern behaviour (Powell et al., 2009). Such a 

hypothesis has support from work showing that population reduction in Tasmania 

across 8000 years lead to the loss of several useful technologies (Henrich, 2004b). 

These hypotheses are not mutually exclusive however, and it is certainly possible that 

modern human behaviour is the result of both demographic factors and a co-evolution 

of culture and communicative abilities. 

 

6.3 - Broader considerations 

 

6.3.1 - The status of adaptive learning rules 

 

The data I presented in chapter 3 provide strong empirical support for the notion of 

adaptive learning rules that guide reliance on social information such that the fitness 

of the learner is increased. Evolved learning rules are a central feature of cultural 

evolutionary theory, distinguishing it from other fields such as social psychology, and 

so this work provides support for the cultural evolutionary approach (Boyd and 

Richerson, 1985; Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 1981; Laland, 2004). The results 

presented in chapter 3, along with other empirical work described in Chapters 1 and 2, 

now provide a detailed account of when adults humans will use social information, 

and when they will not. 

 

The predictions of cultural evolutionary theory were further tested in the experiment 

described in Chapter 4 where social learning strategies were investigated in young 

children. This work highlights how the study of the development of social learning 
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biases is still possible within an evolutionary framework and clearly shows the 

relevance of developmental studies of "trust" to cultural evolution theory. Given the 

above, whilst our knowledge of adaptive learning rules remains far from complete, the 

general prediction from cultural evolutionary theory, that adaptive learning rules exist 

and are a general feature of humanity would seem to be well supported. 

 

6.3.2 - Conformist Transmission 

 

Conformist transmission, described in Chapter 2, has been a central focus of the work 

in this thesis. Whilst I found evidence consistent with it both in adults and in children 

above the age of 5, elsewhere in the literature it has found more mixed support 

(Efferson et al., 2008; McElreath et al., 2005). However, it may be possible to 

reconcile these conflicting findings. For example, in the study by McElreath et al. 

(2005), which found limited support for conformist transmission, participants were 

given both asocial and social information, something that theory on conformist 

transmission has rarely taken into account (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Henrich and 

Boyd, 1998). Furthermore, although in Henrich & Boyd's (1998) model individuals 

are capable of both asocial and social learning, for each decision they choose one 

source over the other and do not combine the two. In experiments where participants 

have access to both sources, it seems likely that they would combine the two when 

making a decision, and not choose one source at the expense of the other. In the work 

presented here, evidence for conformist transmission, both in adults and children, was 

found by controlling for asocial information statistically. As McElreath et al. (2005) 

did not do so this could explain why their data only partially supported conformist 

transmission.  
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Furthermore, in Chapter 3, I found that without controlling for asocial information 

statistically, participant behaviour only matched conformist transmission when the 

number of demonstrators was high and participant confidence was low. McElreath et 

al. (2005) used a smaller group of demonstrators than I did (between 3 and 6), which 

raises the additional possibility that in this study the group sizes studied were too 

small to observe behaviour consistent with conformist transmission without 

statistically controlling for asocial information. However, in Efferson et al.'s (2008) 

study, the social learners did not have access to asocial information, avoiding this 

problem. In this case, many, but not all, of the participants behaved in line with 

conformist transmission. The reason why some participants did not conform remains 

unclear, but plausibly reflects genuine variation in the extent to which individuals are 

conformist. 

 

Given the above, it is now clear that, at least in some circumstances, human behaviour 

matches conformist transmission. The next step in this line of research will be to test 

empirically the predictions of models where conformist transmission was allowed to 

hinge on other factors, such as the number of traits or the error rate of learning 

(Nakahashi et al., 2012). Furthermore, the findings of Toelch et al. (2010), make it 

clear that adults are capable of complex responses to frequency, favouring traits 

whose popularity is increasing, and researchers should also look to extend theoretical 

consideration of conformist transmission to incorporate such factors. 
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6.3.3 - Gene-culture co-evolution 

 

Another distinguishing feature of cultural evolution is the treatment of culture as a 

partially independent heritable system alongside the more traditional genetic system. 

The interactions between the two have been the study of many so-called gene-culture 

co-evolutionary models, and whilst this theory suggests culture can alter the dynamics 

of genetic evolution, empirical tests of this are difficult. In chapter 5 I provide 

evidence in support of a co-evolutionary dynamic between the genetic evolution of 

systems of communication (such as teaching and symbolic communication) and the 

cultural evolution of stone tools. The proposed reciprocal evolution of technology, 

part of the cultural inheritance system, and the capacity for social transmission, part of 

the genetic inheritance system, is accordingly consistent with the dual nature of 

inheritance emphasised by cultural evolutionary theory. This finding is also of 

relevance to the ongoing debate as to whether non-genetic inheritance systems (such 

as culture) are of interest to biologists, with some critics arguing that they tell us 

nothing biological beyond what can be learned from genes (Dickins and Rahman, 

2012). This debate is not limited to the importance of culture, however, and includes 

other non-genetic inheritance systems such as epigenetics (Jablonka and Lamb, 2006) 

and niche construction (Odling-Smee et al., 2003). These non-genetic systems have 

been argued to be involved in various aspects of human evolution, their importance 

facilitated by our unprecedented capacity for culture and environmental modification 

(e.g., Shennan, 2011; Gerbault et al., 2011). If evolution is partly a non-genetic 

process, a stance the data I provide in chapter 5 supports, then these inheritance 

systems clearly are of interest and importance to biologists. The implications of this 

debate are considerable, with non-genetic inheritance mechanisms forming part of a 
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larger movement advocating an extension to the Modern Synthesis (Danchin et al., 

2011; Pigliucci and Müller, 2010). Accordingly, studies of gene-culture co-evolution 

may not only lead to the full incorporation of non-genetic inheritance systems into 

biology, but may also contribute to the development of a new framework within 

which to understand the evolutionary process. 

 

6.4 - Further work 

 

6.4.1 - The evolved basis of learning rules 

 

Although the conditions that elicit social learning, and the fact that the human 

response to these factors broadly adaptive, are reasonably well understood, the 

evolved mechanistic basis of such learning biases (e.g., genetic, cultural, or otherwise) 

needs further investigation. Much work on this topic, both theoretical and empirical, 

has made the phenotypic gambit, assuming that such rules can be effectively treated 

as under simple genetic control (Laland, 2004; Morgan et al., 2011). Whilst this has 

been a successful approach, the argument has been made that available evidence 

suggests such rules are products of cultural evolution, and not genetic evolution 

(Heyes, 2012). A fuller understanding of social learning requires that this assumption 

be tested. 

 

Central to this endeavour will be more developmental studies of social learning. These 

need to identify, not only how social learning strategies develop, but what conditions 

and other influences affect their development. A good example are studies of social 

learning in children that differ as to whether they have a secure, ambivalent or 
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avoidant relationship with their mother at 15 months (Corriveau et al., 2009b). This 

relationship status, which depends on early interactions between the mother and child, 

was found experimentally to correlate with the weight children give to their mother's 

advice at age 5. This shows that the development of adaptive learning rules are at least 

partially flexible and suggests the phenotypic gambit may be a poor assumption for 

future work. Moreover, it highlights the possibility that the social learning rules 

identified so far, largely through work with western undergraduates, may not be 

universal (Henrich et al., 2010). 

 

Another way in which our understanding of the plasticity in learning rules can be 

enhanced is through cross cultural studies. Whilst cultural variation is known to exist 

in reliance on social information (Bond and Smith, 1996) the cause of such variation 

has not been identified. Experiments with adult participants can identify how much 

variation exists in social learning and may be able to identify cultural features that 

correlate with such variation. For example, on the basis of the observation that east-

Asian individuals are more reliant on social information than are Western individuals 

(Bond and Smith, 1996) the prediction could be made that reliance on social 

information is driven by the holistic thinking style characteristic of east-Asian 

populations, as opposed to the analytic thinking style of Western populations (Nisbett 

et al., 2001). Further to this, cross-cultural developmental studies could also identify 

different developmental trajectories in social learning and could potentially ascertain 

which experiential factors are involved in the development of transmission biases. 

Whilst some cross-cultural data on children's use of social information, similar to that 

in adults, is available (Corriveau and Harris, 2010), it is only able to identify that 

differences exist, not explain when or how such differences arise. 
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6.4.2 - The neural basis of learning rules 

 

Whilst the conditions that elicit social learning are well understood, how this 

behaviour is manifest in the brain is also an area that would benefit from more 

attention. Chapters 1 and 2 highlight the existing data available on this topic which 

along with Chapter 3 imply a great variety of strategies are used. Whilst several brain 

areas have been implicated, much more research is required to understand the role 

different brain areas play in social decision making. Furthermore, it would be of 

interest to investigate whether different social learning strategies are the product of 

different neural mechanisms as opposed to a single decision making mechanism with 

many different types of input. Likewise, Chapter 4 found differences in social 

information use as children age, it would be of interest to see what the neural 

correlates of such development was. Such research could identify if the development 

of strategies reflected the development of a specific brain area or several. If previous 

social learning experiments could be replicated with participants within an fMRI 

machine this would provide a ready source of data that could be understood in the 

context of the previous work. 

 

6.4.3 - Normative motivations for copying 

 

Almost all of the work on social learning from within cultural evolution has assumed 

that that main motivation to use social information is to gain access to high quality 

information (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Morgan et al., 2011; Mcelreath et al., 2005). 

Using terminology from social psychology, this is described as an informational 

motivation (Deutsch and Gerard, 1955). However, experimental cultural evolutionary 
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studies of the adaptive value of social learning have largely neglected normative 

influences, where the goal is not high-quality information, but to be in agreement with 

others (Deutsch and Gerard, 1955). Whilst some theoretical considerations of 

normative motivations have been made (Boyd and Richerson, 1985) a necessary next 

step would be to theoretically identify conditions under which such motivations would 

be expected to evolve, then, as has been done with informationally motivated social 

learning strategies, these could be tested empirically. 

 

6.4.4 - A quantitative mechanism for social learning 

 

A long term goal of the study of social learning would be the quantitative description 

of the mechanism by which individuals combine social and asocial information. 

Currently we have a firm, qualitative, understanding of this process, such that 

numerous factors are known to have a broadly positive or negative influence on the 

likelihood that an individual will adopt the decisions of others. However, a more 

detailed account of the underlying mechanisms would incorporate not only the general 

effect, but also its shape (e.g., linear or diminishing returns), and would allow easy 

comparison across variables (e.g., for given variances, which of two parameters has 

the greatest influence on decision making). Furthermore, such a mechanism would 

ideally combine both informational and normative motivations within a single 

explanatory framework. Previous attempts have been made at such a mechanism from 

within social psychology (e.g., Social Impact Theory, Latane, 1981; Social Influence 

Model, Tanford and Penrod, 1984), but none have been entirely successful. However, 

by combining studies of function from cultural evolution with data from 

neurobiological studies and by drawing on existing models of asocial decision making 
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that have proven successful (Gold and Shadlen, 2007) such a goal seems more 

possible, if still lofty. 

 

6.5 - Conclusion 

 

This thesis set out to experimentally investigate the factors influencing social 

information use in adults and young children and to examine what forms of social 

transmission are capable of supporting early stone tool technology. I found that adults 

on the older children studied showed a great sensitivity to a variety of factors, whilst 

the youngest children did not. I also found that teaching and language seem very 

important for the successful transmission of Oldowan technology. I feel this work 

makes an important contribution to the literature and that the data presented in the 

previous chapters go someway to answering outstanding questions. However, I also 

feel the work presented endorses the cultural evolutionary approach to the study of 

social learning and evolution more generally. Given the above, as well as data from 

other fields such as social psychology, a thorough understanding of the conditions that 

elicit social learning is now possible. Additionally, we can be confident that 

individuals do so adaptively. However, a more detailed account of the mechanism 

underlying such behaviour is yet to be realised. The numerous successes of cultural 

evolution and the interdisciplinary interest in social learning hint that such a 

framework may now be possible and it is certainly an obvious, if daunting, next step.  
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